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Economic conditions have given marked impetus to the development of several specialpurpose tubes of increased efficiency. Three new SPEED types have been announced
-several others are nearing completion in the SPEED laboratories.
TO THE RADIO TRADE: SPEED Radio Tubes will be displayed in Booth 40, Exhibition Hall.
and in Demonstration Rooms 718, 719, 720, Stevens Hotel, Chicago; RMA Trade Show, May 23 -26, Incl.

NEW TYPES

REGULAR TYPES

SPEED Type 256
is an AC General Purpose tube
5 -prong base, similar to
SPEED type 227, with improved characteristics. This
new fast -heater tube is in a
small bulb measuring only
41/4" overall. This efficient
tube, with the others in its
series illustrated below, will be
widely popular in new 1932
receivers.

with

SPEED
Types 257, 258
are designed to replace types
224 and 235 respectively in
new equipment. SPEED type
257 is an AC Radio- Frequency
Pentode with a 6 -prong base;
SPEED type 258 is an AC
Variable-Mu Radio- Frequency
Pentode with a 6 -prong base.
These fast heater tubes measure
only 474" overall.

SPEED Triple -Twin, an exclusive development of the SPEED laboratories. Type 295
AC; type 291 DC; type 293 for automobile
use.
CABLE RADIO TUBE CORPORATION,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Send me current bulletins on items checked:
SPEED Radio Tubes
-- SPEED Foto -Lectric Tubes
SPEED Television Tubes

Name
Address

City and Slate

Receiving Tubes
General

General
AC Series

Automobile
Series

DC Series
201A

224
235

S82B
S83
S84

WD12
120
140

Low Wattage

Rectifier

WDI1

226
227
245

112A
171A
200A
222

247

171AC
256
257
258

Special Amplifier
Series

210
250

Series

236
237
238
239

199

551

Sparion Set

Triple -Twin
Series
291
293
295

S85

Series

Series

230

280

231

281

232
233
234

282

Other new important types
will shortly be announced.

Foto -Lectric Tubes
Five types with several different basing arrangements. For use with
DeForest Phonofilm, Kinoplay, Weber, Platter, Holmes, DeVry, RCA
Photophone, Powers, Pacent, Royal, Universal, Gries, Western Electric
and many other types of equipment.

Standard gas -filled types, red sensitive, caesium on caesium -oxide,
silver -oxide base. Guaranteed against defects.

Television Tubes
One inch plate, Wall Electrode type for operation in plate circuit
of type 171A tube and with plate current limitations in circuit of
types 245 or 247.

Crater type, in standard diameters of .015 ", .020 ", .030 ", .040 ".
Other sizes available on special order.

Send Coupon for Current Bulletins

CABLE RADIO TUBE
230 -240 NO.NINTH

ST.

CORP.

BROOKLYN. N.Y.
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HERE'S AN AD
THAT SAYS I CAN

I'VE GOT TO
DO SOMETHING
AND DO IT
MIGHTY FAST

WELL, HERE'S THEIR BOOK.
IT SAYS I CAN LEARN AT HOME
AND THAT I GET, WITH THE
COURSE, A PIECE OF EQUIPMENT THAT PUTS ME IN A

I

ANYWAY

I CAN
YOUR
RADIO,
FIX

YOU BET!

GEE! THIS /S SIMPLE. I
WISH 1,0 GOTTEN STARTED
EARLIER. OH! WELL, IT
WON'T BE LONG NOW

BUT I HAVE 3 JOBS
AHEAD OF YOURS.

I'LL BE OVER IN
ABOUT AN HOUR

MONEY-MAKING
BUSINESS ALMOS
AT

DON'T BELIEVE

IT, BUT I'LL SEND
THE COUPON

MAKE MONEY IN RADIO

-

.
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ONCE.

THAT'S

ME!

I MADE FOURTEEN
DOLLARS TODAY 1N

IT SOUNDS BETTER

THAN EVER. HOW
MUCH DO I OWE YOU
FOR YOUR

WORK

JUST A FEW HOURS.
AND TO THINK
THAT A FEW WEEKS

?

AGO

I

WAS WON-

DERING WHERE
My NEXT MEAL
WAS

COMING
F ROM

WORK FOR YOURSELF SET YOUR OWN PAY
-or,
-here's
BEGIN NOW WE'LL HELP
if you're slaving
If your pay has been cut
your chance
away on some hopeless job
to get on your feet in a hurry! R. T. A.-one of
the oldest, best known radio organizations in
the world- offers you the opportunity to go to
work for yourself -to name your own pay -and
to start making money almost at once. R. T. A.
is not just a school that teaches you and then lets
you shift for yourself. Instead, R. T. A. makes
you a Certified Radiotechnician and provides
you with a wonderful service outfit that makes
money for you just as soon as you get it. Real
money too-up to $20 a day! With R. T. A.
Training and with the R. T. A. Set Analyzer and
Trouble Shooter you should be the most popular
radio service man in town, and have all the business you want to take care of. No pay cuts
nobody to boss you but yourself.

SEND COUPON

for NO-COST MEMBERSHIP PLAN

We have worked out a truly wonderful plan whereby R.T. A.
membership, the R. T. A. Course, and the It T. A. Set
Analyzer and Trouble Shooter need not cost you a cent.
The coupon_ will bring you full particulars. Clip -fill
mad uuw. 1'dlay!
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RADIO TRAINING AS.SOCTATTON OF AMERICA
1513 Ravenswood Ave.. Dept RCA-6 Chicago
Send me full particulars of your No -Cost Membership
Plan.
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THE EDDY -CURRENT REPRODUCER. ;\ development
which bids fair to supplant the dyzu uuic unit; and so sensitive it may he operated directly from a power -detector, is
described by the athor, an internationally fanions engineer.
BUILDING THE UNI- PENTODI: MAGNADYNE RECEIVER. Complete construction details for a one-tithe loud-
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speaker set of entirely new design and remarkable simplicity
of construction.

Copyright 1932.
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OPPORTUNITIES
are many

for the Radio
Trained Man

Don't spend your life slaving away in some dull, hopeless job! Don't be
satisfied to work for a mere $20 or $30 a week. Let me show you how
to get your start in Radio -the fastest - growing, biggest money - making
game on earth.

a Week and Up
Jobs Leading to Salaries ofand$50
Tester -as Radio Salesman

Prepare for jobs as Designer, Inspector
and in Service and Installation Work -as Operator or Manager of a Broadcasting Station -as Wireless Operator on a Ship or Airplane, or in Talking Picture or Sound Work- HUNDREDS of OPPORTUNITIES for a
real future in Radio!

TenWeeks of Shop Trainin
We don't teach by book study. We train you on a great outlay of Radio, Television and Sound equipment on scores of modern Radio Receivers, huge
Broadcasting equipment, the very latest and newest Television apparatus, Talking Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment,Code Practice equipment, etc.
You don't need advanced education or previous experience. We give you
RIGHT HERE IN THE COYNE SHOPS-the actual practice and experience
you'll need for your start in t h is great field. And because wecut out all useless theory and only give that which is necessary you get a practical training in 10 weeks.

-

-

and TALKING PICTURES
TELEVISION
Television is already here! Soon there'll be est Television equipment. Talking Picture and

And
a demand for THOUSANDS of TELEVISION
EXPERTS ! The man who learns Television
now can have a great future in this great new
field. Get in on the ground -floor of this amazing new Radio development! Come to COYNE
and learn Television on the very latest, new-

Public Address Systems offer opportunities to
the Trained Radio Man. Here is a great new
Radio field just beginning to grow! Prepare
NOW for these wonderful opportunities! Learn
Radio Sound Work at COYNE on actual Talking Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment.

All Practical Work
At COYNE In Chicago

ALL ACTUAL, PRACTICAL WORK. You build
radio sets, install and service them. You actually operate great Broadcasting equipment. You construct
Television Receiving Sets and actually transmit your
own Television programs over our modern Television equipment. You work on real Talking Picture
machines and Sound equipment. You learn Wireless
Operating on actual Code Practice apparatus. We don't
waste time on useless theory. We give you the practical training you'll need -in 10 short, pleasant weeks.

Learning
Many Earn While
Service for Life. And

Mail CouponToday for All the
- - Facts
- - ------------------

You get Free Employment
don't let lack of money stop you. Many of our students
make all or a good part of their living expenses while
going to school and if you should need this help just
write to me. Coyne is 32 years old! Coyne Train-

H. C. LEWIS,

for my big free book!

Name

ing is tested -proven beyond all doubt. You can find
out everything absolutely free. Just mail coupon
H. C. Lewis, Pres.

COYNE
SOO

RADIO DIVISION

President

Radio Division, Coyne Electrical School
500 S. Paulina St., Dept.A2.SH Chicago, Ill.

-

Dear Mr. Lewis: Send me your Big Free Radio Book, and
all details of your Special Offer.

Founded 1899

Electrical School

S. Paulina St., Dept.A2-8H Chicago, Ill.

Address
City

Riot(

It_1I)
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7/ieq üq YOU CAN T

bui

et Enjrnjab1e"Pr6rams
Every day of

MANY prominent radio engineers STILL contend that dependable daily
reception of extremely distant foreign stations is impossible.

-

"It can't be done!" they shout. They insist that the distance is too great
that atmospheric conditions are too variable-that signal strength is in-

sufficiently constant -that if foreign reception is to be obtained at all, an
ideal location must be had -and, last, that there is no receiver generally
available today that is sensitive enough to bring in foreign stations regularly.

Many of those making these statements are receiver manufacturers; men
who have been forced to conclude that mass production methods cannot

E. H. Scorn
Pioneer Designer of 'round the
world broadcast receivers.

Seven years ago, newspaper and magazine
editors gave columns and columns of space

to the amazing performance of a theretofore unknown receiver. They heralded the
advent of transoceanic reception, on the
broadcast band (200 -550 meters) as the
greatest radio achievement of the age.
They named the receiver "World Record
Super," because it brought in 117 programs from 19 stations, ALL OVER 6000
miles away, and WITHIN THE SHORT
SPACE OF 13 WEEKS.

This receiver was the work of E. H.
Scott, who believed that a radio set designed in accord
with certain advanced ideas of his own, and engineered to micrometric precision, would do things no
other receiver was ever able to do. These sets were
built in the laboratory. Not even a screw was touched
by an unscientific hand, and the radio industry was
given a new target.

During the following years, E. H. Scott set still
higher standards for radio's performance. Today, as
the culmination of these efforts, he offers the Scott
All -Wave, a band -built instrument of scientific precision that is sold with a guarantee of regular, 'round
the world reception, or YOUR money back.

produce receivers capable of regular foreign
reception. Seeming disbelief in the practicability of foreign reception
is therefore the result
of someone's failure.
The only reason for sincere disbelief is ignorance of the facts.
You are entitled to
the truth. It is your
privilege to know the
FACTS, because the
most interesting -the
ACICALL}'the whole world
most enjoyable world
on a dial.
of radio is to be found
between 15 and 200 meters. Hence, I have written this answer
to disbelievers and to the unadvised, and I am spending my own
money to publish these four pages of FACTS.
You will find in them a full explanation of what foreign reception is; how regularly it comes in ; what the programs are and
how they sound. In addition you'll find undeniable PROOF
that the Scott All -Wave 15 -550 meter Superheterodyne is certain
to give you enjoyable round the world reception every day of
every month of the year. Yes, EVERY day, even
during the summer months I say, "You CAN do it

-

!

!

"S
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4 Pages of
PROOF
a

from dozens of Foreign Stations
Every month of the Year
Program Returned to Australia by Phone
The engineer of VK3ME was curious to know with what quality
his program was received in Chicago. Iie realized, of course, that
clarity was sufficient to permit logging of details, but beyond that he
was skeptical. So on January 23rd,
1932 Mr. Scott telephoned VK3ME
from Chicago, and while VK3ME's
program was being received,
the telephone mouthpiece
was pointed toward

FRINZik

the speaker and the program
sent back to Melbourue-another
9560 miles, and with perfect clarity
as verified by the engineer's written
acknowledgment.
This 10 month test on reception from a point
nearly 10,000 miles away, proves, beyond any
doubt, that enjoyable foreign reception can be
depended upon, IF the receiving equipment is competent. It
PROVES that DISTANCE is no obstacle! And it PROVES that
variable conditions of the atmosphere are not insurmountable
obstacles! To further substantiate our contentions we began a
test of VK2ME at Sydney. VK_ME's acknowledgment of this
reception is reproduced below. Both of these tests PROVE that
there IS a receiver having
more than enough sensiWESTERN
tivity to detect and reproduce the broadcast from

moo

Reception from VK3ME sent back to Melbourne, Australia,
by telephone front Chicago by E. II. Scott.

The AUSTRALIAN TEST
first proved regular reception possible
For a considerable period, short wave broadcasts from England,
France and Italy have been picked up by the broadcasting chains
in this country, on highly developed laboratory -type short wave
receivers and re- broadcasted on the 200 -550 meter band to listeners in America. The fact that these broadcasts were always planned,
weeks in advance, convinced us that their reception was content.
plated with absolute certainty. Why, then, couldn't all foreign
broadcasts be depended upon? To ascertain whether or not they
could be, we selected the station farthest from Chicago that broadcasted regularly, and set out to see bow many of its programs wo
could pick up with the Scott All -Wave.

All Programs Recorded
VK3ME at Melbourne, Australia, is 9560 air miles from Chicago.
This station broadcasts two times a week on a wave length t1E
31.55 meters. The reception test was begun June 6th, 1931. Ten
months have elapsed, and every broadcast (excepting three) wal
received with sufficient loud speaker volume to be clearly heard and
logged. The three programs were missed only because an illegal
code transmission interfered.
Each broadcast from VK3ME has not only been clearly heard,
and its reception verified by the station, but they have all been
recorded just as they came from the amplifier of the Scott All Wave on aluminum discs. These recordings are available to anyone
who wishes to hear them.
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Other Owners Do
Even Better
This remarkable performance was not a stunt. It
was not a freak happen-

stance occurring to one
Geoft All -Wave ideally located and installed. To the contrary, it
appears as mediocre performance when compared to time 9,533
logs of foreign reception sent to us during January, February and
March from Scott All -Wave owners located in all parts of the
country! These logs, constituting further proof of the practicability of foreign reception, are discussed on the next two pages.

(Turn the page, please),
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Detailed Lois
by SCOTT
tell What qou hewi

See preceding pages

Clarity
detail contained in this log, submitted
1 by Mr. Roye Bilheimer of Pennsylvania,
demonstrates the clarüy with which the Scott
All -Wave brings in foreign stations 10,000
miles away. This log was made Feb. 28, 1932,
and while only 30 minutes of it are shown
here, the log, as submitted, covered the entire
consecutive hours of the broadcast.
^lr`ICE

6:00 a.m. E.S.T.- Chlmea are heard striking the hour of
9:00 p.m.. and you my, "Just 9:90 o'clock. Sunday
evening." You go on to say. "VIUME, 47 York Street,
Sydney. Australia. would bo pleased to receive reports
from those oversees relating to the reception of these
programs. Our next record Is rather an interesting
broadcast. I am going to play for you, a record
recorded In Chicago. This record was picked up by Mr.
Scott of Chicago. an ardent listener of VK25IE. It was
then recorded on his home recording set. on aluminum
discs, and then sent to VK2M E. and we will now play
this record over fur you. ss mot will glee you some idea
of the reception in the United States. especially in
Chicago. This is a musical selection by the Band of
Guards. Stand by a secHis Majesty's
ond. please."
6:05 a.m. E.S.T.-VK2ME. Sydney. Australia. The record
you have been listening to was one made in Chicago by
Mr. Scott. on ardent listener to VK2ME. The original
recording was transmitted some time ago and Mr. Scott
received that recording. and cut In the record on his
home recording set, and forwarded this to VK2ME.
That was the record whirl has just arrived in Sydney
and we have hut played it for you, tone how you will
receive it. I shall note play for you the laugh of the
" Kookaburra." that was also picked up In Chicago by
the same gentleman.
6:06V, am. E.B.T. -Laugh of the "Kookaburra." Now you
say. "That was the laugh of the 'Kookaburra.' reproduced In Chicago again after receiving the original
recording from VK2Mr7. We should be glad to receive
reports from other listeners as to how they receive these
recordings." A talk of the day Is entitled "Australia
Commences the Travel Idea." prepared by Charles
Holmes. Director of the Australian National Travelers'
Association. Now you continue with the talk:
"Set In the sunshine of southern seas. Australia is the
world's littlest continent. Australia is
continent that
la different from other lands in its appearance. Its geographic formation. and its strange animals. as well as
its ge -old peoples. Then. too. the remainder of the
native race that originally inhabited Australia are a
stone -age people, but now I wish you o ld see them in
the Government Reservations. and in the ufar-hack places
of the continent, where many still lead their primitive
lives.
6:12 a.m. EAT.
They were entertained by Australian
aborigines who are located in a settlement there. They
were amn.ed to see them throw their boomerangs. that
strange wooden weapon which. when Thrown by a person,
returns to the thrower. and the visitors had an amusing
time practicing among themselves. Rudolph Friml gazed
at a group of black fellows who were playing a tune with
the leaf of the eucalyptus tree, "Rose Marie." from the
famous play he had written.
6:14 a.m. E.S.T. -You are now speaking of native bears.
and say: "Here the visitors saw the quaint and lovable
little hears. 'Living toys.' one visitor called them. One
gentleman scanted to buy them outright. so enthused was
he by these little native animals. Some of the ladies
brought honey and candy. and were greatly disappointed
when their gifts were refused by the hears. They prefer
to get their own sweets from the eucalyptus tree.
"Australia welcomes the visitor. We want the world
selves seek a greater
to know us better. and wr. ourselves,
knowledge of people of other lands. In these days.
travel is more than a great pleasure maker
is a
great peace maker. and that Is what the world today Is
most In need nf. This concludes my short talk. entitled
'Australia Commences the Travel Idea.' prepared by
Charles Holmes. Director of the Australian National
Traveler. Association."
6 :15 a.m. 18.8.T.-The Band of Ills Majesty's Air Fnree
will play "Washington Braves." arranged by Victor
Herbert.
6:18 a.m. E.S.T.- VK .181E. Sydney. Australia. You now
give the time as I s minutes past 9:09 Sunday r eni no
Contralto solo, "God Shall Wipe Assay All Tears," I.r
Stilt lean.
6:22'4 a.m. E.S.T. -VK2 tfE. Sydney. Australia. An organ solo. ".lust Imagine." by Leslie James.
This is coming through with fine volume and clarity.
ahhough the weather here is very bad. It is very
foggy and rainy.
6:25 a.m. E.S.T.- VK2ME. Sydney. Australia. The time
is 26 minutes past 9:00 Sunday evening.
You now
announce the next selection. a waltz.
6:301/4 a.m. E.S.T.-VK2ME. Sydney. Australia. The band
of line Majesty's Guards directed by It. G. Evan,.
playing "Intermezzo." by Reeves

-
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ot the Scott All-Wave

Detailed logs
of foreign programs
have been sent to us
since January 1st,
9,535

-

1932. All of these
logs are complete
proving that the reception was not only

heard, but that the
clarity was perfect.
Two of these logs are
reproduced (in part

only, for lack of

space) on these

pages. Think of it!
9,535 logs from 186
stations in 40 different foreign countries
It is difficult to understand, how anyone
after reading these
logs, could believe that dependable, day in, day out foreign reception is anything
but a complete, and thoroughly satisfactory actuality.
!

What Countries Will You Hear?
Any Wednesday, Saturday or Sunday morning you can tune in the Australian stations and listen to a three hour program, in English, of course. Then if you wish
something with a decidedly foreign flavor, you can dial Saigon, Indo- China, and
listen to the weirdest, Eastern music you have ever heard.
Right after breakfast, most any morning, you can tune in the Radio Colonial at
Paris, France -or Chelmsford, England, from which station comes an English version
of the World's latest news.
From 11:30 A. M. until 5 P. M. you have your choice of musical programs, talks,
plays, etc. from Italy. France, Germany or England. In the late afternoon, the
offerings from Portugal will be found very entertaining.
In the evening you may have your choice of a dozen or more different stations
including Colombia and Ecuador in South America. Then, too, there is Spain, and
Cuba.
Is this alit -Indeed not! -These are just a few of the many foreign stations that
will be found on the dial of the Scott All -Wave. A complete list showing the exact
time to tune dozens of foreign stations, is furnished with the receiver.

What Will You Hear?
From a large number of these foreign stations you'll hear news in English, and
you'll delight in the variety of aspect the different countries give to an item of
international interest.
You'll hear music from everywhere. Weird chants from Indo- China, and in contrast, a tango from the Argentine. From Rome you'll hear the real Grand Opera
you'll hear the voice of the Pope, the Vatican Choir and solo voices mellowed in
Italian sunshine. From Germany you'll hear political speeches, music and news.
From France, Spain and Portugal you'll hear a wonderful musical program that
will thrill ytlu hour after hour. From England you'll hear plays -drama -comedy
and musicales; delightful presentations, refreshingly different from those to which
you are accustomed. You'll never tire of foreign reception, because it never loses

-

its novelty.

Will the Reception Be Clear?
Foreign stations are tuned easily and smoothly with a Scott All -Wave. As the dial
is turned to the correct spot, the station comes on, in most cases, with the same
naturalness, clarity, and roundness of tone that characterizes domestic reception.

lune,
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of Foreign Reception

Owners

and 1/ow you hem
Ii

Usually, you can have more volume than you wish, which means simply that the
sensitivity may be lowered beneath the noise level, thereby permitting the program
to come through with truly enjoyable bell -like clarity. There's no doubt about it.
Dependable foreign reception is here: yours to thrill to; yours to enjoy as you have
never enjoyed radio before.

Read These Logs

The log reproduced at the right represents one day that E. B. Roberts of Massachusetts spent with his Scott All -Wave. During the day he journeyed from France
to England, to Italy, back to France and in the evening to South America. The
other log is that sent in by Mr. bye Bilheimer of Pennsylvania who made a point
of logging every word put on the air by VR2ME, Sydney, Australia, February 28,
1932. If you have any doubt concerning the authenticity of these two logs or
the others sent to us, see the auditors' report herewith. Read these logs -then consider that 9,533 more detailed logs bear witness to the new world of radio pleasure
opened to YOU by the Scott All -Wave 15-550 meter Superheterodyne.

Prove to yourself the

practicability of
Short Wave

foreign reception
These four pages have told the
story of short wave foreign reception in no uncertain terms. They
have PROVED that clear, enjoyable reception of foreign stations
can be enjoyed by anyone irrespective of the state or country in
Which he lives. And we want to
prove to you, right in your own
home -that YOU can tune 'round
the world whenever you choose and
enjoy every program you hear. To
do that, we'll build a Scott All Wave 15-550 meter superheterodyne to your order ; we'll test it on
reception from London, Sydney or
Rome -and give you the exact dial
readings. If you don't get enjoyable foreign reception from these
the receiver does not
stations
eclipse every statement made for
it, you may return it and your
money will be refunded. The con pon below will bring full particulars of this offer -also the technical details of the Scott All -Wave.
Clip the coupon-mail it now.

-if

d

THE SCOTT WELLINGTON

Typical of the many excellent models of Scott Consoles, the Wellington is a beautiful example of deluxe
cabinet artistry. Fashioned from burl walnut and
finished to go with the finest furniture. The center
drawer contains the optional phonograph equipmnit,
which, when wanted, is supplied with an automatic

tut record

changer.

The E. H. SCOTT RADIO LABORATORIES, INC.

r
1

I
I

4450

Ravenswood Ave., Dept. C62

"fhe E. II. Seott Radio Laboratories,
4450 Ravenswood Ave., Dept C62

Inc.,

Chicago, Ill.
Send me full particulars of the Scott All -Wave

s

I

Superheterodyne.

I

\ame

l

a

I

Chicago, Ill.

*AUDITORS' REPORT
We hereby certify that we have

examined and counted 9,535 logs of
programs reported by purchasers of
Scott All -Wave Receivers from 186
stations, foreign to the country in
which received, during the months
of January, February, March, 1932.
CHESNIJTT, MURPHY, POOLE & CO.

Certified Public Accountants

I..YIROMM__,_1=.11MO

it
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News and Music From Four Foreign
Countries Received in One Day
'THESE logs, made March 7, 1932, and sub.1. mitted by E. B. Roberts of Massachusetts,
indicate the variety of foreign programs
that may be heard with a Scott All -Wave.
For lack of space, only a portion of each log
appears here.
NEWS FROM FRANCE
STATION RADIO COLONIAL-PONTOISE
E.S.T.- "This Is Radio Colonial frnm Paris
ailing. Wavelength 19.88 meters.'"
Nova in English from the Continental Dally Mail. Great
Britain -The financial recovery of Great Britain has
amused the interest of the world.

8:4414 a.m.
i

8:45 a.m. E.S.T. -Chimes.
From N. Y., Hunday-The U. S. view is that the world
reonumle crisis is behind. Sterling reflected by rising
to a new high.
From Geneva, Sunday -Small nations are not willing
that the League's authority be flaunted even if the
larger nations are.
From N. Y.. Sunday-Bulletin on the death of Bandmaster Sousa.
8:51, a.m. E.B.T. -From Berlin. Sundnv- Speeches regarding the election nert Sunday. Will Hindenburg or
Hitler he elected only question.
8551a
hlp as the authori
to the underworld
have
tina seem helpless.
NEWS AND MUSIC FROM ENGLAND
STATION G5SW- CHELMSFORD
1:15 p.m.
eon,.
1:15 1/2 p.m. E.S.T.-This Is the British Broadcasting
calling short wave listeners of the British Empire
wave
17.W11
of
on
a
through 05SW. GSSW broadcasts
kilocycle; or 25.53 meters.
I :18 p.m. E.S.T. -Programs to be radiated today.
b
1:17 p.m. E.S.T.-Programs to be radiated tomorrow, Man
the gth.
1:18 p.m. E.S.T. -News Bulletins for the Middle Zone.
World copyrighted.
Briand died today. An ardent advocate of peace.
Bulletin regarding the Indian Budget.
that China I,
Far East Bulletin--Dr. Yen announced
ready to enter mu:otlations to rf,nre peace. The Japanese have no Intention of advancing further.
Bulletin regarding the kidnaping of the I.I:Where',
baby -no news as yet.
STATION 1250
NEWS AND MUSIC FROM

ITALY-

2:49

Italian of

Square Garden, nwhi h
was won by the team of McNamara- Peden.
2 :52 p.m. E.S.T.-Now talking about Primo Cernera at .I

Jay bicycle raceginnM.ullson

young Stribling.
2:54 p.m. E.S.T.- "Raddlo Roma- Napoli."
Shanghai and Tnki
t'en bulletins from the l'. S. A..
News regarding the Lindbergh baby.
2:59 p.m. E.S.T.- Anmmneement.
3:01', p.m. E.S.T.- Annnnnrement, Gave names of (tall,,:
Music by orchestra between announcements.
3:02 p.m. E.S.T. -Orchestra selection.
MORE MUSIC FROM FRANCE
STATION RADIO COLONIAL -PONTOISE
3:57 p.m. E.S.T. -"Tim Marseillaise."
3:59 p.m. E.S.T. -"Hilo, Hilo, Ici. Parce. Station Radio
.

4:00
4:06
4:08
4:15
4:16

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
4:21 p.m.

E.S.T. -Piana and violin selection.

E.S.T.- Annnu

t.

E.S.T. -instrumental selection.
E.S.T. -Ann so o. ant.
sollo.
E.S.T.

-ctin

E.S.T.-

MUSIC FROM SOUTH AMERICA -- STATION HRF
BOGOTA, COLOMBIA
8:25 p.m. E.S.T. -fecal solo. Man singing native sebo tbn.
8:28 p.m. E.S.T.- .Vmouneement.
It., rit one solo, with choruses singing.
8:33 p.m. E.S.T.- Annuuncemcnt.
Teal duet.
8:46 p.m. E.S.T.-Annmuncement.
8:47 p.m. E.S.T. -Native instrumental selection.
8:50 p.m. E.B.T.- .tnnnuncrnunt.
8:53 p.m. E.S.T. -Oamn music. Waltz.
8:57 p.m. E.S.T.- .timnuncemcnt.

It ritone solo.

9:02 p.m. E.S.T.- Ammnrement.
953 p.m. E.S.T. -Native dance selection.
9:06 p.m. E.8.T.- .tnnnuneement.
9:00 P.M. E.S.T.-station announcement. "HliF, lu
Colombia, South America.
9:10 p.m. E.S.T. -Instrumental selection.
Volume very good. Some fading.

l'.
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SEND NO MONEY--

-

Clip and mail to us the coupon below. We will send you either one
or both books through the Express Company for your inspection.
You have the privilege of keeping or returning them.
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DIAGRAMS PUBLISHED IN VOLUME
OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL
REPEATED IN VOLUME NUMBER II.

If you want a complete set o
all Radio Diagrams, you must
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Official
Radio Service
Manual

have both volumes in your file

.Complete

A

1931.1912 Radio Re<rim,

Both volumes of the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL will
give you the most complete set of circuit diagrams ever published
for the Radio Industry. Every Radio Service Man and Dealer should
have them available for immediate use in his business. Professional
set -builders and amateurs will find them instructive and helpful.
Volume I, 1931 Edition

I'olurne

Briefly outlined below are the "high spots" that are to be
found in the 1931 Manual-the first complete radio service
manual ever to be published. Over twenty -seven thousand
copies of this edition were sold to members of the radio industry. This assures you of its importance to those engaged in radio and how valuable it is to them.

Partial Contents of Volume

Power- Supply Systems
Radio Phonograph

Equipment

Resistors
Short -Wave Sets
Speakers
Tubes

(Complete with Supplements)

Over 1,500 Diagrams, Charts
and Illustrations

1932 Edition

lí

A step-by-step analysis in servicing a receiver which embodies in its
design every possible combination of modern radio practice; it is fully
illustrated and thoroughly explained. It is the greatest contribution
to the radio service field.
Chart showing the operation of all types of vacuum tubes. whether
new, nu l or obsolete. An exclusive résumé of the uses of the Pentode
and Variable -Mu Tubes and their characteristics.
Complete discussion of the superheterodyne and its inherent peculiarities. Also a special chapter on tools used on superheterodyne circuits.
Schematic diagrams and circuits complete with color endings.
Important chapters on commercial aircraft radio equipment; new data
on commercial short-wave receivers and converters.
Servicing and installation of public address systems and talking machine equipment.
Standardized color- codings for resistors.
Operation of old and new testing equipment; tube voltmeters. output
meters. oscillators and aligning tools.
A full section on Midget radios -their design. circuits, and types. How
to service them most economically.
Hundreds of schematic diagrams of older radio receivers which have
never been published.
Blank pages for recording notes, diagrams and sketches; these pages
are transferable to any part of the book.
Coupon page for free questions and answers.

(Here are but a few of the subjects covered in the special
course of instruction).

PAGES

G.,J.

so much new material in this Manual, that it Service Man
or dealer would be lost without it when called to service a set. Information about new models which have been on the market only a
few weeks are contained in this book. The 1932 Manual makes the
service kit complete.
The 1932 Manual contains a Full Radio Service Guide and a Complete
Directory of all 1931 -1932 Radio Diagrams. also models of older design. Everyone in the Radio business should have a copy. Send for
yours today!

Complete course of instruction for Radio Service Men, dealers, manufacturers, jobbers, set builders and amateurs.

650

II,

Service

There is

650 pages of helpful radio -servicing material.

$4.50 Complete with Supplements

III Radio

Get Supplements FREE with the
NEW 1932 MANUAL

Partial Contents
Wiring diagrams of radio sets manufactured since 1927, and
many earlier ones of which there is any record elsewhere.

Amplifiers
Antennae
Automotive Radio
Condensers
Detectors
Eliminators
Meters

f

Mail Coupon TODAY!

$5.00 Complete with Supplements

GERNSBACK

PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
RC-6
96.98 Park Plue. New York, N. Y.
Pleas ,'and toe for FRET: hnpet tion the books
I
hate checked below.
uude stand that I
may examine (hem carefully. and should I delido to kern them. I will nay the full cost.
plus the fe,ç cents for carrying charges. This
offer Is good only In the U.S.A.
Volume I. 1931 Manual, with Supple(
)
1

I

)

(

1

ment«, $1..50
olume II, I93'2 Manual. with Supplemonts to be mailed Free oleo. Gu days,

OVER 1,000 PAGES
(Including Supplements)

Over 2,000 Diagrams, Charts
and Illustrations

s3. no

Flexible, Looseleaf Binder,
9 x 12 inches

MOTH ROOKS FOR $9.00

NAME

.tuu.Ess
PITY

STATE

Flexible, Looseleaf Binder,
9 x 12 inches
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Some folks still climb

around on roofs and trees
Thousands and thousands,

though, have learned how much
easier it is just to connect

-

to the
ANT post
this

this

to

the

GO post-

-and

this long cord to

the nearest water pipet

"short inside antenna" that engineers have prescribed for years in static- infested neighborhoods.

THERE MAY not be any lightning hazard in a
wire that leads from the roof straight down to
your living room. (Try to get the Underwriters'
Laboratories to say there isn't!) But you KNOW

Then there's the dealer who still worries over how
he can either sell or give away an old- fashioned
"installation" with sets selling as low as they are.
Why do it? It's a rare set indeed that won't give

there isn't any in the ELECTRON AERIAL ELIMINATOR. So why take a chance?

more real satisfaction with an ELECTRON ELIMINATOR than with the most formidable 100 -foot
aerial -ground -lightning- arrester outfit that was ever

More distance with an outside antenna? Maybe,
sometimes- though its hard to be so sure of that
after talking to a few ELECTRON users. But even
so-how much does Mr. Broadcast Listener of today care about getting a few more occasional
stations, compared to the BIG satisfaction of getting his "regular" stations with less static and less
interference? And that's what he can do with an
ELECTRON ELIMINATOR. As far as reducing
static is concerned, it is every bit as effective as the
The

genuine ELECTRON AERIAL ELIMINATOR is sold at
all over the
accept an in-

leading radio supply stores and departments
United States. If your dealer hasn't it, don't
ferior substitute, but send to the manufacturer
sample, to anyone (note this protection) $1.00

direct. One
postpaid; to

donen $7.00
dealers and service men only 1/= dozen $4.00,
Money
postpaid. Cash in advance; no accounts opened.
promptly refunded on return of any sample in perfect condition within ten days.

"installed "!
Screen -grid tubes wrote the death warrant for
the old aerial that straggled half across the block
and made roofs look like a wireman's nightmare
and picked up a steady stream of static. Why not
be modern and use the standard aerial eliminator
that reduces static to the rock -bottom minimum?

-

Compo Mfg. Co.,
1255 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago.
For enclosed

$

(cash or check)

you may send

I

me

genuine ELECTRON AERIAL ELIMINATORS.

and receive refund in full.

COMPO MFG. CO.
1255 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago

I

am

to be entitled to return them within ten days if not satisfied,

Name

Address
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Pentode
Variable -Mu
and Real

Automatic
Volume
Control

MID-

-

WEST
4 -TUBE

-

NOW yon may get sIIOIIT-WAVE broadaids
airplane calls- police signalsstandard long wane broad,osts -all with
cue contbtnation set. Hear l'. S. stations
from roast to roast, and from Canada to
\IeX ire.
hear the t'anadlan star inns,
\Iry fro, Cubit, South .Anariea, ships at sett, t
4I1
LL
foreign stations! A Midwest 1$ -tube or
%OR10
WAVE
1 :-tube combination giros you ALL that's
't
desirable in radio. These wonderful new
cotnbinations are sold at amazingly low
di r ct- front -factory priers. \ \'hen you receive our big new catalog and note
the low ',rives, :10 days ftee trial offer. terms as low as $5.00 down, you'll
be positively unmzed. Mail the coupon right now -get the surprise of your
life,
.

SAVE UP TO 50%\lid
t

profits.

Letter!

-our

I

In

out lit will is,. -h you
tested with everything ill

dddlrurou',
splendid',

TERMS
as lote as
$5 -oo DOWN

lt-,'

this Coupon for Complete
7-- .Mai/
Details and Big FREE Catalog! - - ,d
Midwest Radio Corp.
Dept. 73
Cincinnati, Ohio
Complete

Line

of

Consoles
The big

I'Itl'

(

)

Send nu SPECIAL
1.E:K .\GENrs
l'KIII'OSI'l'ION

Without obligation send me your new 1932 ,atab,g and complete
11 -tube All- world, All -wave Cnntbinations,
I -tubo
II -tube super- iletrrndcnes, low faolery prices, ear
terns and liberal 30 -day treo trial offer. This Is NOT an order.
datons of 13 and
Con, errer, D and

brood tour
the comphrt

gorge..
wle.
hay nttd

titi

..

Name

I :,st-,

MIDWEST RADIO CORP.
Est. 1920)

1

1

T

parked. rigidly
ready
to plug in. No assembling! Entertain yourself for Ju days absolutely FREE
then decide. And don't forget -every MI11\\'ES'l' outfit is barked by an
absolute guarantee of satisfaction. You take no risk. Mail the
Coupon now:

one of Many letters received trove

73

MIDWE

Deal Direct with Factory

\

Dept.

rfl

i

-

delighted Midwest buyers:
"During the past week I logged the following:
FY:A l'outoise, France: Glt \\' Rugby, England; 11V.1 Vatican City, Italy: XItA Mcsirn
City: \'I(2 ih' Sydney, Australia; Vl.:nt \Itowmanitlle, Canada: 12 lilt (tome. Italy:
115S\ Chelmsford. England: l'1:,\ and YI:91i1:
Drummnndoillo. Canada. -Also picked lip 'mine
amateur and airport stations from all n-r
Numerous ship, shore rued
United St-ila's.
transatlantie phones from both sides and an
Hawaiian Test Station ,911111' iu clear and
sharp. Several Spanish and German speaking
stations ba ce also been received but nut yet
identified. llave reeei ved every broadcast from
}'YA, morning and afternoon, for over a week
with wonderful tone and volume. The Midwest Combination Set is certainly one to be
proud of."
Wm. S. Teter, \Yinterpark, Fla., Mar. 2. 19:12

ond 15-Tu6e

COM BI NATIONS!

Converts :illy A.C.
set of adequate senWORLD -WIDE
sitivity into a shortwave receiver for
SHORT WAVE
of police
revert'
calls, airplane conRECEPTION
versations, ships at
under
and,
sea,
conditions, l,roadrasts from foreign stations.
emconverter
-wave
new
short
This amazing
ploys 4 tubes and is self -powered. It uses on,
combination
la
2$O. one 224. and two 227 tutees.
with a 9-tube Super -Itet, it gives you a 13
tube ALL-WORLD, ALL -WAVE combination
When used with the very latest model Midwest
11-tube super -heterodyne, shown above, tI
gives you a total of 15 powerful tubes. and
ALL-WORLD, ALL -WAVE reception a nhrat
able even in receivers costing several tiro lts much.
Don't confuse this 4 -tube self -poi, -n
verter with cheap one and two -tul.,.
that are not self -powered. The
verter actually gives better perforaaIa '- than
nt any converters costing twice as much.

is

13 Tube

ALL WORLD -ALL WAVE

SHORT
WAVE
CONVERTER

This
Read
but
This

--

Nerv

CINCINNATI, O.

Address
'l'e\ytl

Stat,.

adio raft

JUNE
1932
Vota.

III -No.
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SERVICE MAN

-

DEALER RADIOTRICIAN

HUGO GERNSBACK
Editor

-

"Takes the Resistance Out of Radio"
Editorial Offices, 96yß Park Place, New York, N. Y.

Radio Converters and Adapters

t

By HUGO GERNSBACK
a
night. And then _aria, location and local conditions have
and
lut to do with short -wave reception at the present time.
-made
this holds particularly true for Targe cities, where roan such
static frequently ruins !good short -wave programs. Until with
time as time art has progressed sufficiently to do away
such static, short -wave reception in the large centers will
ahans be more or less unreliable.
I do nut make these remarks nitlm the idea of discouraging
people from buying .hurt -wage equipment. (duite to the contrary, for even if you cannot receive programs from the Antipodes, there are thrills galore which even mediocre sets can
bring to their owners. vivo mention only one, which seems to
have taken the country by storm -Police Radio. It is no trick
at all to pull in exciting police reports from every point of the
or
compassas in the United States with a short -wave converter
short -wane adapter. There are at this time of writing about
70 police stations in the country. and these stations are audible
practically everywhere over time length and breadth of the land,
day and night. Murders, holdups, burglaries and other crimes,
autonmobile collisions, and thousands of other interesting news
items flash through the air almost every minute of the day.
Inasmuch as there are a number of such police stations operating on the saur wavelength. it is not even necessary to tune
your set Mire you have located the wave hand. :111 you require
is to turn on the set, lean Imck, and enjoy real excitement
for hours at a time. Naturally. of course, if two stations on
the same wavelength operating with equal power, transmit at
the same tinte, they will interfere and it will be impossible to
tune out one and bring in the other; but as a rule, une will
drown out time other because two distant stations seldom corne
in with exactly the same volume.
As time goes on, there is no doubt that police radio will he
extended so that practically every municipality in the country
will have its own police radio. Alt the present time, the intelligence is intended only for police automobiles equipped tu
receive headquarters' reports, but there is no reason why
diligent citizens should not help their police departments to
curl crime; and it is here here short -wave converters and
adapters become pnrtlenl :rely useful.
Suppose there were several million short -wave instruments
in the country- anal a large portion of the listeners were listening
in. A gond dead of crime eould then be prevented because in
the very nature of things. it is sometimes possible for a citizen
to he on the scene quicker than the police automobile. which
might be miles away from the scene of crime, accident, or
what -not. 'fake the following case:
A murder has been eon uuitted and a citizen has reported
to police headquarters a description of the Criminals and the
license number of their car as well as a description of it.
Meanwhile. the car moves un. Within a few seconds a police
alarm is given out and several thousand .short -wave -set owners
will hear the alarm and will he on the lookout tir the car. It
becomes, then, a simple matter for the citizens to report either
to the policeman on the heat or tu headquarter. where the car
has last passed, and in this way, the criminals ran he apprehended far more easily and quickly than could be don, in
any other way. There are. of course, acme utter ways in
the police.
which owners of short -wave sets cran

D[RING

the past year. an entirely new industry has
sprung up in order to satisfy the acid demand wade
by the public for short waves. Every radio manufacturer, large and small. is rushing into this field, and
the demand for this type of apparatus at the present time is
very great and seems to he on the increase.

In order to receive short waves, one of three types

Of sets

is required.

First

(*And also the most efficient one) is the straight shurlreceiver in which the short waves are received and
amplified at the short wave lengths.
Second, the short -wave converter in which an ordinary broadcast receiver is used in conjunction with the converter. In this,
the most popular combination today flaunt the public standpoint,
the broadcast receiver, generally speaking, is used in the role
Id an amplifier, and the short -wave adapter is used exclusively
as the short wave end.
The converter, in other words, is used
to intercept the short waves, then pass on the result to the
broadcast receiver and its loudspeaker. The short -wave converter has a power pack of its own and must therefore be
connected to the light -line.
Third, the short-wave adapter. which is in nuumy ways similar
to the converter except that it huts no power pack of its own,
but uses the power supply from the broadcast set. The adapter
as a rule is not as efficient as the converter, at least not in
the present state of the art.
In addition to the three classes mentioned, we have, of
euurse, the combination set where the short -wave converter is
built directly into the broadcast set and where, by means of
it switch, the user has the choice of receiving the usual broadcast reception on the long waves, or at his will. the shorter
waves, through the converter.
An increasing number of radio broadcast sets are now being
produced in the combination type, and the time is not far
distant when a radio set will he considered out -of-date unless
it can receive both long and short waves.
It is most fortunate for the radio industry and the art in
general that radio manufacturers have taken to building shortwave combination sets, because it prepares the public for the
time when all Irrondeasting will, without dooht. he transmitted
on short waves. The trend is unmistakably that way. With
television in the offing, -which will he entirely on short waves,- in the opinion of the best radio minds today, there is no question that broadcasting itself in the near future will be on short
mvaves as well.
Meanwhile. the public is getting used to the
peculiarities of short waves and thus the radio manufacturers
are uneonstiously preparing the way for the wonderful possibilities inherent in the short waves.
Of course, much exaggerated nonsense appears in the shortwave converter advertisements of some radio manufacturers,
who should know better. There are inherent peculiarities in
the short -wave bands, and we have as yet to see the set which
at the "twist of the wrist" brings in Rome, Italy or Sidney,
Australia. In the first place, short waves cannot be received
at their hest during all hours of the day. Different wavelengths are received best during certain hours of the day or

wave
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How to Build the
RADIO "TREASURE" FINDER
A portable home -made radio transmitter and receiver
which detects metal objects buried in the earth.
FOR centuries the human race has combed
By
the earth's surface in the search for
precious metals, and their search has not
been in vain; the earth has generously given up billions of
dollars worth of gold and other precious minerals. It is obvious
that if this mineral is found on them earth's surface it will also be
found within the earth; and instances where it has been found
within the earth have resulted in the exploitation of rich mines.
The problem of determining where precious minerals or other
objects are concealed within the earth has absorbed human thought
for ages. Various schemes have been proposed for locating this
buried wealth. Some of them, whether based on superstition or
not, which employ various forms of divining rods, are not within the
scope of this article. We are chiefly interested at present in building a metal locator based on the known phenomenon of radio science.
We have received hundreds of requests from readers for information on a practical, electrical treasure
finder. While the apparatus described
in our June 1nß1 issue is entirely practical for the purpose for which it was

CLYDE J. FITCH

designed, it is not very sensitive to the
presence of small metal objects. Judging from the numerous requests received,
many of our readers know the approximate whereabouts of some hidden treasure, which may be of very small physical
dimensions but of enormous value. It is
mainly to locate such objects that this
apparatus has been designed. It will,
however, in many cases, detect the presence of an ore deposit. It must be thor-

oughly understood, however, that this devire will not just detect gold or some
other precious metal in preference to the
gager etemen fg.

It will indicate the presence of any substance which is

a conductor of electricity.
In other words, it will detect the pres-

Fig. A
photograph illustrating the construction
and use of the "treasure' finder. The flat
box to the left is the receiver, while the
right box is the transmitter. .Is stated in
the article, this device will detect any sort
of metal -not especially precious inbnerals.
Fitt. It on the following page shows an internal view of the transmitter and receiver.
The photograph to the upper left is the
transmitter, while the one to the right is
the receiver. The corers. shown in the
ce,
belong to the receiver and transmitter respectively, from left to right. Complete constructional details is giren in Fig. 2
on the following page,
A

tr

of

buried tin can ,just

efficiently as
a hidden
chest of gold. Furthermore a precious diamond
or pearl may he directly under your feet and the apparatus will
remain silent. Moist ground, especially if it contains acid or salts
that will cause it to become a good electrical conductor, will register on the treasure finder. For these reasons you will no doubt
have sane disagapuintmnt and receive false alarms from the
apparatus before you make a strike.
Practically all electrical treasure finders of the portable type
operate on the Hughes induction balance principle. The induction
balance is simply it \\-headstone bridge in two arms of which are
connected induction coils. The coils are so balanced that when
an alternating current is passed through the bridge no response
ús heard in a head -set connected to the bridge. If a piece of metal
is unomght within the magnetic field of one of the cogs it absorbs
energy (which is represented as eddy currents in the metal) and the coils are no
longer in electrical balance. The effect is
immediately manifested by a sound in the
mince

a

as

it will respond to the presence of

headphones.
The Hughes induction balance generally
employs alternating idurrents within the
audible range. and hence the extent of the
magnetic fields radiated from the coils is
somewhat limited. By using radio frequency currents, greater depths may be
penetrated; and with proper design of
the apparatus, grea t sensitivity will

result.
We are all familiar with the early unshielded battery radio sets Which produced
a squeal in the loudspeaker whenever our
hand approached any part of the circuit.
This condition existed whenever the set
was in an oscillating condition.
It is
partly upon this principle that the apparatus about to be described operates.
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Fig. B

Photographs illustratiag the placement of the parts
in the transmitter
and receiver.
The
numerals labeled in
the photographs correspond to t h o a e
giren in the diagrams. Directly to
the left is the trans-

mitter;

to the

right,

the receiver; below
to the left, the receiver corer; and
right, the transmit-

ter cover,

r29N,

II

il

L OF.

v'

~
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II
111111111.1.1ill
General Description of
Apparatus

Inote in the head -set by het erodyning the signal from the
transmitter. Under these conditions a supersensitive state
exists; the presence of a metal
object within the field of the
transmitter loop or the receiver hap will detune either
circuit slightly and change the pitch of the beat note. This method
of detecting an object should he carefully checked by previous
methods in which the receiver is not oscillating, because it is so
extremely sensitive that it may give erroneous readings. In either
case it is important to maintain a uniform distance between the
apparatus and the ground while carrying it along; otherwise the capacity
16 %iXI6r/2"
to ground will change and affect the
MAKE TWO

The various illustrations show
the general mechanical arrangement and design of the device.
It comprises a miniature radio
transmitter and receiver, each
in a separate box connected to each other with n long wooden bar
with a carrying handle attached at the center. The transmitter
employs a single tube which sends out modulated oscillations from
a loop aerial wound around the box.
The receiver (Figs. A and 1) employs a loop aerial wound around
the receiver box and connected to a
sensitive three tube set. The receiver
MAKE TWO
1/4 "X
is carefully tuned to pick up the sigFAST EN ONE ON BOX
/°I
VV THICK
nal radiated from the transmitter. It
will be noted from Fig. 2 that the
transmitter box is hinged to the carrying handle so that it may be set
at any angle, and locked with a wing
nut.
The correct setting is deter-.
mined by listening in on the headset
and adjusting the transmitter angle
until no sound is heard. Under this
condition the receiver loop will he approximately- at right angles to the
transmitter loop. It may be necessary
to use a long wooden stick to tilt the
Is"
-41 3- I -ná" 1-3 "1
lax to avoid body capacity. In free
MAKE FOUR
air, the radiated magnetic field will be
WING NUT
approximately as indicated in Fig. 3A.
3/8" HOLE
3"
Whenever at metallic object canes
HANDLE
within the presence of radio waves it
TO BE PLACED
obstructs the waves and absorbs some
ON LATER
WING NUTS
of the energy. Those who have driven
through the city while using an auto
radio are well aware of this fact.
Our treasure finder makes use of this
CENTER LINE
phenomenon on a miniature scale;
OF BOTH
whenever it is brought within the
BOXES
vicinity of a metal object the radiated
field of the transmitter is distorted
6 FT.
as shown in Fig. 313 and a state of
I
THICK
MAKE ONE
338" HOLD
+12"
balance no longer exists; a signal will
be heard in the headset.
In this apparatus the receiver is
t
6FT.
designed so that regenerative amplification may be employed. Also the
set may be adjusted so that it will
Fig. 2
oscillate, and thereby- produce a beat
Constructional details of the treasure finder.

-4,1"--

TI

-61 _

- --

heterodyne whistle.

The Transmitter
The diagram of the transmitter is
shown in Fig. 4. A Hartley oscillator
circuit is employed. The tube is a
'30 type operated from two dry cells
for the filament and a "li" battery of
90 volts for the plate. The batteries
are housed in the box with the transmitter as shown in Fig. B. The values
of the parts are given in the list of
parts. The grid condenser and the
grid -leak are selected so as to produce an audio-modulated signal.
'l'he loop aerials on both transmitter
and receiver each comprise 10 turns
of No. 18 bell -wire. The experimenter
may try various wavelengths by increasing or decreasing the number of
loop turns and the turns on the plug in coil, lt.F.T., Fig. 1, and by tuning
the variable condensers. The wavelengths chosen are in the neighborhood of 100 to 200 meters. It is unlikely that a license to use the apparatus is necessary because of the low
pntter of the oscillator. It is no nuore
m radio transmitter than an ordinary
test oscillator, such as is used by Service Men. It is interesting to note that
the government has alloted the wave
band of 175 to 188 meters (approximately) for geographical prospecting.
(Continued on page 749)
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The Latest in Radio
At the RADIO SHOW
THE PILOT "DRAGON" ALL -WAVE RECEIVER

AUDIOLA SHORT -WAVE TABLE

TI1E

receiver illustrated in the
accompanying photograph is
the new 18- to 555 -meter receiver

TIIE Audiola Short-Wave Table,
illustrated here, is a shortwave converter designed for use
with a midget receiver which rests
on top of the table as shown. The
modern trend toward short -wave
reception has manifested itself in
many types of converters, but the
one illustrated at the left is
especially designed for midget sets,
although it may be used successfully with any type of receiver.
When a console-type set is used in
conjunction with this converter,
the table -top may be used to set
ornamental articles upon.
This device is a product of the
Audiola Radio Co.
'l'he lightened area in the photograph merely illustrates the
usual receiver designed for use
with this "table."

m anti fnchired

the Pilot
Radio and Tube
Corp. The features of the set
are 'one -hand"
control, a 46point band -selector
switch,
and catacomb
construction of
The new
tuning units. A
`.Dragon"
short -wave conoll -arare recele,
verter is interposed between
the antenna and
broadcast receiver. Because of its unique design, no tone- control
is necessary.
by

\ e ir

x11011 - WO I' I"
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RCA -VICTOR MODEL RE-20

THE SENTINEL ALL -WAVE "SUPER."

A DE LUXE ten -tube

THE

superheterodyne receiver, shown in the
accompanying illustration
has recently been announced by the RCA Victor Co. It incorporates several features that
are relatively new in
radio receivers. It has a
two - speed phonograph
motor;
an
automatic
volume - control in the
phonograph circuit; a
micrometer tone control;
an automatic tone control; and a synchronous
motor for the phonograph.
The totally
shielded chassis is
mounted in a walnut -finished console cabinet, 43
inches high, 4úa_1 inches
wide, and 161', inches
deep. It uses 2- '47's, 1'80,1 '24,3 -'27's and 3-35's.

model

125

Sentinel
all -wave

superheterodyne receiver
is illustrated to the right.
The broadcast hand covered by this receiver includes those from 13 to 35
meters, 32 to 85 meters,
80 to 200 meters and 195
to 550 meters. Each band
is completely calibrated
in a single filial, and tuning is accomplished by
operating only one control dual - speed dial.
Band switching is clone
by a special multiple gang selector switch operated by one of the knobs.
intermediate freAn
quency of 507.5 kc. is employed in order to minimize image-frequency inRCA- Victor's new

RE40

TRIAD'S CRATER LAMP

Triad's crater lam,.

new

A"COLD-CRATER" type neon lamp,
designed for use in television receivers,
has been annutmeed by the 'l'riad Television
& \Ifg. Cu, 'l'he tube consists essentially of
two electrodes unch:mit:tily Inc muted within
a few thousandths of an inch of each other.
One electrode is known as the "target" and
has a hole approximately .025 -in. in it,
through which the intense beano of light is
projected to a lens -type scanning disc. The
tube draws from 20 to 40 milliamperes and
the light intensity is sufficient to allow a
picture approximately one -foot square to be
obtained.

The Rentinet .11 del 125
terference.
This set has a sensitivity of better than 6 micro-volts while the
selectivity is about 10 kc.

MACY'S ELECTRO -DYNAMIC UNIT
FOIL music

systems

Macy's "Giant" 30 -iratt speaker unit.

reproducing
the

.AIaey

Electrical Products Co.,
Inc., offer two new types
of electro- dynamic speaker units; the junior type
3N operates on an output
of 7 -10 watts, and the
giant, illustrated to the
left, operates on an output of 10 -30 watts. Both
types require a field supply capable of delivering
1,6 amperes at 6- volts.
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BLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS

I

S. M. 727 -DC RECEIVER

IL \'ER

view of the inercasing use of public ad-

dress

systems,

O SHALL

Electrad

rural

of

sections

country. It is an
eight -tube set having
a push -push output
stage and uses two
11.F'.
variable - ana
pentodes.

inches wide, and 1S inches
deep. It is equipped with

automatic phonograph
record -changer for playing 20 records consecutively. Most any type
Electrad amplifier may be used, from their "11 -245'' to their "E -950."
The amain difference between the 51)0 series and the 1000 series
is that there is no provision in the 500 series for radio music,
as there is no tuner.
There are twenty -four different models in the 500 series and
twenty different models in the I011(1 series.

:QU-

Inc. announces a new supersensitive receiver designed to operate
from batteries in the

Inc., announces a new
line of complete equipment designed to cover
this field. There are two
types, that shown at
the left known as the
"500 series" and another
known as the "11100
series" The "500 series"
is 33 inches high. 291/.

Electra/ P.:t. System.

-

It

is

a

broadcast
receiver
of low power drain.

S. M. 727-AC. Reretrer,

an

REVERE SUPERHETERODYNES

THE

Revere Radio
Corporation has just

overlay of
Mexican Marble Wend.
The Patrician Console,
illustrate il to the right,
utilizes the space not required by the chassis to
provide a convenient shelf
for books and a handy
stowaway space.
by

It is an eight -tube superheterodyne set with automatic
volume control and a three-tube
short -ware adapter. 'l'he short wane range is from 13.8 to 200
meters, and any particular band
23.

may

announced a six - tube
superheterodyne receiver
equipped with an autodyne detector, fall auto umdie - volume control,
pentode output tube and
variable -aima tubes.
This receiver is offered
in four styles of cabinet.
Model 47 -S, ;a table model
in a cabinet of rubbed
walnut with a crotched
walnut front panel, set

off

RCA -VICTOR S.W. COMBINATION
TII1: RCA-Victor Co. has available for consumers' use a new
combination short - and long-wave
receiver known as the model RO-

be

selected

by means of a

seven -segment range switch.
It is 47 inches high, 2714 inches

wide, and 13 inches deep. 'l'he tubes
used are one '80, one '24, three
27's, two ':35's, and one '47. As may
be seen by reference to the figure
at the right, there are two sets of
controls; one for the low and the
other for the broadcast band.

CENTRALAB'S DUO -PURPOSE UNIT

D

an

l'htING

the past

few years

modern

radio design has
drifted toward compactness and
versatility. In fact, the efficiency
of radio apparatus has advanced
to such an extent that the separate
line switch, used to turn the radio

"ori" and "off," has been com7

h /[mere Patrice

Console Receiver.

MAJESTIC "FAIRFAX"

pletely dispensed with. 'l'he Central Radio Laboratories lias announced an extremely compact
combination line switch and variable resistance.

IN

the MIay, 1932 issue
of RAmo-Cavvr there
was described (in a Data
Sheet) the new Majestic
Fairfax and
models
Sheffield
A
receivers.
photograph of the Fairfax is shown to the
left. As niai' be seen br
reference to the above mentioned issue, it is an
eight -tube set employing
four G- :3.5-S tithes, one

As indicated by the photograph
tu the right, it is actually about
la,:, inches in diameter, and therefore is suitable for use in present day midget receivers where space
is at a premium.

"

stie Fairfax Model 203

TO the left is shown
an amplifier, known
the model 6048-R
which is suitable for use
in the smaller type of
public address systems.
l'he model 6048 -R is
designed for a I1.5 -volt
A.C. line, while the 6049 lt is designed for
220 volt A.C. line. They are
products of the Webster
as

C.-27-S. one (I2 -S, une
G -47 and one G -80, and
is of the snperhetcrodrne type. The model
chassis is Gsell in the
Sheffield model 201 receiver and in the Fairfax

model

20:3

receiver.

Centralab's Combination Unit

A PUBLIC ADDRESS AMPLIFIER

)

I

RCA -Victor S.W. Combination.

aa

Thc WrbHlrr /'..I

:1111

pli/ier

Electric Co.
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WESTERN ELECTRIC MONITOR UNIT

FADA "KY" CHASS,

B1:('.\t'Si

1

the Federal Radio
l'novuission issued General Order No. 116, compelling broadcasters to remain within 50 cycles
of their assigned frequency, the

left

monitoring unit illustrated was de-

bore, front r lee of the
Western
narr/ rie as on il or
unit. The schematic eirruit
of the deriee ie shown below.
It ans de,dgned by the Bell
Telephone Laboratories.
.1

veloped for the Western Elect rie Co.
The monitoring unit may be attIChecl into any stage of the
transmitter; it contains an oscillator working on the assigned
frequency and a detector. 'l'he
station's wave beats against the
monitor oscillator, then detected.

-:riiìt

N4700A OSCILLAT00.

'71A

'59A

71 A

OaREC

j
I

TN"

grd

110 V OR

or
CONNECT TO

NS EAO OFR
ANTENNA

v

CYCLESI

it

is a superheterodyne using une stage
of variable-non amplification, one '24 used as a combination first detector and oscillator, one stage of variable -in I.F., one combination diode detector and A.V.C. using u '27 tube, a Variable- Uu
Iirst A.F. and a '47 pentode output tube.
'l'he short -wave tuner of the multi-switch type is used. It consist:
of a '24 first detector, a '25 coupling tube acting as a 1525 kc. I. F.
amplifier and a '27 high- frequency oscillator.
Past issues of RAmu-CRAM' contain data sheets on Fada receivers
which should be consulted for a comparison between different
models. It might also be advisable to check -up on other "double

CENC

X

50 ARGO

Photograph of the fada 'ICY'' receiver chassis.

supers."
CON

VICKU)

t10V.,AC.

I

I

itirV3N

KEY

inches deep, '
inches high und
inches wide. On flit.
normal broadcast band
97,',

I

r

O

I\L-

is

F. A. D.
and is ch.
their model 6.
It is a ten -tube
superheterodyne
able for the short a,,
broadcast bands. It

r

GLOBE TELEVISION RECEIVER
WITHI the announcement of the
Globe television receiver of
midget construction, the public may
now procure a set that is no larger
than the broadcast midget.
Tite receiver comprises a metal
chassis that is now employing two
screen -grid '24 tubes for the I1.F.
stage, one '27 detector, one '21 first
audio, one '27 second audio and two
'45 power tubes for the third audio
stage, together with an 'Si) rectifier.
is included for full
A.C. operation. The televisor consists of a quiet- running synchronous
motor. Framing and synchronizing
are accomplished by turning a single dial. A 60line lens -disc is engdoyed
in combination with a
crater neon lamp for
projected images. .\ pic-

A power pack

ture 4 x

51:, inches is
secured.
Tue front and rear
'iew s of the set is shown
to the left, and is a
product of the Globe
Television
and
!'hone

Co.

9 bore, front rire of the
Globe television sel ; left,
o rear rire of the receiver.
The 40 -lens dise is "learly
seen in the lower pie? ure.

WOODRUFF RADIO WALL PLATES
SERVICE Men have not always found it convenient to install
wall -plates in radio service installations because of the varied
requirements of every different installation. '!'here is an obvious
demand for such a wall- plate, and consequently there has been
developed the "Super-Thru" radio outlet illustrated.
With this device, wall thicknesses up to 15 inches may easily
be spanned, regardless of whether they
re of wood, plaster or any
other material. The inside
connection
block
shown to the right of the
photograph is also a
lightning arrester.
An instaIliatbin using
this device conforms with
the requirements of the
National Electric Code,
and therefore may he
Photograph of the Soper- Thru ".
used with perfect safety.
This interesting and novel device is a product of Woodruff & Co.

READRITE EXPLORING COIL
THE exploring coil, illustrated below, was designed to assist
the Service Nlan locate and detect R.F. circuit troubles. The
coil is connected to at oscillator or broadcast signal by means of
the shielded cable. 'l'he shield is connected to ground and the
other terminal to the antenna terminal of the oscillator.
The explorer coil is then placed over one of the I1.F. or I.F.
tubes and induces the oscillator current into the grid of the tube.
The change thus brought about ie
the grid circuit makes a corresponding eh;nge in the signal
output of the radio set under
normal conditions. In order to
localize R.F. circuit troubles, when
the signal is noted, the stage just
preceeding the tube on which the
exploring coil is placed is at fault.
It will localize troubles in R.F.

The explorer roil.

It

is a

and I.F. transformers and in baud pass filters. It will measure the
efficiency of each stage by comparing the gain in output in the
circuits between the antenna and
first A.F. tube.

product of the Readrite Meter Works.
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RCA -VICTOR
MODEL SWA -2
THE RCA - Victor

CLAROSTAT "AD- A- SWITCH"

\NY times in the
mcowhinati"n
for

desire
volume
control and line .witch
past

a

has manifested

'u

itself.

l'o

meet this demand,
the ll:uecstat Mfg. Co.

announces

.loura

a.

at

the

unit
left.

When the two units
at the extreme left
are snapped together,
the final combination
is obtained.
This should be especially suitable for
the Sen ire flan who
specializes in modernYnr., lot t'.+ e,.uebiaalfon xuttcb.
izing "old" receivers.
The completed unit is shown to the right of the above illustration.

External and internal views of the
a tt'd--°-.

Iraal

condenser .shown
to the right k

it completely dry elecshown

Tlluu>
PATS.

Heater

S \V:\ -2

is

current

for

tained front the
small transformer
which may be seen
in the illustration
to the left.
'l'he photograph
to the left is an
internal view of
the converter and

THE type W

constructed of a
fine grade of Inand
mica
dia
molded in genuine
hakelite. At the
extreme right k

erter

these tubes is ob-

\lICA11IOLD CONDENSERS

wire

cona
three tube, single control short -wave omit
designed to convert all
short -wave signals from
13.S to 200 meters to a
single frequency so that
they may then be amplified by means of the
broadcast
reusual
ceiver.
One '2.4 is used as an
R.F. amplifier, one '24
as the detector, and one
'27 as the oscillator.

short - wave

a

AND.

the

one

above

front view.

a

This
is the

converter
sane as used in

Above, tubular condenser; at
nec right, Mieaneold type W
eut, lh user.

the
RO -23
described on a previous page. It is a

trolytic condenser settled in a specially treated tube. They arc
products of the Micauatld Radio Corp. It would be well for the

product of the
RCA -Victor Co.

Service Man to investigate the possibilities of small electrolytic
condensers.

STORAGE CABINETS
ANEW

steel storage
radio
cabinet for
icing -- designed to
,ace its cost by preventing breakage and damage
to expensive test instruments and tabus-and to
protect against loss and
petty thievery-.
It stores an average
stock of new tubes, comIdea set of testing instrutools and small
II cats,
removable
The
ia:nts.
Inhe storage stand, shown
at the lover left. is pro, bled for test ,jobs on the
work bench and is designed to store .50 tubes.
including all the standard
sizes.

The cabinet, shown at
the heft, is 36 inches wide,
12 inches deep and tit
inches high. The stand i.
:ti fa:.
inches wide, 11'a'e
inches deep and 15 inches

Storage cabinet nail tube rack.

high. The dans lock securely and are fitted witlf
stock control- boards.
They are manufactured
by Lyon Metal Products,
Inc.

A NEW PORTABLE RECEIVER

A NEW

receiver designated as the "l'-

;t
portable eight
battery - operated
suprrhrt,rodylie it s i g
three 'al's, one ':32. and
four %to's. It is equipped
with a diode detector, a
triode audio amplifier,
:nul a bias control automatic- volume control.
l'he portable receiver,
shown at the right, is a
product of the 11CA .-

:31"

tube

as

\"ictor

Tite Nt'.1-Ttrtor portable reccirer.

Co.

AEROVOX CONDENSERS
the left is
left to
pe 1.1', S1',
tcrovox tmrnsed
ment condensers.

ATfrom

indicated,

right, the

and LU
replace'They are
-citable for filter and bypass use :and are
-tnducIicel wound using a. high _rade dielectric paper. In
keeping with modern times,
they are wrapped in moisture -proof cellophane.
Left, type T, T' ; center. type SI. and
'l'hey are available in
right LI eon deelxere.
working voltages up to 1000,
mf. and are manufactured by the
and in rapacity values to

Aerovox Wireless Corp.
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By ARTHUR H. LYNCH
in collaboration with

EDWARD
CARON
(4) Cathode

Spraying -After the

operation shown in Figure No. 3, groups of the individual cathodes are placed in a
spraying hood and given a coating of
prepared chemicals by means of the
spray gun which the operator holds in
her right hand. The
performance and the
ultimate life of the
heater -type tube depends, to a very large
degree, upon the uniformity of the spraying mixture itself as
well as the uniformity with which it is
applied.
This is one of the
most important operations of the cathode.

Ili This is an automatic grid winding machine. Two heavy support wires are run through

revolving head -at
the extreme left
of the pica

ture. As these two sup.

port wires revolve, being driven by the motor
which operates the revolving head, they pick
up a fine wire which Is
run at right angles to
the support wires and
is equally spaced along
the support wires. The
spacing is automatically controlled for any
particular type of tube
for which the grids are
to be used. This makes
one long grid, the entire length of the support wires.

e..

(2) Cage Assembly -The operator
is using a foot- controlled electric
welding machine. The upper
arm of the welding machine
makes contact with the metal
elements which the operator is
holding.
(3) Cathode Assembly -Here the
operator is shown placing the
special alloy filament wire
into the Isolantite insulating

sleeves.

111

(5) H>droger, Furnace -All
of the small parts which
have been shown in the
foregoing photographs, as
well as any other metal
which Is contained inside
the glass envelope of the
tube, are placed in this furnace before being assembled.
(7) Stem Machine -The operation
shown in this picture is worked
out in six different positions
which are automatically rotated
by the machine. The result is
the inserting of the necessary

lead wires which connect the
elements of the tube to the
prongs of the tube base, which
in turn goes into the socket of
the radio receiver. The small
glass tube, which is shown in
the operators hands, is used in
a later operation for evacuating
the entire tube. It joins the
fiare at a point where the lead
wires are sealed into the glass.

Plant Superintendent, Triad
Television Mfg. CO.

(6) Automatic Flare Machine -Long lengths of glass
tubing are placed in the revolving chucks which are
shown at the top of this machine. These chucks
feed the glass tube, at a predetermined, desired
length, into a number of gas flames. There are
eight sets of gas flames which the tube passes
through from the time the operation starts until the
Hare is finished.
Each different position is accompanied by an increase of temperature of the
flame acting upon the glass tubing as the process
develops. At the position shown directly before the
operator is a revolving steel fiare cutting disc.

June, 1932
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(8) Automatic Stem
Bender
Stems taken
from the machine shown
in Figure 7 are then
placed in this device
which is controlled by a foot -operated
clutch. When this machine is operated all
of the lead wiresare cut to the properlength.

723

-

(10) Sealing -In Machine -The machine here is somewhat
similar to the flare -making machine in that the operation
includes passing the elements for the tube through a
number of gas fires of gradually increasing temperatures.

(9) Mount AtaemblyThe operator in this picture is using a machine
similar to the one shown
in Figure No. 2. The dif-

ference lies in the fact
that all of the assembly
which has been finished
by the process shown in
Figure No. 2 is now Joined
to the rest of the elements, making a complete

"Mount," ready for inserting into the glass envelope
or bulb.
After the "Mount" is completed. the unit goes to the
"sealing -in" machine.

13

.%

(111 Exhaua and Sealing Machine -The entire
tube assembly is tun through this machine in
such a manner as to drive off all of the
gases and pump them out along with all
the air in the bulb. The heavy coil of wire
directly above the heavy insulated lead
wires, is a high frequency coil, used for
heating the elements within the tube, while
it is being evacuated. The heat of the
elements is produced purely by the inductive effect of the high frequency current
passing through the coil. A "getter" explodes, giving a "sitvery" appearance.

(121 Automatic Bating
Here, the
Machine

-

completely evacuated
and sealed assembly,

taken

from

the former operation, is attached to the
base. The base is already
fitted with the requisite
number of tubular metal
prongs. The lead wires are
put through these tubular
prongs, by the operator, before the tube and the base
are placed in the basing machine. The base, itself, is
filled with a specially prepared cement. These assembled units are then put
through a circular oven,
which is held at a constant
temperature.
(15 Packing -All of the highly
developed Engineering work
in a modern tube plant can
be knocked into a "Cocked
Hat" if the tubes are not
satisfactorily packed. After
shipping millions of tubes to
all parts of the world the
Triad Company has standardized on a system of wrapping.
1

(14) Teat Table-A table, of this
character, is at the end of each
production line. It is fitted
with nine delicate meters and
is used to measure ten different
characteristics of each tube. These test
tables are of the very latest design and are the
work of the Triad Engineering Staff.

(13) Aging Rack -This highly interesting
section of the production line indicates, by
means of the banks of ordinary incandescent lamps, just exactly the condition of
each tube as it comes through production.
The finished vacuum tubes are placed in
sockets which are connected to normal operating voltages. The current is then
turned on and each tube has to be aged for
a given period at specified voltages. If
there is a short circuit between a plate and
grid of one of the tubes, one of the lights
in the bank to which that particular tube
is connected indicates that fact to the operator. Other lights detect other troubles.
This is true of any other flaws which might
take place in the tube and the operator is
therefore able to throw out those that are
faulty.
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TELEPHOTOGRAPHY
TRANSMISSION

Of PHOTOGRAPHS
By WIRE
By NORMAN D. BUEHLING

An

SIA

cc t ovvi bed

photograph of

a

pirlurr

t IO lia iv,

it ted

lire.

bu

rapid advance of scientific knowledge has hrought so
many wonders within our grasp, that there is a tendency to

TIIF.

Method of Transmission
Photographing the picture, diagram, or drawing, is the first
take many- of our present -dam' developments for granted.
step in sending it over the wires, and the result is a negative plate.
For every new discovery that is made today, there will he As the positive film is used in the actual transmission, the negative
many applications tomorrow. Emission of electrons, caused by a ray is rephotographed and a positive film, 5 x 7 inches in size,
is
of light on an active metal, a scientific novelty of yesterday, today - obtained. During the transmission, a photographic reversal usually
finds endless uses. Without the photoelectric cell, who could dream
takes place; that is, when a positive is sent, a negative is received,
of television or of the present telephotograph system? Every day and vice versa. However, this is not necessarily so, for by reversing
photographs are being sent from coast to
the photoelectric cell connections, a positive
coast; the process is taken as a matter of
PATH OF LIGHT
WINDOW
--- LEAD-4H
can be made to produce a positive, and a
WIRES
VOTASSI OM CATHODE
course, but few know the methods employed
negative to produce a negative. It is a genin accomplishing this feat.
eral rule, however, to send a positive and
'l'he system of transmitting pictures elecreceive a negative. The actual time required
trically over great distances has been a
to send n picture is seven minutes, but the
reliable, commercial accomplishment for a
PLASTER OF
associated photographic process take front
ELECTRON
RING
PARIS
number of years. The Bell Telephone
PATH
ANODE
one-half to three -quarters of an hour.
Laboratories have developed the system,
The transparent positive is fastened on
The photoelectric cell used in Telephotography
which was originally invented by Professor
a cylindrical form which only holds the film
Korn of Germany, and made it commiercially possible. There are at the edges and does not interfere with light passing through it.
now eight stations in our most important cities scattered over the
Focused on the filin, and shining through it, on to a photoelectric
country, and photographs can be sent al :t anywhere in a very cell which is inside the cylinder, is a small rectangular beam
of
short time. The quality of the transmitted picture is such that it light. The film is rotated, and as it rotates it advances slowly
is difficult to distinguish the telephoto, as it is called, from the
parallel to its axis, like a screw, so that the beam of
original. We will discuss in detail each of the important factors. is stationary, traverses the entire picture in a series light, which
of adjacent
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lines. As the film rotates, the intensity of the light on the cell
Left
varies with the shade of the film at the point where the beam Is
Photograph
of
the refocused. This variation of the light on the cell causes a variation
ccirill.t upof the current through it, and this current is amplified and used
purist uv. The
to modulate a 1,300-cycle carrier wave, which is sent over the
MOOT'
be seen at
telephone lines.
the extreme
At the receiving end, an unexposed negative is rotated on a
right.
similar cylindrical form, in synchronism with the original picture.
.\ light valve allows light to fall on the film, but with an intensity
that varies with the strength of the current received from the
telephone lines. The film is then developed and the transmission
is complete.
The telephotograph system can be divided into two separate and
distinct parts; the picture system and the control system. Thg
Right
picture system has to do with the transforming of light energy I' h oto.pn ph
into electrical energy, its transmission over the lines, and the of the trans mitter. The
change back from electrical energy into light energy. The control
moto- mat/
system provides the means of starting both machines at the same be seen at
time and maintaining synchronous speed.
the lef t and
the ampliThe Picture System
fier and osThe 5 x 7 -inch positive film is placed over a cylindrical form
vitiator o t
which mounts on
rotating shaft. A motor drives the shaft at 90 the extreme
right.
R.P.M. and as it revolves, the film advances along a lead screw
one -hundredth of an inch per revolution. Light from a stationary
source is focused on the film, and covers it in a series of adjacent
current flow. Some of the advantages possessed by the potassium
photoelectric cell over the seleiiuui cell, are the absence of dark
lines. A small lamp of constant intensity throws a beam of light
currents, and a lark of electrical inertia. This makes possible sharp,
through a small aperture and it is focused, by means of two
ele:n- pictures.
lenses and a prism, on the film. The width of the image is equal
Current from the photoelectric cell is run through a high resistto the lead of the screw or one -hundredth of an inch, and its
height is two- thirds of its width. As the light passes through the ance to give an appreciable voltage drop, and then sent through
two stages of vacuum tube resistance -coupled amplification. The
film, it falls on the photoelectric cell, which is inserted into the film
holder. With a change in shade of the film at the point where the use of inductive or capacitive amplification is not possible in this
image is focused, the intensity of
case because the frequencies vary
LENS,
APERTURE
from a few hundred cycles per
the light on the cell also changes.
LAMP
PRISM
-SENDIN G
As a meow., of changing light
second to almost zero or direct
APPARATO SI1D`1
LENSII PHDTOELECTR1
PICTURE
current. Inductive or capacitive
energy into electrical energy a
CELL
III
PICTURE
TRANSPARENCY
¿10TOR
photoelectric cell is used. It conCHANNEL
amplification would not operate
CLUTCH
DC
MODFIER
P
on direct current. Resistance
sists of a long, evacuated tube,
AMPLIFIER
ULATOR
3604360+
38 .,11..I.t
coated internally with a potascoupled amplifiers have an added
ITERM
sium cathode, and containing a
advantage in that they amplify
AMP
metallic ring- shaped anode. A
all of the frequencies equally.
A vacuum-tube oscillator, tuned
potential of approximately 100
CONTROL
START
400
CONTROL
05C
volts is maintained between the
5ER
40-to 1300 cycles, produces the carCHANNEL
OR WING
rier wave that flows over the
two electrodes. Light passing
LIGHT VALVE
FORK
LINE,.
LENS
ERTURE
through a windi w, falls upmu the
lines. The output of this oscilPICTURE
-RECEIVING SENSITIZED
DC
URE
cathode, causing it to give off
lator and the amplified output Of
PICTURE l
j
FILTER
APPARATUS1LM
AMPLIFIER
CHANNEL
S60-i360,
MOTOR
electrons. The number of elecIPIC
the photoelectric cell are both
CIUTCH
LENS
impressed on time grid of a modutrons given off varies directly
TERM
1"31.¡...I.
lator tube, resmlthug in a 1300with the intensity of the light
AMP
cycle wave, modulated by the
that falls upon it. These electrons are attracted to the posiphotoelectric cell current. To
IC`ONTßOL
tive anode, causing a small cureliminate any stray frequencies or
AMPLIFIER
CONTROL
LTER
ETOR
ÇNANNEL
540
rent flow of about 0.2-microharmonies, a filter is provided at
DRIVING
a10V
ampere: Thus, a change in the
the terminal and then a final amFORK
DC
density of the picture produces
plifier boosts the current higher.
bio.A dia/tram of tier rrrril-inp "WI h.nIIaitting apparition.
a change in the photoelectric cell
(Continued on page 747)
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How to Make Copies of
Instantaneous Records
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RECORDING

TURNTARIF

TURNTABLE

MICROPHONE TRANS,

HIGH- IMPEDANCE PICKUP

TO
NEXT
STALE

Past issues of

have discussed numerous
methods of making instantaneous records, but the methods
of making copies of the original have not been given
sufficient thought. The author describes several means
which may be used by the home recordist.
RADIO -CRAFT

By GEORGE J. SALIBA, B.S.
O\ I. of the great problems of the home recordist, judging
from the volume of mail, seems to be his difficulty in
obtaining duplicates of his recordings.

In photography, the amateur is obviously very fortunate
a very slight additional cost, his negative can be made
the source of a great many pictures; and in the professional field
of recording, the original master is also, at low cost, the source
of many copies, through the modern application of the principles
of electroplating. To the instantaneous- recording amateur, however, the problem is quite different and a trifle more expensive.
At the present time, there are two methods available whereby
the recordist can obtain copies, the first being known as "dubbing,'
and the second as "processing." Dubbing, a word descriptive of
the first of the two copying processes, is convenient for the home
recordist, being derived from "doubling,' an old tenm in the phonograph field; it means the direct production of one or more duplicate
positives from it toaster positive.
In the days of soft -wax cylindrical records, direct duplicates
were made by the use of a single reproducing machine, acoustically
connected to several recording machines. Since this was before the
days of the microphone and amplifier, the sound, reproduced mechanically from the original record, was "piped" to the cutters on
the several recording machines. Another method of obtaining direct record duplicates was a mechanical pantograph arrangement.
Today, we "pipe" our sound electrically over wires.
in

that at

Duplication by "Dubbing"
A typical electrical "dubbing" layout for the home recordist is
illustrated in block form in Fig. 1. The procedure in making a

duplicate instantaneous recording is to play back the original
record through an amplifier, the output of which is connected to
the cutting head that is cutting the second or duplicate record.
In other words, the set -up is the sanie as that used in staking
the original record, except that the microphone is replaced by the
electric pickup, turntable and record.
The amplifier used mast be the sauce one that was used in making
the original record; although any good quality audio amplifier
may be used. Since the output of the electric pickup is about one
roll, whereas that of the microphone is in the order of microvolts,
the gain required in dubbing instantaneous records is not nearly
as great as that required in staking the original recording.
For this reason, the sound level must he watched very carefully
to prevent overloading. If, for instance, the feed -screw is cutting
92 lines per inch. the cutter may "double track" -cut over to the
next sound track -with the result that the new record will not
track. Of course, this condition is not so likely to occur when
pre -grooved blanks (which, as stated in previous articles, are
only 80 lines to the inch), are used; nevertheless, difficult- may
be experienced in keeping the recording head on the record.

It must

Quality of Recording
be borne in mind that to obtain good results a good

200 OHM' LOW -

C

IMPEDANCE

BIAS

RESISTOR

PICKUP
ELECTRO DEPOSITED COPPER

RECORD

Fig. I. above.
Fig. 2, center.
Fig. 3. below.

t "dubbing" circuit layout.
Connections of both high- and
lulrimprd0 nee pickups.
('rose - section of copper and
Ir VLF recorda.

pickup is absolutely essential; and may be of either "high impedance' or ' "100 ohms" rating.
Since the primary impedance of the standard microphone input
transformer used in the set -up for tanking the original record is
200 ohms, the 200-ohm pieknp must he connected directly to the
primary as shown in Fig. 2. If ;I high- impedance pickup is used,
the connections are made across the secondary of the transformer;
or, preferably, direct tu the tube, as shown in Butted lines. For
the latter connection, a pickup adapter may be used.
In "dubbing," the quality of the new, duplicate record will not
be as gord as the first record; or as good as duplicates obtained by
"processing." In the first place, the question of needle scratch is
to be taken into consideration. Since the original record had
certain amount of "surface" nuise which is readily picked up and
recorded, the dubbed record will have about twice the amount
of scratch as the original. Of course, if exceptional care had been
exercised in making the original and if the original record blank
had been stamped from good material, then, the surface noise
would be very small and the quality of the new record would very
nearly approach the original.
Sonne people recommend the use of a scratch filter: in the writer's
opinion this is detrimental to good quality, since the scratch frequency is ht the neighborhood of 4000 cycles, and all frequencies
st be cut out if the scratch is to be eliminated.
above this figure
However, for voice records only, the use of a scratch filter is
permissible 'these scratch filters only be (Attained ready malle;
in reality they seldom are anything more than an ordinary tone
control of the general type so popular on many radio receivers
today; when adjusted for bass reproduction the high notes are
cut out and the scratch disappears.
If several copies are to be stade, the s:
"original" record mast
not be used, for after a few "dubs," it becomes too worn for good
dubbing (although still sufficiently good for ordinary reproduction).
The solution to this problem is to use each dubbed record as an
"original" from which to stake another. However, when it is
realized that the scratch is additive, and the level of the surface
noise after staking a dozen copies is above the recording level, it
becomes evident that the possible number of copies that can be
stade with the "dubbing" system is limited.
si

Obtaining Multiple Scampers
Processing, the second method of making copies of the original
record, is costly and is the logical one tu choose only where a
great many records are desired; since it necessitates hiring the
services of a commercial sound recording studio of the type wldeii
specializes in producing a limited number of records, say, in lots of
a hundred.
The procedure followed is the sante as that for the production
of commercial phonograph records. in that a "master," "mother,"
and "stamper" are required before the pressing can be done.

(Continued on page 748)
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Attenuators, Line Filters and
Matching Transformers
(PART II)
In this second of a series of articles, the author will discuss additional design
considerations of attenuators, illustrating them with numerical examples.
AST month, some of the more pertinent probBy
lems of transmission lines (with special
Lreference to "pads" or "attenuators")
were outlined. In this issue, we will continue with
cussion of actual design considerations.

of these losses is improper impedance matching,
and it is for this reason that the subject of
proper impedance matching is so strongly stressed
and observed in voice transmission circuits. In order to avoid
reflection losses, care must he taken to we that, at any point in
a. transmission Tine where an
impedance is to be inserted, this
terminating or load impedance is made equal to the impedance
working into it. Reflection losses, as previously stated, give rise
to abnormal voltages and currents;

HY LEVY, B.S.
a

The two extreme conditions that a transmission line could be
subjected to are an open- circuit and a short- circuit condition; in
which cases, the greatest reflection of energy will take place,
and abnormal voltages and currents
TABLE-3
will be set up from small impulses
harmonics are set up, and the wave
Z6200Ohms ZO500Ohms
originally sent into the line. This
Z66000hms
form of the impressed original sigDecibels
<h6Ze
...CV'
is the same as saying that Infinite
O,Z,yS
nals are distorted, with the result that
V2. IC
m2,w6
a,m2 9
92áf
straight -line frequency-response charimpedance terminates the line on
1
.06
1.12
6.66
1760
16.3
4400
17
6260
acteristics are not obtained from such
open circuit, and zero impedance
2
.10
28.8
1.26 U.S
668
2150
36.6
2674
a circuit.
terminates the line on short circuit.
3
.16
1.41 17.0
671
62.6
1428
61
1714
If the load impedance Z1 (see Fig.
These two conditions are very rarely
4
.20
22.6
622
1.68
66.6
1066
67.6 1266
3) exactly equals the source impeencountered in practice, unless the line
.26
70.0
1.78 28.0
326
820
86
966
dance Zs, then the source impedance
should accidently become open or
.60
10
5.16
61.8
140.6
361.6
129.6
166
422
Zs is said to be working into its "imshorted at the far end.
20
1.0
10.0
82.0
40.4
206.0
266
101
121.6
age impedance," for in such a case,
Ass
a transmission line in which
there is no reflection of energy f
the line conductors have negligible
60
1.6
31.6
96.0
13.6 237.6
33.8
266
40.5
the load impedance back into the line
attenuation (zero losses) and in which
40
2.0
100.0
99.0
2.0 267.6
6.0
296
6.0
If an attenuator is now inserted
the generator or source impedance is
2.6
60
316.0 100.0
1.3 260.0
3.! 300
3.8
into the transmission line between the
of known value. 'Then, if a termisource and the load, it must he so
nating impedance is inserted at the
far end of the line, and starting front the opt n-circuit condition designed that the impedance of the attenuator must in no way
upset the impedance match between the source and the load. If
of infinite impedance, this terminating impedance is gradually made
smaller and smaller, the reflected energy will also become smaller,
then, when the attenuator is working in the transmission line, the
impedance "looking" into the source (from the line) exactly equals
and as the terminating impedance approached the value of the source
impedance, the reflected energy rapidly decreases. At the point the impedance "looking" into the load (from the line), then the
pad is said to be working between its "homage impedances," and
where the value of the terminating impedance eraetI, equals the
source impedance, the reflected energy will he zero (no reflection no energy will he reflected hack at any point along the line, as
the imlu ,lances looking in either direction along the line are exactly
losses), and marimuno energy will he obtained at the load.
equal. in such a case, no reflection losses
Likewise, starting with the short-circuit
will occur at any ,junction points throughout
condition of zero terminating impedance, and
zm
the line, and practically itlatl transmission
increasing the load impedance, the reflected
.
characteristics are obtained, except for such
energy becomes smaller, so that when the
losses as arise from the effects clue to the
point is reached where both the terminating
°o-zs6
length of line over which the energy is fed.
and the source impedances are exactly equal,
(The losses due to length of line will not
the reflected energy will be zero (no reflecbe considered in these papers. It is assumed
tion losses), and maximum]] energy will again
Za
Zu
o
that the voltage at the source k the voltage
be fed to the load.
appearing across the 1 -2 terminals, (see
When the terminating or load impedance
Fig. 7) of the pad, and the voltage at the
exactly equals the source impedance, the
34 terminals is the voltage across the load).
line has the saute characteristics as a line of
ZOa.NVMwe
infinite length. If a line of infinite length
Design Considerations
za
could be constructed, any energy sent into
In order to maintain the same impedances
this line would never he reflected back to
in either direction, the pad must be designed
the source. By inserting at the far end of
in such a manner, that when looking into
a transmission line a load or terminating
Va
the 1 -2 terminals, the combined (resultant)
m.z6
impedance equal to the source or generator
iugmd1uue of the attenuator and the load
impcilnncc, the characteristics of n line of
must exactly equal the source impedance.
infinite length are immediately obtained
zl
Also, when looking into the 3 -4 terminals,
(assuming zero losses in the circuit) and
the rumhimied (resultant) impedance of the
consequently no reflection losses are set up
attenuator and the source must exactly equal
in sudh a circuit.
Fig. 7, above. Dio.lrnnl of a pod.
the load impedance. These last two stateThis entire discussion on reflection losses
Fig. 8, center. .m resist ire network.
(Continued on page 750)
can be summed up by stating that the cause
Fig. 9, below. Equivalent circuit of Fig. S.
11rry,
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A unique method, described
here by the author, for increasing the range of an A.C.
meter without the use
of resistors.

C-

1

connections for using a loir -range meter for measuring high roulages.
l:. connections for using u high-range tu fier for measuring loir voltages.
Ir r, a suggested panel layout that is both simple and compact.
I
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RE- RA \GI \G METERS
JOHN C. BANK

never seems to have enough
meters for experimental or testing
work. Either an A.C. millianuneter is needed, or the D.C.
JNI:
voltmeter scale is too coarse for the voltages to 1w measured. The object of this article is to help increase the usefulness
of one's present equipment, or to assist in selecting the least number
of meters required to give the greatest efficiency.
Very often one has a low range A.C. voltmeter and wishes to
use it as an A.C. line voltmeter. The first thought is to put a
resistance in series and increase the range to the desired value.
In D.C. meters this is possible, hid with low reading A.C. voltmeters, the series resistance method is not practical, and other
mends must be employed. Again, the meter on hand may be a 150
A.C. voltmeter and it is desired to measure A.C. filament voltages.
We will show how either of the above meters may be utilized by

By

employing a small bell- ringing transformer.
The transformer selected was, because of its small size and low
cost, a 50 -140 cycle General Electric, Type G.E. 2332. The
voltage ratio is 110 to 8 volts, a ratio of 13.75 to 1. Thus, by
connecting the transformer primary- across the line and an 8- to
15 -volt A.C. voltmeter to the 8 -volt secondary terminals, we may
determine the line voltage by taking the readings on the voltmeter
and

multiplying by

Likewise

if

13.75.

one possesses a 150 -volt A.C. voltmeter and wishes to

measure the filament voltage of a radio tube, connect the voltmeter
to the transformer primary, and the filament terminals of the tube
to the 8 -volt secondary. But, in this instance, be sure to divide the
voltmeter reading by 13.75, since we are using the transformer
to step -up the voltage. It was found by experiment that the ratio
is not the same as rcJien used for voltage step -down: (the primary
leads on this particular transformer are the stranded wires, whereas
st
b nuts) consequently we
the secondary posts are the tl
divide by 13 to obtain correct readings, due to the resistance of the

primary.
Of course, the above method does not permit direct- reading (due
to the odd ratio of the transformer windings). To accomplish this,
the major part of this article will he devoted to means of making
the ureters read so that factors of 10 or 20 may be used to make
easy the processes of multiplication or division.
Meter -Transformer Kit
test meter for measuring filament and line voltages,
one needs an 8 -volt A.C. voltmeter (either Jewell Pattern 78 or
Weston Model 476 will be satisfactory), and a General Electric,
Type (:.E. 2:3:32 hell- ringing transformer; for housing theta, a suitable wooden box, fitted with four insulated binding posts and a
toggle switch should be used. A 3500 -ohm adjustable resistance,
in Fig. IA, is also necessary and should be mounted inside the
box with the other equipment.
in this circuit is connected in the
'l'he adjustable resistor
h current in
primary leg, purposely, since it does not carry as
the primary as it would in the secondary, thus reducing the
danger of overheating; in Fig. 131 the resistance is connected between the transformer T and the meter VM.

To make

a

Ill

Ill

The box mentioned should be no less than
81 Í ins., which allow, for wood up

8 x 4 x

ajK -in. in thickness, (although thinner material, raking it lighter,
would do much better). The sides nil bottom may be held together
with brads, and the top fastened by four oval -head wood screws.
'l'he meter, transformer, and all other parts should he Mounted
on the inner side of the top (preferably of bakelite) so that,
by using the wood screws, this unit can he detached from the box
for inspection. (If the stock used for this box is thin, it is best
that a wooden block be glued or nailed at each corner to act as
a "hold" for the screws.)
The best layout for the parts is shown in Fig. 1C; an arrangement
which brings the meter close to the worker and also places the
binding posts at the opposite ends. A hole must be drilled in the
top of the box, the same diameter as the meter selected; and three
additional holes (to coincide with those in the flange) for the small
bolts that hold it to the panel. Drill the other holes for binding
posts, switch, and if necessary, for mounting the transformer and

to

a

resistance.

Note that the switch is placed in the meter circuit in order that
the meter may be used by itself; otherwise, the current drawn from
the circuit to be measured would he higher than necessary, since
current would flow through the secondary of the transformer as well
as to the meter. (See Fig. 1A.)

Calibration

After all

the parts are mounted on the box cover and connections
are glade according to diagram, the combination must be calibrated.
To obtain best results, a 150 -volt A.C. voltmeter should be used to
read the correct value of the test potential. This instrument must
be connected directly across the line to which are connected the
two high- voltage binding posts. In this wan-, we know the value
of the voltage applied at the binding posts of our instrument to
be calibrated.
With this set -up, the 8 -volt meter mast he made
to read one -twentieth of the 150 voltmeter indication by varying
the value of adjustable resistor 111. Supposing, for instance, that
the latter reads 114 volts, we divide 114 by- 20 and have 5.7 as the
voltage. Then we vary the value of Itt until the 8 -volt meter
reads .5.7 volts and fasten the sliding contact so that it cannot
change-our outfit is now calibrated.
'1'o some, it may not be possible to borrow, or have access to
the 150 -volt standard meter mentioned in the preceding paragraph,
in which case it will be necessary to resort to another Method,
(although it: is not as accurate as the one ,just described).
After all parts are mounted, connect a temporary switch across
the adjustable resistance so [had it may be shorted-out at will.
Now, with the switch closed, connect the high- voltage binding posts
leading to the transformer primary to a source of 6O -cycle A.C.
If the voltage on the secondary ureter reads the 7.5 volts which
we have been using for our example, we can calculate the line
potential by multiplying 7.5 by 13.75 (the transformer ratio) giving
103 volts as the line potential. Wishing to make our multiplier 20,
we must divide 103 by 20, obtaining 5.2, the value in volts which
(Continued on page 753)
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By FLOYD FAUSETT*

Schematic diagram of the tube-tester incorporated in the
Supreme d:L1-1 Diagnometer.

IN

the March and April 1932 issues of ltAmmo- CRAFT, the uses of
a modern set tester as a tube -socket analyzer were discussed
under the heading, "Dissecting n Modern Set Tester," (Parts
II and III). This month's discussion relates to the tube testing
functions of the same tester.
A 41/2-volt flashlight battery is included in the tester (Fig. 5)
for a comparative "grid- swing" test of tubes during analyses when
radio power is utilized for the tube tests. This method is simple
and has the advantage that noisy tubes may generally be detected
"on the job." As a matter of fact, the "listening test" is the only
practical service method for detecting noisy and microphone tubes.

.

The Tube Tester
Service Men answering service calls often find, however, that the
radio is completely inoperative, with the power supply from the
power pack shorted or open circuited, so that the analyzer, which
depends upon the radio power supply for its tube testing functions,
is useless as a tube checker. Since -customers usually expect an
estimate of the cost of putting the radio back in operation, it is
desirable that the Service Man have with him facilities for testing
the tubes, so that he can include the cost of the necessary tube
replacements in his estimate.
A tube checker which functions independently of the radio set
is also advantageous in that it permits tests with predetermined
power supply and circuit characteristics, so that "discard" limits
can be established. Discard l' 'ts cannot generally be stated . for
tests from radio tube sockets because of the variations in circuit
characteristics in different receivers or in different sockets of the
sanie set.
Although reports of reliable radio service organizations indicate
that less than 35 percent of service calls result directly from tube
defects, some dealers have gained the impression from advertising
estimates that 90 percent of radio troubles are due to this cause.
This impression has brought about great interest in the comparative merits of tube -testing methods with a power supply independent
of the radio chassis. Obviously, the most reliable method is that
which most nearly approximates actual tube performance in the
radio. Some very expensive tube testing equipment has been available for some time, and such equipment is probably capable of
detecting 95 percent of tube deficiencies.
Some tube checkers which cost only about 10 percent as much
as the more elaborate testers are capable of detecting about 90
percent of tube deficiencies. The Service Man must decide for himself whether his tube business warrants his investing five or ten
times more money in an elaborate tester for detecting from five
to ten percent nuore tube deficiencies than can be detected with
a simple tube checker employing the principles incorporated in the
AAA -1 Diagnometer, in which the alternating potentials applied
to tubes during the tests are closely related to the potentials specified by tube manufacturers. All radio tubes in normal operation
must respond to alternating or pulsating potentials, as all broadcast

Chief Engineer, Supreme Instruments Corp.

The Tube Tester

carrier waves and modulated signals have alternating characteristics. Power supply variations are compensated by a tap switch
arrangement for voltage ranges from 100 to 120 volts and from
200 to 240 volts.

Mutual Conductance Test
Since the "mutual conductance index" method is the most reliable
of simple tube -checking methods, the principles involved are incorporated in the AAA -1 Diagnometer tube checking facilities. In
addition to this method of comparative tube checking, provisions
are included for, (1) indicating cathode-header leakages; (2) comparative indications of the gas content of amplifiers; and (3) for
indications of the plate current of tubes during oscillation. These
three additional tests are for comparative purposes only, and no
definite discard limits are prescribed for them. Discard limits for
the "mutual conductance index" tests are tabulated on The inside
top cover of the Diagnometer case.

Cathode -Heater Leakages
The "buzzing' noise sometimes emitted from radio loudspeakers
is generally caused by intermittent cathode- heater leakage in
heater -type tubes. The effect of this tube defect varies with different radio circuits, being most noticeable where the cathode biasing resistance is utilized in the volume- control circuit with the
heater circuit grounded. A short circuit between the cathode and
heater elements of a tube will be indicated by an approximate full
scale deflection of the voltmeter needle during the test.
All radio tubes are more or less "gassy," but it is generally
desirable that the gas content of tubes be at a minimum, especially
for resistance -coupled circuits, in which the grid current resulting
from the gaseous contition will tend to reduce the grid bias of
the tube by the voltage drop of the gas current through the grid
coupling resistors.
It may be found that new tubes will be indicated as "gassy" when
first tested with the Diagnometer, but that the gaseous condition
is less noticeable after they have been in service a few minutes.
It may also be noticed that old tubes, after having served their
expected period of usefulness, will test as very "gassy." If they
develop a purplish glow between the elements during normal operating conditions, they should be replaced. A purple glow is sometimes observed on the inside glass surface of power tubes, but
this is quite natural and sl Id not be interpreted as an indication
of a detrimental gaseous condition. However, if the purple glow
surrounds the filament, the tube should be discarded.
The matching of tubes for tuned R.F. stages with the Diagnometer is accomplished by subjecting the tubes to a test of their
ability to generate oscillations in a circuit having constant values
of inductance, capacity, resistance and power-supply potentials.
This test affords a very practical means for accurately tabulating
comparative meter indications of the general operative merits of
tubes under dynamic radio-frequency operating conditions, in which
variations in inter -electrode capacities, as well as variations in
(Continued on page 755)
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PENTODE
MIDGET

The QUADRUPLE

A description of a new receiver that may
be operated from either A.C. or D.C. without any circuit changes whatsoever.
Fig. 2
Top and bottom rieles of the reeeirer.

By H. G. CISIN, M.E.

a number of novel
regulator, will give materially improved operation, and in addition,
features, all of which have been incorporated in the design will protect tubes and other delicate parts against injury due to
for a single purpose -to produce superior results. There line -voltage surges. In case of short circuits, this valuable accessory
also acts as a fuse, thus paying for itself many times over.
are two tuned R.F. stages which use two of the new 139A
Mechanical Considerations
Arcturus variable -nut R.F. pentodes and are very effective in
The chassis material is cut to size, drilled for the sockets and
reducing cross -modulation distortion and various receiver noises.
Furthermore, through the use of these tubes, easy control of volume bent. (See Fig. 2.) Holes are drilled for variable condenser
brackets, for the binding posts, the choke (40), the resistance mountis attained over a wide range of signal voltages, without the
ing (35) and for mounting the parts on the chassis walls. 'l'ho
necessity of using a local- distance switch or a double preseleetor.
following parts are then mounted, preferably in the order given:
A volume control in the cathode circuits of these two tubes gives
Six wafer -type sockets and three shield bases; electrolytic conwonderfully smooth control.
denser (39,41,42); transformer (37); electrolytic condenser (30);
A "136A" tube functions as a screen -grid power (biased) detector. A single resistance -coupled audio stage employs two) mica condensers (22,26); bypass condensers (7), (14), (18),
(19- 35.%).
"138A" output pentodes in parallel. The use of the two tubes
The four binding posts are mounted, all being carefully insulated
in this arrangement permits a larger power output without increasload impedance
from the chassis. Then choke (40) and the three -gang condensers
ing plate voltage, and in addition, cuts the opt'
are fastened on top of the chassis. The sectional rotary switch
in half. These tubes also give improved results when operated
(4:1) is mounted, then the combined volume control and "on -off
from a 110 -volt D.C. source; as a result, they are ideal for use
switch. Finally, resistor (3.5) is mounted on top of the chassis.
in the "Quadruple Pentode" set, since this set has been designed
'l'he seven metallized resistors and the three flexible resistors are
for use either on alternating or direct current, by means of an insoldered in place while the set is being wired. The three coil
genious switching arrangement.
(Contúoned on page 755)
To make the change from A.C. to D.C. operation, it is merely
of
a
sectional
knob
the
turn
to
necessary
rotary switch. This design, used in this set
for the first tine, eliminates changes in wirEMT.
PARALLEL
VOICE
'3tA
POWER A.F.
COIL
ing, tubes, etc., and also does away with
16
'30A
the necessity for sjxeial switching plugs.
34 Ì.4
It is simple and convenient, and the inexpensive switch is the only additional part
needed to make the set universally applicable to A.C. or D.C.
In this receiver, the filaments of the five
tubes are in series. A pilot light and a
GND.
resistor are also in series in the same eircuit.
This resistor has a value that permits the
filaments of each of the five tubes to receive
the rated potential of 6.3 volts.
,__VOLUME CONTROL
On A.C., a full -wave rectifier (:38), supplies direct- current for plates, screen grids
and biases. (See Fig. 1.) The rectifier is
28
21
5
12
3s-A
switched out of the circuit when operated
on D.C. On A.C., the speaker field is in
19
'60
series with the audio choke (40), thus supCN.
plying the extra filtering needed in this
4
39
case; on D.C., however, the speaker field is
-volt
line.
the
110
across
switched directly
é
s
with the single choke taking care of the
c'
filtering. A triple -section electrolytic conc
TUBES
Do
p\o
denser forms an important part of the filter
V5. V12 R.F
oE
PENTODES
in either case. Metallized resistors are sped Eo
V21, SCREEN -GRID
110 V, A.C.
fled because of their permanent accuracy of
V26, V29, A.F
tOR D.C.
PENTODES.
rating. To obtain really fine results, all
SW. 4
R-LINE
BALLAST
45
resistors should have values exactly as
marked.
ehewntie ,trcuit of the Quadruple l'entode A.C. -D.C. midget.
Fig. I
The automatic line -voltage control or

T

IIE "Quadruple Pentode Midget" possesses
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$10 FOR PRIZE SERVICE

WRINKLE

1

/'curl lapoat of Jfr. Campbell's tester.

Previous experience has indicated that
many Service Men, during their daily work,
have run across some very excellent
Wrinkles, which would be of great interest
to their fellow Service Men.
As an incentive toward obtaining information of this type, RADIO-CRAFT will pay
$10.00 to the Service Man submitting the
hest all -around Radio Service Wrinkle each
month. All checks are mailed upon publication.
The judges are the editors of RADIO -CRAFT,
and their decisions are final. No unused
manuscripts can be returned.
Follow these simple rules:
Write, or
preferably tope. on one side of the sheet,
giving a clear description of the best Radio
Simple
Service Wrinkle you know of.
sketches in free -hand are satisfactory, as
bug as they explain the idea. You may
send in as many Wrinkles as you please.
Everyone is eligible for the prize except employees of RADIO -CRAFT and their families.
The contest closes the 15th of every month,
l'y which time all the Wrinkles must be received for the next month.
Send all contributions to the Editor, Service Wrinkles, c -o RADIO -Ca. rT, 98 l'ark
Place, New York City.

(PRIZE AWARD)
"SIMPLE TUBE TESTER-NEWEST VERSION
By Vincent Campbell

IAM taking the liberty of sending you
the enclosed (lata on the latest version
of the "Simple Tube Tester" I have developed, details concerning which were published in the March and August 1931 issues
of It.LOto- CH.Lr-r. The improved unit shown
in Figs. 1 and 2, has the following innovations:
1. S' lar to my original tube tester, this
new version tests all types of tubes including rectifiers and the new pentode.
2. It lias incorporated in it it "tube short
indicator" that shows visually any short
which would endanger the meter.
3. By the use of higher voltages, as developed through the use of a high- voltage
winding on the power transformer, our tube
voltages can be stade to conform more
nearly to the voltages employed, thus in-

:

-LATE

S

M.

..NORMAL

Sw.z
_TEST

L.

t

Pilot Universal "B'
Eliminator
Trtiisf urmter
or any transformer developing 5.5 volts at 2
amps., and 275 volts;
One D.P.D.T. switch, S\\'.
1;

-GRID

LARGE
CONTACT

I

SOLDERED

I

s4+
nOV,AC
at

Fig. 2

Behemoth caecal( of .far. Campbell's

Suring a better test, especially on our power
tubes. Previously, they would test O.K.,
but when placed in operation, they would
break down (lute to the actual working voltage in it radio set; but this new method gives
us a real "breakdown test" on all tubes.
4. In the event that one does not wish
to rebuild the old tester to function with
the new high -voltage system, the "tube short
indicator" can he incorporated into the 01(1
tube tester.

Operating Instructions and Parts List
Now for the material list and operating
instructions. I all( leaving the construction
details to the individual builder, with the
exception of a panel layout (Fig. 1) and
of course the circuit diagram Fig. 2.

TO CENTER

CONTACT

Fig.
.I ,nace(

3

method of orino a standard lamp
in a oropel sorke ,

20 -111R. scale and proceed to take our
mutual conductance readings, comparing

or

Operation
The operation of this tester is similar to
other types. The procedure is as follows:
1. Insert the tube in the proper socket,
leaving switch S \\'. 3 off;
2. Throw the "short test" switch SW. 2
to test position;
3. Throw the line switch SW. 3 on. Now
if either or both of the "grid" and "plate'
lamps light, there is a short and you should
not continue further unless you wish to
destroy the meter. In the event that they
do not light, we may continue The rheo-

Í

1

N

SMALL BASE

DERED5TO

SMALL BASEI

theta with a chart;
1. by not pressing SW. 5;
2. by pressing SW. 5.
These readings are similar to those in the
chart shown in the March 1931 issue of
It.tnto- CHAFT.
(Continued on page 763)

r

215v

WIRE GOES
THROUGH
HOLE IN

BOTTOM OF
STANDARD
OL-

One S.P.S.T. line switch,
SW. 3;
One S.P.D.T. switch, S\\'. 4;
-Sw
One Push -button switch,
SW. 5;
ORDINARY
Two 6 -volt pilot lamps and
sockets, P.I..;
One Giant Power variable
60-ohm rheostat, R;
One 1,000-ohm resistor, R1;
One 2,000 -alun resistor, 1(2:
tester.
One 3,000 -ohm resistor, 1(3;
One 4 -prong and one 5 -prong socket;
()ne lteadrite double -scale milliauuntcter
(0 -20 and 0 -100 nut.);
One 0-10 -volt A.C. voltmeter.
RL

R

STANDARD
BASE
BULB

BY HOLDING
IRON TO

One

120Il1111"
L
SW.S

STANDARD SCREW STANDARD
BASE
BASE INTO
LARGE BASE
AND SOLDER
of"-CONTACTS

INSULATION --

\R

+

R should be at the minimum or zeroresistance position [luring this test on all
types of tubes. Thus we obtain the full 5.5
volt across our humps.
4. Throw line switch SW. 3 off; throw the
"short test" switch SW. 2 to the normatl
position; rheostat R to ntaxinnun or full
resistance; SW. 4 to high or 100 -mn. scale,
the position of S \\'. 1 depends upon the
type of tube (whether screen-grid or not).
For a three- element tithe, throw SW. 1 to
ordinary; throw line switch SW. 3 "on" and
adjust rheostat It to the proper voltage as
read On our 0- to 10 -volt meter. If we
obtain a normal reading (below 15 ma.) we
may throw the MA switch (S\\'. 4) to "low"

stat
Fig.
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Fig. 4
At d, the original. and at B, the reri.verl
totutect lais.
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Operating Notes
The Analysis of Radio Receiver Symptoms
By D. C. McCALL
SINESS is good! A fist -full of service orders at the
beginning of the day. With hot political speeches and the
scowl' :d news events Of the clay sizzling over the air,
radio provides the only means of keeping up with the times.
Service work promises to he an unusually attractive prospect for
of 1938. And "yours truly" certainly intends to get
the sun
his share of this profitable trade. Public address equipment is
is cooling into its own
now that the public
in general realizes its
real worth in political
campaigns, its use on
sound trucks for stirring up trade, and in
centralized
installations for amusement
and entertainment.
Sparton 593
Let's see, here's the
first complaint of the
day: " Sparton picks
up local all over dial."
Arriving at the address, I find this
Sparton doing exactly
that. This model 593
is
generally fairly
11 err, lake this and ado buy a new Cherrolet."
selective. Pulling out
the chassis I give it the usual visual inspection. This urxlel has
the antenna and ground post mounted on the end of the tuning
condenser shield, and the common chassis ground is connected to
this'ground post by a flexible lead. I notice that this wire is disconnected. I replace this lead and "presto" the selectivity returns
magically. finless this lead is grounded the shielding is ineffective
and the strong signal "skips" the tuned stages and goes directly
to the detector stage giving extremely broad- tuning.
BI

r

Apex 8B
Second order (and its a seven -nails jump to the address) says
"rush" so with much coaxing and a high consumption of Ethyl
the ancient "Cherry" of aline gets under way with lots of skips,
misses, splutters and "cross -talk." However we finally get to our
destination and give the bell a prolonged punch. "Comae in," says
the owner, when he recognizes the service kit and the baggy pants
full of pliers, wrenches and what- trots, that indelibly marks the
typical Service Man. "iffy Apex 8R gave a sputter and quit on
me last night," he explains, "and 11u anxious to get that nine o'clock
program" "O.K., won't be long now," I assure hint and soon find,
from my analyzer readings, that there is no plate voltage on the
oscillator. Examination under the chassis shows an open fiftythousand ohm resistor in the oscillator plate eircuit. I replace
this with a two -watt resistor of metallized construction and the
set is back on the job. (This breakdown is a frequent one and
invariably I replace with an extra good resistor that 1 can depend
on to stay

put).
Majestic

91

The next stop is to find out what is causing a Majestic 91 to
cut -off. Everything checks O.K. and I find nothing wrong with
ation I find that the
the antenna system. After careful cxa
antenna wire from the lead -In -strip to the set is of No. 18 bell
or annunciator wire with the usual unraveling of insulation at each
end. I ant sure this bare wire coining in contact with the metal
chassis at the terminal post, grounded the antenna and caused the
cutting off. And here's a kink worth knowing if you use this

kind of wire; tie a knot in the wire about a half -inch from the
end, then serape the insulation off this half inch for connecting,
aoul the knot will prevent the insulation front unraveling.
Radiola 18
"Fix Radio" is the only information on the next customer, so
Ai hen 1 am inside
the house I recognize an "Oletimer," a Radiola
18. The customer had comae in the store and bought a new set of
tubes a few clays before but said it had started "squealing" since
he put in the new tubes. 'Those who have serviced this set in the
distant past (way back in 1928), will remember that this set has
an "R.F. compensator" located through a hole in the chassis below
and between the second and third tuning condenser, which it is
often necessary to adjust when tubes are changed or the antenna length varied. So I gave this screw a small fraction of a turn, just
enough to stop the oscillation in the set and then back again to a
l
t where maximum amplification was obtained without the set
oscillating. (An open volume control in this set will cause the same
oscillation so I never fail to inspect this unit if oscillation is not
stopped by the compensating screw).
"What on earth makes nay Majestic rattle like that!" exclaimed
Illy next customer as she turned on time set. "Sounds like something
wrong with the cone," I answered as I removed the speaker. Upon
removing the cone I found it had become loosened from the voice
coil form and a thin coating of Amberoid applied here was all
that was needed to stop the vibration which so annoyed this member
of the fair sex.
"See if you can improve volume control on Public Address
System" says my next order. The customer explained, when I
asked him ,just what he wanted, that he was using a great many
Operadio Portable 3-stage Amplifiers (model 3314) in a hook -up
that required microphone phonograph pick -up or radio input and
that he wanted a volume control that would be contained in the
amplifier and serve to control either of the inputs without external
wiring. Exaurination of this amplifier showed me that the input
connections were attached directly to the grid and cathode of the
first stage '27 babe. A switching arrangement made the necessary
connections to the mike, pickup or radio. First I tried the culary potentiometer arrangement with the center tap or arm
t
contact to grid. This was O.K. on phonograph records but on
"mike" or voice the extremely high or "intelligence frequencies"
seemed to be lacking,
making the voice liard
to

understad.

The amplifier uses
two stages of resistance coupling ('27
tubes) and a pair of
'45's in push- pull.

thinking this
over a few minutes, I
proceeded to hook a
Fig. 1
100,000-ohm potentioDiagram showing the connection of the
meter in the plate
new eotuuee control.
circuit of the first
stage. '27. The ends of the resistance element were connected so
as to shunt the plate resistor and the variable arm contact hooked
(o the grid coupling condenser. See Fig. 1. Due to the high resistance of the potentiometer the shunting effect of the plate resistor did
not change the plate load to any great extent and the volume
control was smooth and produced no change in the clear crisp
characteristic of this amplifier. "That's the stuff," said my friend
enthusiastically, "here take this and go buy you a new Chevrolet"
And he haunted time a "five spot."

After
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By
AMOST every commercial receiver that
has made its appearance recently has
utilized the now very popular superheterodyne circuit. In
discussing the common troubles and failures of some of the
current models it will appear that, except in few instances, such
defects have not been charm: eristic of the circuit, but on the other
hand, may be traced to open -

found as the cause of the fading. One of the
pigtails of the resistor is connected to the
grid terminal of the A.V.C. tube. Repair is effected only by replacement. 'l'he value of the unit has not proved to be critical.
either a three or four mlegohm carbon resistor serving satisfactorily.
If a careful analysis is made of the schematic of this receiver, it
will be noticed that the primary and secondary of the second I.F.
transformer are electrically shielded from each other. The only
means of energy transfer is secured by a third, smaller, "coupling
winding, inductively coupled to the primary, but directly connected
to the secondary. As
shown in Fig. 2, the
TO GRID
Cif
. -MEG.
'27 DST 2
TD 3.LF.
amount of energy
.1-MF.t MODMATOR
KATE 0110/17
OF IL.
AUDIO
transfer depends upon
.0001
{
Cs<
the setting of the
:F
1
U;
volume control, which
10 MN. MF2
070
:2
shunts this coupling
T
MP
j
coil. When the coil
open- circuits the con c41
, ToA1J i
dition of very weak
2-ME
R1
distorted
reproduc.2S-41G.
%
,
.5M12.
tion will be noted.
CRAWS
R1/.4.
C32
Since the use of an
C75,1HE
1MF
analyzer will not disTO
7p
,TO
R13,
52
Cs
C2
.t-MEG 10C4
close the defect, a
continuity tester or
Fig. 4
ohmmeter must be resorted to. Remove Detail schematic of the t2trotnberg- Carlson
model 22 second I.F. and detector stages.
the volume - control
lends, or an erroneous result (or rending) will be obtained. In
most instances, the open will he founa in the pigtail of the
coil, which may easily be repaired.
Many of the RCA- Victor models R- 50,R -55, and the more recent
(Continued on page 751)

circuits, shorts, defective resistors
and the like.
RCA -Victor Radiola Models
A large number of RCA -Victor
model It -11 receivers have been
sold. In this model there have
been two major causes for complaints; among others, that of
fading, and very weak and distorted reception. Upon examinaFig. 5
tion it will be found that when the
Location of the trimmers in
set is switched "on," the receiver
the Bosch 38 receiver.
will function normally for a few
minutes, after which it will slowly fade, at the same time becoming
distorted. Should the set be turned off and then on, it will operate
normally again for only a few
minutes, when the same condition
will result.
This set employs an automatic
volume- control tube, making necessary the use of a number of
resistors of high value which,
therefore, are very difficult to
check with ordinary instruments
at the disposal of the Service Man.
Fig. 3
Usually a faulty 5- megohn carbon
Sketch showing the location
leak in the A.V.C. circuit will be
of the terminal block.
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Fig. 2
Complete schematic circuit of the RC.t -Vktor nil receiver. The transformer to the right of V9
has its primary and Secondary shielded -- coupling being effected via the coupling-coil L12.
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The Service Man's Forum
I happen to be one who thinks that he
of national service data exchange. Your
"OPERATING NOTES'
We are in receipt of a letter from Mr. Magazine has made a remarkable beginning can build anything he sees. Softie time ago I
Floyd nausea, commenting on "Operating in this direction, and I hope you will carry happened on at library book of yours called
Notes" section of RAmo- CRAFT. We repro- on with more practical service facts and "Radio For All." I've had that four weeks
duce the following with the permission of less of the questionable imaginings of self- now and it has done more to clear -up radio
for me than anything else. My wife helped
alleged Service Men who try to obtain the
the Supreme Instruments Corporation.
headlines with wild theoretical claims in- ale the first evening we had the book, and
"Personally, I feel that the most commendable feature of 1tADto-CRAer is its pub- stead of contributing experimentally - ac- in less than an hour we had an oyster conlication of reports of difficult service prob- quired data of practical value. What do tainer wrapped up with some other oddsand-ends and brought in \\"l'A%1 (25 miles
lems solved by good practical radio men. you think of this suggestion
away) more than loud enough for ear
SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CDRI'oR.tTIUN,
Almost every radio manufacturer's product,
Fiori F.tiserr, Chief Engineer. phones, using an inside 40 -foot aerial and
develop some service peculiarities not an(The above question is self explanatory. it hot -air furnace pipe for a ground.
ticipated by the manufacturers service litIf you read this far, I can tell you that
erature, and the published discoveries and All we can say is "Thank you, Mr. Fausett."
we got more kicks out of this set than from
solutions of such peculiarities make excellent -Editor.)
any other set we have ever had. All the
reading and reference material for the rablueprints in the world wouldn't have indio servicing profession.
"RADIO FOR ALL"
duced me to try it. but with the pictures
"For instance, the 1929 -30 Edison (green Editor, li.iD10-CRAFT:
I certainly hope you
I couldn't go wrong.
I minl taking the liberty of writing to you
chassis) radios frequently develop a trouble
that, when first diagnosed, indicates a persomll ly regarding your hook "Radio For have published others since then that I may
shorted filter capacitor, but which is gen- All." I wonder, sometimes, if the illus- be able to obtain. Where can I get a copy
erally found to be a grounded speaker field trations as used in your book wouldn't help for ugself? "Radio for All" by H. Gemscircuit; the ground resulting from leakage others as well as myself. Most of the radio back, published by Lippincott Co. and dated
June 1922. I would sure
through the speaker termilove to have one.
nal strip to the chassis. I
Are there any other books
searched for about an hour
sine and is maintained
THE Official Radio
you might suggest leading
for this leakage when it was
solely for the interests
Service .Hens .Assoto one- or two -tube sets?
first encountered on this
of Service Men. Memciation, sponsored by
oF
FIC
/4¡
I and sorry to trouble you,
model, and probably other
bership cards are issued
RADIO- CRAFT, invites all
but
I hope you can help ate
Service Men have done likewritten
passing
a
upon
Men
who
are
not
Service
get started in case you turn
~;:RADIO
wise. If the first man who
examination which is
members of the OrganiSERVICE MENS
mail.
this over to some one to
forwarded by
zation to write for an
discovered the weakness of
Write for yours today.
answer instead of the waste
application blank. It is
this model had reported the
The O. R, S. M. A., 98
the official service orbasket.
peculiarity to you, knowing
Park Place, N. Y.
ganisation of this magaW. S. GUY,
that it would he gladly pubBox 96, Hudson, O.
lished, many Service Men
(Strange as it might seem,
would probably have been
saved much time when first encountering magazines are published, of course, for there are still a great n ber of people
this particular difficulty.
Service M'en and dealers. As to their lines who want to "tinker" with crystal or one or two-tube sets. We regret to announce
of puzzles we glance and pass on. The dia"I would like to see more encouragement
offered for such data from the field, to he grams are as easy to read as code, but how that while no pictorial diagram's are
classified and properly headed by manu- many of us are far enough :dong in the art available at the present time, and no
(Continued on page 760)
facturer's name, mid by models. as a sort to puzzle them out as 1 have in the past?
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POLICE and MARINE RADIO STATIONS
Wave- Frequency
IKilolength
(Meters) cycles/

121.5

3470

Call
Letters

IiI:OZ

Cedar Rapids. Iowa

K1:1'N

l

W

l' DZ

PDT
TT' l'EC

\V

K(:l'1

\\ l' Dr
KI:1'1)
KG PM

N KIM/

Kt:t'W
Kt:PK
122.0

2458

W

PIK)

W PON

l'DV
W HHH
W l' H K

\\ PEA

WPM:
122.4

2450

W
W

PuK
PEE

W

PEG
KGPH
KG PO

KGPZ
122.8

2442

wrut'

WRISH

KGPX

TT'

Location

1\MDZ

tl t'1)T.
1\ l'DE

hnvenpera. town

Fort Wayne. Ind.
Kokomo. Ind.
\Iemph is. Tenn.
Omaha. Neh.
Philadelphia. Pa.
San 1'ra ncis.o, Cal.
San Jose, Cal.
Toledo, Ohio
Salt Lake City. Utah
Sioux ( 'it y, Iowa

Akron. Ohio
Auburn, N. Y.
Charlotte, N. C.
Cleveland, Ohio

Kt:l'l'
I'DII

123.4

2430

W
W

123.S

2422

KS\\'

PDI

K t: rE
KG PG

K(: PIS

Minneapolis, Minn.
St. faul, Minn.

N'l'D\l'
124.1

2416

%T4

124.2

2414

t'DS

KG PS
W'CK
W 1'DX

W RDR

Atlanta, Ga.
Bakersfield. Cal.
MAI.. Isle. Mich.
Ile' toit, \Iich.
';rosse Point Vil-

TT' MO

Iligh land /'ark,

Kl: PA

Seattle, Wash.

1\" P DY

Wruc

Pliva, \licit.
(:rand Rapids. Mich.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Lansing. 3Iich.
Louisville, Ky.
Portland, Ore.
Itiehmottd, Ind.
I'olunibus, Ohio

Berkeley, Cal.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Kaunas City, Kan.
Vallejo, Cal.
Washington, D. C.

WA1.1

Rochester. N. Y.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Youngstown, Oh lo

IV PDD
1T' K DU

Oklahoma City, Okla.
Tulsa, Okla.
Wichita, Kan.
175.1:1

1712

Tulare. ('al.

Dayton. Ohio
Fresno. Calif.

KGPJ
WPDB

Beaumont,
utont, Tea.
Chicago, Ill.

t

lilt Iuuati, Ohio

K11.1 X

W PDU
KG PC

St. Louis. Mo.

KGPL

Pittsburgh. l'a.

WIPED
KGZR
WItDR

Arlington. \lass.
Houston, 'l'ex.
Ingham, 3Iich.

189.5

1574

WEDS
WM l'
KGPY
KGPV
KGPR

East Lansing, \Iich.
Framingham, Mass.
Shreveport, La.
Des Moines, Iowa
Ft. Worth, Tex.

685
600

43S

ty PY
lt PY

New York, N. Y.
New York, N. Y.
Butler, Pa.
Greensburg. Pa.
Harrisburg, Pa.
W. Beading, l'a.
Wyoming. l'u.

118'2

+)01)

-..7

1\RR

W'.1L
AV BA

\y

MIT

W DX

\Iich.

TT'PDA
W PI).yl
KGZA

/'hi. age, III.
Chi. ago, Ill.

nattas, Tex.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Pasadena, Cal.

KYP

lage. 31ieh.

11filw'aukee,
New York, N. Y.
New York, N. Y.
New York, N. Y.

Cleveland, Ohio
Denver, Colo.

l'ER

MARINE FIRE STATIONS
1S7.81

192.4

1596

15:18

WRDU
W KDT

Brooklyn. N. Y.
Detroit. Mich.

WC

New York, N. Y.

WEY
KG PD

Boston. Mass.
San Francisco, Cal.
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S.G CLIP

WIRE IN CABLE
ti

MODERNIZING

A

300V.

the JEWELL 199
ANALYZER

4
NORMAL
POSITION
SW.2

NORMAL
POSITION
SW.1

300V. 5 -G.ANO C:G.

SW l

SW.3

SW4

SW.2 75v. CrG.

300V. PLATE
7S

735

BUS

Fig. 7

Complete construct' on details of the revised analyzer
which will test screen -grid and pentode tubes.

Schematic diagram showing the connections
of Sn'.1 and 811'.2.

By HARRY SCHMIDT

V.

out sonie part of the tester. Have a clean bench to work on and a
few small trays to put small parts in so they will not be mislaid.
Making the Changes
Disconnect the 4.5 -volt test battery, remove the adapters, and
using '24 and pentode tubes. As new set analyzers are
take out the screws holding the
expensive, I decided to rebuild
panel. Lift the tester from its
my old one. With the addition
D.C.,METER
METER-.
00.,
j4
case and place it face down on
+ INSULATION
INSULATION
of a few parts and an afternoon's
INSULATING
SUPPORTS
5.32 BOLT!
the bench so that the socket and
JACK
SPRINGS
work it was brought up-to-date
SMCL
N!3
N!4 CONTACTS
cable- termintl block are towards
mA
COCTMI
with extra equipment for testing
_
LOCK
á:e SW BLADESS
you. The D.C. switch -block is
ES
,
G ACTM2
screen grid and pentode tubes.
CONY
NO
'l'he
41.1.`
on the right -hand side.
The parts necessary to slake
is
the
second
be
altered
switch
to
be
found
probably
PIN
I,
change
can
5w.
LOCK
I
the
NEW
THESE CONTACTS
PANEL
PANEL CONTACT
NEW
BUTTON
CONTACT
GROOVE
CLOSED
one from the bottom edge (the
.junk box. The springs
in y
SW BLADES SMOWNME N23 AND NEE FROM
PUSH BUTTON N/COR 3/e ROD.
BOTTOM EDGE OF PANEL. SW BLADES
edge towards you).
from an old ,jack, two UY tube
TOUCHING NEW CONTACTS UNLESS SW. BUTTON
I! PUSHED.
Unsolder the two wires conbases, some hookup wire, two
UNSOLDER
HERE AND MOVE
to the D.C. meter, tape
nected
WIRE
S. l'. D. 1'. switches and two
CLIP MADE
TO N44
NEW
HANDLE
TERMINAL BLOCK
SOLDERED
OF SPRING
push
them out of the way.
and
LIGHT
BLACK
sockets
subpanel
UPPER
CONNECTION
Pilot No. 215
SECTION
TO CLIP
BRASS
NEAW BLACK
Unsolder the wires connected to
are needed. The switches only be
HOLE
TEST
IN
-G..i.+a-ram --- ';
CABLE
terminal Nos. J and 4 on the
PANEL
of the midget -jack, Yaxley pushK_
D.C. switch -block and bend then)
F
2
-'.5'
button or toggle type. If none
Mini
RED
ABLE
to one side so they cannot make
of these are handy. you can slake
NEW
PBLA
OF
LEAD TO CONTACT NIL
contact with anything. Connect
HOLE
WOOD
LIGHT
jack
did.
A
few
I
LIGHT
LEAD
BASE
own,
as
BLACK
your
ON SW.2
SCREW
BLACK
PBOTTOM EDGE OF PANEL
f
a lead from switch -block termsprings and two inches of ?%l -in.
inal No. 3 to the positive post
or l's-in. bakelite rod is all that
of the D.C. meter; from switch is needed.
Fig. 1, upper right. Connections of the new switches.
blak terminal No. 4, connect
All of these Jewell testers have
Fig. 3, upper left. (b,truetion of nrvr fork switch.
a
lead to the negative post of
switches,
colt
filament
two 7.5
Fig. 4, lower right. t 01(81 l'INet ion of the analyze' plug.
the meter.
one marked "standard" and the
Loosen the screws holding the
Fig. 6, lower left. cable connection. to the switch.
other "reverse." For present -day
switch to the panel. Insert two
both
are unnecessary
testing,
springs between the panel and switch supports; one on each side
although one of them, with a few alterations, can he used as the
of the switch block. Solder a lead to each 'spring before they are
reversing switch for the D.C. ureter.
put in place. Push them in just far enough to mike contact with
A word of caution -ale very careful when making these changes.
the switch blades, the SI ring on the right making contact with the
Rough handling, a wrong connection, a poorly soldered lead that
(Continued on paie 756)
may later come loose, may cause serious trouble and possibly burn

MANY Service Men have on hand, or are still using, one
of the original Jewell 199 set analyzers. 'l'hese analyzers
are now obsolete and are of little use for testing sets

I

-2_ìa
LZ.C -jC.
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I

_
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+
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J
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sQ4r
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7.5 V.

- 300,100V +

(UPPER SECT ONI
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I

RED P
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-
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j

1
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EATERS CATNOOE

5.PLATE

ATE

GRID
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ST G. CAP IN

jIIBA5E
iI

i

,

5
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CATHODE

NOIE
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CATKODE

PRONG

ADAPTER USED IN SET

3

i

TUBE

ESTER

I

wW
I
I

ADAPTER USED IN TESTER

I

1

1

I

-- `J

P

K
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I

-t

J
2`J
45V.- i

-
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415

CATHODE

LEMillrft

((

)`[-«

SCREW HOLDING SOCKET AND BASE

15 MA.

+ISOMA-1+

r--;

' Ll
'.`_l_i,`

(LOWER SECTION/1

Ìfß- i ,

__:Ì

BLÓCK

Fig. 5, above.
Diagram of connection and construction
of the adapters used in the analyze'.
Fig. 2. left.
Complete schematic circuit of the analyzer
after it is rewired. The location and connections of the new units may be understood by carefully following the text and
the diagram.
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SILVER-MARSHALL MODEL 727 -DC
BATTERY - OPERATED SUPERHETERODYNE
(With push -push A.F. amplification and variable -mu '34 pentode I.F. amplification.)
This receiver, the e-3I 727-De "air cell"
replaces the model 724 -DC as an
effective instrument for use in rural localities. 'rho manufacturer is Silver-Marshall.
Inc. Act ougah tying illustration shows the
relative positions of the components un the
underside of the chassis.
These components have the following
values: Resistor Ill. 11.:1 -wry.; It'., O.15rurg.
u.5 -Meg.: lai, ILO, 15,1100 ohms
O.OK2 -ohui
ItT. OA -now.
Its. :O.uRO
ohms; 119, 60.000 ohms; RIO, 18,000 ohms.
Condensers Cl. 1'2 are the inning units;
C3, 150 neuf.: t4. O.1mf. ; t':5. C0. C7,
C8, I9, 1'I11, I.F. trimmers: el 1, C12, C13,
C15, 0.1 -tuf.; C14, t`.I, 0..5 -inf.; C11, :100
nanti.; C17. C18, .025-mf.; C19, .0110 -mf.;
C20, ,fiel -mf.
The filament current drain of tL`.s receiver k 0.48 -amp.; during the condition
of "nu signal" the total plate current will
be about 10 ma.. with an Increase to about
22 ma. during signal reception. The latter
condition will be recognized as characteristic
of "push- push" operation.
Features In the design of this receiver
are the use of "push -push" or "class B"
amplification. variable -mu It.F. pentodes as
I.F. amplifiers. and an intermediate fre-

designed.

Model.

quency of 4( ;5 kc.

There are eight tubes in the chassis. and
current the instrument was designed to include a type of dynamic reproducer which would not require field vurrent; a permanent -magnet unit met this
requirement.
The use of variable -mu It.F. pentodes in
the I.F. stages has made it possible to
control volume by control -grid bias voltage
variation without running Into distortion.
and without resorting to antenna potentiometers or local -distance switches. The
sensitivity of this receper ranges from 1.5
to 0,75 -microvolt per meter. This high sensitivity can seldom be realized in radio sets
located ln towns, due to the prevailing high
noise level; in rural seetiuu s. however, this
degree of sensitivity Is net only a convenience but a necessity.
The selectivity of this receiver is rated
as 10 ke.; the resulting audio reproduction
is exceptionally good.
The operating life of this receiver is approximately one year, using the 'air -cell"
type of "A" supply for which this set is
to conserve

DET.1

s

Ç1

CIA

current

the

draie

from

treme evte should be taken when servicing

this receiver to prevent short -circuiting the
"A" connections in any part of the set.

;

;

L

Since

this type of "A" supply unit must not be
permitted to exceed about á -amp., ex-

I FT.1

'32

The

voltage

divider

"It" supply

in

shunt

to

resistors in
circuit).
bias

receiver

lie

Service

the

not in operation.

is

Men

desiring to shook up the the-

ory of push -push amplifications are referred to

January,

the

1932 and subsequent issues of

It.sDto-t'a.vr-r magazine. A feature of this
circuit, In which the Isuver tubes are biased
to plate current cant -off, is that the power
tubes draw considerable plate current only
when a loud signal is being received.
Whereas, in push -pull operation the plate
ei rcuit
illiammeter may be adjusted for
m

a steady Indication at normal signal volume by correct adjustment of the
bias,

'l"'

in

push -push

the meter

operation

reading

should fiuetaate.

A

receiver connected for

battery operated

t

push -pull power output operates under rated

"It" and
conditions only when the batteries are now, since the henry plate circuit current "It" drain quickly reduces the
available plate. potential
on the other hand,

;

the "1

"' drain,

slight, and thus the
operating and shelf lives differ greatly.
Consequently,
condition
a
of
over -bias
gradually develops, (to a certain extent.

this eau

be

is

corrected by the use of self-

I.FT.2

-T

LF.T.3

special compensating

However, in push -push amplification conditions are entirely different. Self -bits is
not feasible since the grids draw current
whenever the peak exciting voltage exceeds
the bias, with the result that series resistance iD the grid eirctdt must be kept at a
minimum to avoid distortion. Thus, biasing batteries not only are an essential element in push -push operation, since every
precaution must be observed to maintain the
correct relation between grid and plate potentials throughout the life of the batteries,
and since any appreciable over biasing would
result in a certain range of grid swing
without change of plate current, noticed as
increased distortion -particularly at low

Is font rollrvl by a switch which,
operating in conjunction with the off -on "A"
battery switch, serves to disconnect these
divider resistors from the "1t" supply when
t

at

volume -the rate of discharge of the "C'
battery toast be carefully matched to that
of the plate "It" battery. This Is accomplished by means of a resistance network
in shunt to the current supply.
The batteries required in conjunction with
this network to maintain an even rate of
discharge are the I:veready Layerbilt No.
480 "It" batteries and the No. 708 22%
volt "C' buttery, or their equivalent.
Note that ground buses are used to prevent circulating currents in the chassis.
The use of the intermediate frequency of
468 kc. increases the separation of possible image frequencies from the desired
carrier by a factor of 2.05 over the con ventional 175 kc. system. Assuming that
the desired station is at 550 kc., the corresponding Image point would lie at 1480
kc.
Evidently there are Image points
within the broadcast band for only three
channels, namely 550.60, and 570 kc. The
wider separation of these points from the
desired frequency means that for the same
image response ratio as would be obtained
under the 175 ke, system we must provide the same amount of attenuation as
before, but at points which are 2.0.E times
as far off the resonance curve of the carrier- timing circuit. Of course, exceptional
care in the design of the receiver was necessary in order to realize good efficiency at
this high intermediate frequency,
Transformers T1 and T2 are units specially designed for operation in a push -push
circuit and in the event of burnout must
be replaced with units of exactly the same
type.

DET.2
RAE -t17

A.F.1

'30

Ti

'30

10,000 05845, 2
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nP

tthtt414:
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(No. 10 CHASSIS)

SHORT-WAVE CONVERTER

(This chassis is incorporated in the Viking, Explorer and Number
Short -ware reception has become the
high -light of 1032 radio business: and
among the foremost instrument designs
with which the Service Mein must familiarize
himself are the Majestic models Viking, 1!Yplorr, nod Number 11 all -wave receiver's.
These radio sets tuurp .Peale two rhasses;
one is a standard broadcast receiver, (No.
chassis), and the other is a short -weave
converter (No. 10 chassis, whose output
feeds into the broadcast reeelver when it
is tuned as an I.1'. atupiHier at 1.000 kc.

nt IN'cnmes 11eo05oscillator. If realig
sary, every circuit of the converter should
be adjusted.

short -wave service oscillator.
Set this oscillator at 16.000 ke. (modulation off I. turn band -slector switch to
-high frequency" position, and rotate the
converter tuning control until a beat tote
is heard then, turn the modulation "on"
and adjust trimmer C7A for maximum

ANT.

:

t9

Ca

un t put.

Proceed to tune the service oscillator to
',moo kt.. muslulatiou on), and tune the
concerter to this frequency. Turn the
modulation "off" and adjust series -aligner
14 for zero beat.
'l'une the service oscillator to 8.400 ka,
pince the band -selector switch in "m(.dium'
position modulation out, and with the
gang .ondt.n s, r on the converter turned all
the wan ont first adjust pudding condenser
CI I. and then padding condenser CI) for
maximum output.
Next, tune the servie oscillator to 7,400
kt.. m,slula t ion On,, :nad tune it) this signal: and then turn the modulation "off"
and adjust padding condenser 1'I1 for zero

R.F. COND.

I

C7

t2s

CAP

TRIMME

000 meters).

C7A

Volume is controlled by the volume
control of the broadcast receiver operating
in the usual manner.
The numbers on the dial of the converter
give the Mrquncy reading In "megacycles"
therefore, to obtain
(millions of eycleni
a reading In "kilncy.9es" it is necessary to
multiply the numbers on the dial by 1.000.
The three sets of numbers ON the dial of
the converter indiea to band fieq uenei,s ns
follows: outer circle, 371,_ to 15 meters;
center circle, 85 to 371/2 meters; Inner
circle, 200 to 85 meters.
The values of the Components of this
converter are as follows: Condenser 6'1,

OSC CONO

C6
OI
CID

noY

AC

:

100 nun f.; 6'2, 1'3, 1'4, 0.1-mf.; C3..01 -mf.:
C6, C7. :.;0 mmf.; CM. CO, 5 to :;0 muff.:
C10, C11, 50 to 100 mmf.; C12. C15, 200
to 600 mmf.; 1.1::, 1111- to .(Nits -mf.: C11,
.0041- to .0047 -mf. ; C16, t17, AS-mf. ; CIM,
C10, 4 mf.
Resistors R1, R7, 20.000 ohms; 112, 114,
R6. 10,000 ohms; 1t:1, 1.000 ohms; 115,

30,000 ohms.

Operating voltages read to ground Iexrapt . \.C. potentials). with a 115 -volt line
and band-selector switch in ''medium" position, are as follows. Filament potential.
V2.

25 cults:

V3.

volts.

,'late

po-

tential, VI, :rot colts \-2. 170 volts, Plate
ma.: V:1.
current, VI, 0.1 out.: V_. 7
Berea -grid potential, V1.
20 ma. (total t.
cur-grid
green
I33 volts; V2. 73 colts.
rent. VI, !12-ma. V_. 1. ma, Filament -to
ground 1).¡'., V:t, 27. volts- Cathode-to;

;

\2, S. cults.
For purposes of reference the variable
condensers in the model 10 ...merbr are
given designations as follows: C6. n.rll[aloe tuning condenser; C7. R.F. tuning
rnndenser: ('7.\. It.I'. trimmer; 'S. cull
I.L\ "inw 11..pIncv" padde r 6'11, 1.111 'median\ fregneuey" !milder: CIO. toll I._.\
"low (eminency" padd,.r: ell. coil I.211
"medium frequency" polder: V12. "low
frequency' (.s.illnfor s,ri.s -a liguer 6'13.
"medium frequency" ns,illat
1'14, "high frequ,ncy" "set tI;!I Il series aligner; C15, wavtap tuning condenser.
If low sensitivity is encountered, check
the condition of the Inbs in iIi. eon s.rter
and the broadcast receiver. Ito not realign the model 10 chassis except as n last
resort authorized 'Majestic dealers and distributors are hest equipped for this servile.
Sine.; the eonvelier chassis does not in itself amplify, it Is ueeessnry to nlniutn ill the
receiver chassis at maximum efficiency in
order to realize the desired gain in signal
strength. The model 10 chassis normally
is selective.
In the model 10 converter chassis there
are eight alignment adjustments; each of
these must b. made accurately in order to
obtain ma xi1111m1 riRrlenry from the converter. To align these circuits it will be
necessary to use two . \.F. modulated service oscillators; one. the standard :ì.l0 to
1.:104 k.. broadcast type of service oscillator, and the other a special 3,000 to
10,000 Kt.. "short -wave" type of service
ground 1).C., V1,

C

:

"

:

ON -OFF, SW.

'

LANG

BAN

CND

SELECTOR

RECEIVER
ANT. AND ONO.
TO

i

lea t.

The first step in realignment is to tune
the associated broadcast receiver Ithe
amplifier portion of the complete shortsuperheterodyne to 1.0)0 ku. and
W11 VI.
n d.iust tilt. V41lnmH 4'0112 of tO ntluinutm position: I hen insert the recel ver line plug
into the receptacle provided on the converter chassis, nad check the off-on switeb
to determine whether il correctly tannelets
the antenna either to the receiver or the
converter and at the same tinte controls the
power line connect ion of the concerter,
NOW turc up the volume control on the
broadcast receiver. adjust all the concerter
"padding" variable condensers t'K. 6'1, 1'111,
6'i
and ii. 1'. trimmer C'7.1, to minimum
position. and the serins- nligners t'I_, t'13.
Cl-4 to maximum position; then set the
selector switch for "medium" range. adjust
the converter tuning c ben s.u' for about
rotation. and connect to the input Of
srillator
t ht. concerter 0 broadcast service
tuned to 1.0110 kt., Turn this oscillator
C15
condenser
on." and tune the SVIIvetrap
for minimum Indication on an output meter.
Next, readjust the converter tuning gang
to an extreme right po.i don. loosen the set
screws till tilt/ huh "r li, dial and adjust
for alignment with the indicator and long
line at the Xi 1.11111. Left of the dial.
Except for the final step. the remaining
adjustments will require the use of the

'l'une the se I,irc o<,ill:uur to 9x)00 kt..
modula lull on,, and tune in this signal;
then. turn the modulation "off' and adjust series -aligner t '13 for zero beat.
With the service oscillator tuned to 3,000
k., (modulation ont, and the band -selector
switch in the "low" position, rotate the
convertor tuning condenser gang to the
extreme left. and first adjust padding con detiser 6'10 and then padding condenser C8
for maximum output.
The anal adjustment requiring the shortwave service oscillator calls for at setting
of 3.400 kt.. (modulation on). Tune in this
signal. ','hen, turn the modulation "off"
adjust padding condenser C 10 for zero
i

I

t

1

l,ea t.

Finality. set the converter at 1.3. adjust
the broadcast service oscillator for 1,500
and start it operating, and adjust series aligner C12 for maximum output.
Note that when adjusting for a peak
with the modulation "On,' the volume of
the r-,eiver Inow the 1.F. amplifier) should
IS. kept low as possible- -just enough to
" brain n rending on the scale of the output
meter. Ill this way the peak will he sharpest. Also. it will help to determine whether
the situai, heard ix it harmonic or the dexircd Iwo/owe/Ital.

kt..

e

t

ANT.
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SUPERHET TROUBLE SHOOTING
A comprehensive discussion of the factors governing the
theory and operation of superheterodyne receivers.
THE current popularity of the superheterodyne has brought the develop-

By E. BUNT! NG MOORE

ment of this highly efficient circuit to

a point far beyond
its status a year ago, with both manufacturers and builders;

but,

whereas the former have engineering

staffs to

keep them out

of trouble, the man who builds his own finds many pitfalls along
the road to success;

which to the engineer, are comparatively easy

to avoid.
It is the purpose of this article to endeavor to present solutions
to nanny of these problems, together with an analysis of their causes,
and what is more important, means
of

correcting them,
technical language.

in

simple

non-

Tracking
Probably the greatest mystery to
the average layman is the "tracking"

of the oscillator and tuning condensers. Assuming the frequency of the
intermediate amplifier to be 175 kc.,
it

is

cuit

capacity of one section of the variable condenser can easily be accomplished by insert ing in series with this section a fixed condenser of such value as
to reduce the maximum capacity to 6l/a times the minimum. Since
the minimum varies considerably, this condenser is usually made
so that it may he adjusted with a screw driver. See Fig. 1.
Because the highest frequency of the oscillator is 1675 kc. for
tuning-in a 150(1 ke. signal, and the minimum capacity of both
tuning and oscillator condensers are about the same, the oscillator
coil must be sufficiently smaller than the R.F. coils to make this
175 kc. difference at the zero setting
of the dial. Figuring again with the
s:uue data (with the same capacity,
the inductance changes inversely as
the square of the frequency) it appears that the oscillator coil should
be a little more than 80 percent of the
inductance of the R.F. coils.

necessary for the oscillator cirto be tuned at all times to a

frequency 175 kilocycles higher than
the R.F. circuits.
(175 kc. lower
would be equally good, but using a
higher frequency is simpler from a
constructional angle.) To illustrate
the

relation,

broadcast

a

few

band

follows:

are

points

on
indicated

Fig. 2, above.

the

as

Fig. 3, below.

1

sial ple

oscillator

suitable

heterodyne servicing.
A band-pass fitter that may
to a radio set.

for
be

saper

attached

Aligning the Tuning Condensers
Now we come to the actual process
of aligning the tuning controls. To
do this properly, an oscillator of the
simplest kind is required. A suitable
one is shown in Fig. 2. Cl and C2
may be ordinary- I or 2 coif. bypass
condensers. C3 can be any .0003.5- or
.0(115 -mf. variable condenser that may
be in the ",junk box." T is any
filter choke, audio choke, or even the

primary of an old audio transformer.
A modulated oscillator calibrated to 175 ke. is also an absolute
necessity. Since this calibration
1 be very exact, it is hardly
1500 kc.
1675 kc.
advisable for the experimenter to try to make this, but rather to
1250 kc.
1425 ke.
either have one calibrated by a competent Service Ilan; to buy one
1000 kc.
1175 kc.
of the many which are available for service work at a comparatively
750 ke.
925 kc.
low- cost; or to have the intermediate amplifier adjusted by a Service
550 ke.
725 ke.
Man. The importance of exactly tuning the I.F. transformers to
500 kc.
675 kc.
175 kc. cannot be too strongly emphasized. The entire success or
failure of the receiver depends upon this one point.
Now set the trimmers on the tuning condensers in about the
The frequency to which a tuned -circuit resonates is a function
of its inductance times its capacity, or I.C. That is, :c circuit with center of their range; tune in a local station as nearly as possible
to 1500 kc. and adjust the trimmers for maximum volume in exactly
a .0005 -mf. condenser and a coil of 200 microhenrics, has an LC
equal to .0005 times 200, or .1, and the
the sane way as a T.R.F. receiver. If
circuit will tune to (ít1) meters; any change
some of them tune too high or too low,
R.F. TUNING CIRCUIT
OSCILLATOR TUNING CIRCUIT
in the relative values of the coil or conchange the oscillator trimmer up or down
250 MM.
200 MM.
denser,
provided the other is changed
sufficiently, so that the R.F. tuning conC2
C2.000e
-MF
TOTAL
Rum.),
oppositely, will result in LC remaining .1.
densers will line up with it properly.
MMF.
((ANN ) gF 40
A .00025 -mf. condenser with a 400- microTune in a station as near as possible to
C1l(Nox
)'M6MF
IN"
250
henry coil or a .001 -mf. condenser with a 100
550 kc. When it is brought in properly,
360
Cl
microhenry coil would tune to 600 meters.
take a small piece of wire and short circuit
The LC product varies inversely as the
the oscillator section of the tuning consquare of the frequency. That is, for double
Fig. 1
denser; the station will, of course, disappear.
Arrangement of tuning condensers in
the frequency, the LC drops to one -quarter
Now take the oscillator already described,
R.I.% and oscillator tanning circuits.
its former value; for three times the
and with one turn of insulated wire wrapped
frequency, I.0 is one -ninth its former value. Illustrating, if the IC loosely around its coil, connect one terminal to the grid cap of the
for (110 meters (or 500 kc.) is .1, LC for 1000 kc. is .025, one - first detector. I)o not make a physical connection between the
quarter as much; for 1500 kc. it is .0111, or one-ninth as much.
wire and the oscillator coil, just wrap it once around the coil.
With a single coil, then, to cover the band from 1500 to 500 kc.
Rotate the external oscillator dial until the station is again
a condenser is required, which, including all stray capacities in the
heard. Now, leaving the oscillator condenser in the set shorted,
h maxim
capacity as its minimum.
set, has nine r .s as
take off the wire leading to the external oscillator and turn the
At the same time the oscillator, covering the band from 1675 latter off. Do not touch the tuning dial on the set. Take the
short off the oscillator condenser and readjust its padding conke. to 675 ke. (which is only a tuning range of 21/, to 1) requires
a maximum capacity equal to the square of 21/. (which is 61/4)
denser until the station again comes in at maximum volume.
times its minimum capacity. The reduction of the Maximum
(Continued on page 757)
With the R.F.
circuits tuned to

the oscillator
must he tuned to
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T}HERE is no two wars about it," as our friend Andy
would say, the set of the future, which will, without
doubt, dominate all other models at the next Radio
Show, will be the combination long - and short -wave
receiver,-simply a broadcast receiver and a short -wave converter
housed in one cabinet.
The old type converter was equipped with an extension plug
to one of the sockets of the broadcast receiver, to obtain plate
and sometimes filament current for the tubes. The new "combination" receiver, however, is much more satisfactory, its filament
supply being separate, and the plate- current supply being obtained
from the common power -pack; correct plate voltage thus being
delivered to the short -wave converter without decreasing the efficiency of the broadcast receiver.
This is all well and good in factory production, but the radio
experimenter or Service Man who desires to build, as an adjunct
to an "old reliable" broadcast receiver, a modern short -wave converter, is compelled to use a separate power transformer to energize
it.
The writer will now describe his feat of obtaining without a
separate transformer, plate supply for the short-wave converter
without affecting the voltages in the associated broadcast receiver.
'l'Iris arrangement is illustrated by diagram in Fig. IA.
Iitre, the power transformer performs a double duty: The
secondary delivers current to the '80 tube of the broadcast receiver;
also, it supplies current to the gaseous rectifier tube of the shortwave unit. Of vital importance is the fact that the power requirements of average short -wave receivers is so small, (6 to 10 ma.),
that the changes in the plate voltages of the broadcast receiver, due
to the extra drain on the marin transformer, are almost negligible.
Extra wiring or rewiring is not necessary. All one has to do is
make up an adapter with a 5 -wire connection cable, as illustrated
in Fig. IB, take the '80 tube out of the socket, plug in the adapter
:und put the '80 tube into it. The circuits in the '80 tube have not
been changed, all you have (lone is to bring the two main "li"
leads from the big set over to the small one. There are no other
power connections between the two sets.
There are, of course, the connections to ground and aerial; plus
the wire to the change -over jack J. The purpose of using this

filament- control type jack and short-circuited plug is to permit
quick change -over from long -to short-wave reception, and vice
versa. This unit, connected as shown in Fig. 1A, is permitted to

739

One of the major objections
to the use of short -wave converters is the source of
power supply. In this interesting article, the author
describes a very novel means
of securing power from the
broadcast receiver without
changing its wiring.

By

LOUIS B. SKLAR

W. Converter

hang loose near the broadcast set, a little care being taken to
prevent it grounding to either chassis.
The adapter shown in Fig. 1B is best made from a 4 -prong tube
base and a Pilot sub -panel type socket However, connection can
also be obtained by means of an insulating disc cut to the size
of the tube base, four holes being punched into it for the tube
prongs, and two contact eyelets being put in the "P" and "G"
holes. Soldering the two cable leads to the eyelets completes the

adapter.

Connection at the short -wave end of the cable is made by means
of a 5 -prong base and another Pilot type of sub -panel socket.
Care must he taken to remove the 4-prong plug before reproving
the 5 -prong plug, otherwise a severe shock will be experienced
upon cooling in contact with two of the prongs of the latter,
between which there will be a potential difference of 700 volts
or more.
The short-wave converter shown in Fig. IA is of standard superheterodyne type and uses the H.F. stages of the broadcast set as
the I.F. circuit. The writer picked this combination for its efficiency. Any other type of short -wave converter together with
any type of broadcast receiver may utilize the same system for
obtaining the converter's power.

The Filament Transformer
In every case, a separate transformer will be required for energizing the filament of the two or three tubes in time converter,
because the filament supply circuit of modern radio receivers are
not designed to accommodate additional tubes.
Although a suitable filament transformer can be purchased at
very little cost, this is not the thing that a `one- hundred percent"
radio experimenter would want to do.
A transformer of such small capacity can be easily constructed
from an old "filter" choke of 30- to 50- henries rating; or any choke
whose core cross -section is. about 1/. in. The idea is to use the
choke windings as a primary, and to wind enough heavy wire over
this coil to forma the secondary.
To construct such a transformer, first calculate its required
capacity. We will take for example the converter design illustrated
in Fig. 1, in which two tubes are used. Since each tube filament
requires approximately 41,4 watts, time total output wattage of the
transformer therefore will be 9 watts. Assuming an efficiency of
90%, the total input capacity must be about 10 watts. Its primary
(Continued on rage 759)
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USING the
V. T. Voltmeter
(PART II)
The V.T. voltmeter in audio-frequency work.
By BERYL B. BRYANT

T

HE sacumu -tube voltmeter

is just as useful in A.F. as in
11.F. measurement work. As n general rule, more accurate
results may be obtained at audio frequencies, because the

effects of stray and distributed capacities are reduced to
a minimum.
As with radio-frequency measurements, the requirement for this
work is an :ample source of power of such frequency as is needed
to determine the characteristics of the device to be measured.

Fig. 8
Arrangement of apparatus for conducting loudspeaker response
measurements. 7'he characteristics of the microphone and its
associated apparatus mist ha re been preciously determined.
Power Amplification

In measuring the power amplification of

an audio system the
set -up is the same as given in Fig. 6. The resistance RI is 4000
ohms; 112 may be a variable resistance of 50,000 ohms, and is used
to adjust the current flow through It 1. From the voltage drop
across R1, the current flow is calculated. 'l'he resistance R3, 'which
has a value equal to twice the plate impedance of the tube, is meas-

ured for the voltage drop; the current
through it being then determined by Ohm's
Law.
If the resistance of both R1 and R3 are
equal, the power gain in decibels may be
determined by the following formula:

Audio- Frequency Gain Measurements
The method of measuring the gain characteristics of audio-frequency amplifiers is
the saine whether one or more stages are to
Output current (Io)
be measured. Naturally, the more stages of
PA
=
20 log,.
amplification to be measured, the lower must
sw.
Input current (Ii)
/MEASURED 'osd
be the input to the amplifier.
c b éáts
If the resistance of 111 and 113 are not
'l'he set -up for these measurements is given
the same, the following formula is used:
in Fig. 6. If the gooseneck type V.T. voltIoV'R3
meter is employed, the amplifier stage in
PA = 20 logo
the instrument is not used. The connections
to the instrument are made to binding posts
The source of power for the above measBI, B2 and B3 as shown. In order to isourement should be a suitable audio- frequency
late the D.C. component of the output of
oscillator having a range of frequencies from
the amplifier under test from the meter, a
40 to 10,000 cycles per second and a suffilarge condenser of about 10 inf. is connected
Fig. 9, above. cet -up for percentage moduciently large output. The A.F. input to the
in series with the grid of the V.T. voltmeter;
labor teats.
receiver is adjusted to a value that will give
the grid leak for the voltmeter tube being alFig. 10, below. .1pp aratna for measuring
the rated undistorted output from the power
ready contained within the instrument, and
the inductance o f iron -core coila.
tube of the receiver. In this manner, the
is connected by shorting 112 and B3, A
sensitivity of the amplifier is determined.
D.P.D.T. switch is used in order that the terminals of the instruThe power output may also he
determined by measuring the
ment may easily be connected to either the input or the output of
current through 113. Iiaving determined
the amplifier under measurement.
the effective value of
current, and knowing the velue of 113
in ohms, the power output
The standard resistance in the plate circuit of the amplifier under
in watts may be calculated by
squaring
measurement should have a value equal to twice the plate resistmultiplying the result by the value of the value of current and
113.
ance of the tube. The procedure for determining the audio- response
If the receiver has a large amount of hum
characteristics of the
or noise, it is necessary
to first determine its value, which
must later be subtracted from
amplifier is to keep the
the total power, computed as described
above, in order to secure
input to the amplifier
the power chue to the signal. The
same procedure of measurement
at a constant voltage as
is followed when measuring receivers
having a choke- or resistance the impressed frequency
filter output system.
is varied, recording the
output (as read on the
Gain of Audio Coupling Units
V.T. voltmeter) after
In measuring the gain of audio-coupling units,
the set -up given
each step. The input
in Fig. 7 is used. The resistance R1 is
a variable 50,000 -ohm unit;
voltage may be kept
112 and 113 are 250 ohms each;
R4 is a variable resistance which
constant at .5 -volts and
is adjusted to a value equal to the
impedance of the tube that
the frequency plotted
would normally feed into the input of
the coupling device. Once
in 50- or I00 -cycle steps
this latter resistance is adjusted to the proper
value, it should not
on logarithmic graph
he disturbed. 'l'he battery "B"
is adjusted to a value that would
paper. The frequency,
cruse normal current to circulate through
the primary of transof course, might be
former T. The meter MA should be of such range
as to suitably
varied in larger or
indicate the above current. R5 is a 500-ohm
resistance, across
smaller steps; when
which the A.C. voltage drop is measured by the
V. T. voltmeter in
varied in larger steps,
order to determine the A.C. current in that circuit.
there is greater possiThe procedure of measurement is to adjust the
resistance RI so
bility of missing posthat the voltage across the resistance R2 is kept at
a constant value.
sible peaks which would
Fig. 6, above. cet -up for making A.F. meas
This is indicated when the S.P.I).T. switch SW.
is in position A.
urements.
be detected when the
Since 112 and 113 are of the sanie value, the
voltage drop across
frequency is varied in
113 will be the sane as that across
Fig. 7, below. cet-up for measuring the
112; the voltage across R2 is
smaller steps.
.gain of audio- eoupling units.
(Continued on page 761)
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The Bulletin Board for Our Experimental Readers
EXPERIMENTER USES "OPERATING
NOTES"
Editor, RADIO-CRAFT:

experimenter, nevertheless, I read the Operating Notes section
of your valued publication in order to glean
a few kinks that may help me in my work.
In practically every issue I find something of

While I ;nu

a so- called

value.

While speculating on the genius of the
Service Men who write these Notes, I often
wonder how long it takes Mr. Freed to find
all of the unusual and seemingly difficult
solutions to the problems he discusses.
I would like to hear from Mr. Freed on
this point.
B. GolnRINO,
121 Howard Avenue, Brooklyn, N. F.
(\Ve will ask Mr. Freed, some day, to give
us an account, not only of the time it takes
to complete a typical service job, but also
of the methods he uses in solving the problems. It seems to us that the time consumed
in solving a service problem depends upon so
many factors that it is difficult to say "this
and this job should take such and such
time" For instance, if it happens to be a
Monday morning and we /10 not feel up to
"par," it might take us a little longer to
locate the trouble than it would under normal conditions. However, it would he interesting to note what Mr. Freed will have
to say. -Editor.)
"1.F. TRANSFORMER DESIGN"

Editor,

I have secured nuu'b more complete infornlatioti
about it than S -M sent out in its bulletin
on the set even to its dealers. And I read
about it in the March issue before I received
the an Mtnacement from S -3I.
Keep up the good work of announcing the
latest in radio and I'll become a regular
reader. I used to enjoy RADIO NEWS more
when Hugo Gernsback was editor than I do
now. And your SHORT W.tvE CRAFT contains
information that is obtainable from no other
source.
Please send the booklets listed on the attached coupon.
DONALD S. PARRIS.

Parris Radio Shop, Greenwood, Bela.

formers.
Will you kindly refer me to any publication where this chart might appear?

SMITH,
Conn.
(Thank you, Mr. Smith. We, tor,, believe
that Mr. Denton's articles are very instructive. You will find the LC chart that you
desire in the Information Bureau in this
S. D.

illinvillc,

of RADIOCRArT.- Editor.)

AN EARLY ANNOUNCEMENT
Editor, It.tum- CR.trr:
I want to congratulate you on putting out
such a good magazine. I didn't care much
for your early issues, but I want to commend especially the articles on the model

by me, and

I ant almost at

a loss to explain

just what it will do. It is just a remarkable
little set and in comparison to a 5 tube mid get, it outperformed the 5 tube set.
You asked to hear from the builders of
this receiver, and I take this opportunity of
writing to you. You may be interested in
knowing that I have tuned in 56 stations in
tame evening; 35 of these stations were very
loud indeed. I have had coast to coast,
Cuba, Mexico, Canada, and all on the loud\VATIC
.
speaker with plenty of vol
contes in louder than KMOX or any other
near station.
Any person who builds this mighty mite
will be well rewarded for their efforts. Daytime reception is wonderful.
G. E. BosnERS,

Flora, III.
.00035-MF.

d0025 MF.

R.FC

A SELECTIVE "l- TUBER"
Editor, RADIO-CRAFT:
I am pleased to send you a diagram of

t

a

Perhaps other
readers of R.tmo-('aArr magazine will be
interested in building up this interesting
little set, which incorporates "band- selecaaelectire one -tube radio set.

2 TURNS--1
4TURNS I'-.'
6 TURNS)

R, 50.000

PLUG
1x
COILS

OMMS

B

_

tion."
With the set -up illustrated in Fig. 1, the
writer has no difficulty in selecting either
\W'l'1(' or \C'L'AM without interference front
the other.

In fact, I like the circuit

Schematic circuit of

lt.tom- CRAtT:

I read with interest the article by Clifford
Denton on LY. transformer design. His
article was very instructive, and I certainly
obtained a lot of inforu mtinn foutu it. I, for
one, would certainly like to see more of these
semi -technical articles in yalur magazine.
There is only one question which I would
like to ask. In the article referred to, mention is made of the LC chart; this chart being necessary in order to design I.F. trans-

issue

"í27S\ "' by Silver Marshall.

Fig.

il,.

1

Lnsrlrr's "une-tuber"

MIXING BREEDS
Editor, R.tmua- Cx.trr:
I was much interested in Ray tlutchemu s
communication in the April "It ailio ('rafts man's Page." It seems that I had a simiease about a yeair ago while working for
a Roston radio distributor.
We found in our stuck of RCA Radio -

lar

with a Radhitron 226 markings
on the base, while there was the Cunningham
trons,

a 245

etching on the glass!
On investigation we found that the Radiotrons and Cunningham tubes are made at
the same factory on the same machines; it
lìeing only necessary to change the name
markers for the different tubes.
(The above information was extruded
from the district representative only after
the use of thi "third degree. ")
IIERM.tN S.'lemo .,
H. S. Bishop Radio Laboratories, 210
Pleasant St., Smith Weymouth, )lass.

THE "A.C. PENTODE PORTABLE"
Editor, Il Arno-CRAFT:

The A.C. Pentode Portable recently described in lt.tmo-CaA)T Foras been completed

so

well that I

have added two stages of audio and now I
have good loudspeaker reception; I use two
the detector and first '32 2 -volt tubes
audio, and a type '31 tube in the power
stage.
On account of the tremendous noise level
which exists in my section of the city, I am
unable to use my regular A.C. set except for
the reception of local stations, so I use this

fir

little "one- tuber" all the time instead.
Ilave had some excellent reception with

this hookup, which has been a luxn to me;
and I trust that you will pass this data
around for the consideration of other experimenters.
Coils 1.1 and 12 are standard broadcast
units designed to match the tuning condensers Cl, C2. Coil 1.:3 is a little plug -in coil
which controls the selectivity of the circuit;
three of these should be provided, to oink,
available 2, 4, or 6 turns of wire on the
forth, which may be a tube base. Coils 1.1
and 1.2 should be shielded. Regeneration is
controlled by adjusting condenser C3; the
primary to which it is connected is the winding which, ordinarily, would he the "antenna" coil when connected in the position
of L1.
F. C. DASEI.r.R,
1813 Sheraton St., Fort Wayne, Ind.
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Radio- Craft's Information Bureau
SPECIAL NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS:

Ask as many questions as you like, but
please observe these rules:

Furnish sufficient information, and draw a careful diagram when needed, to explain your meaning; use
only one side of the paper. List each question.
Those questions which are found to represent the greatest general interest will be published here, to the
extent that spare permits. At least five weeks must elapse between the receipt of a question and the
appearance of its answer here.
Replies, magacines, etc., cannot be sent C. O. D.
Inquiries can be answered by mail only when accompanied by 25 cents (stamps) for each separate question.
Other inquiries should be marked "For Publication," to avoid misunderstanding.

1t.tui0-Ca.tFT.
Volume run! cal

(1:,sI Mr. A. H. l.aribee. Akron. Ohio.
tQ.t
understand that Fada has recently marketed a broadcast revolver designed
for operation on it 110 V., L.C. light line truing
I am not familiar with
a type "'57" tube.
this circuit or the tube in question, and would
appreciate some data on these points.
(A.11 The schematic circuit of this set, the
Fada Model 1COC- 110.1)C receiver, is Illustrated
in Fig. Q.158A. 'l'ho type F-257 pentode used
in this set is of "ant ouaotive" or 0.3 -volt filament design. but with Improved output characteristics; tubes of this type may be obtained
from Arcturus Radio Tube Corp. and National
Union Radio Corp.
(Q.21
have any set manufacturers incorporated the Wunderlich tube In a commercial
receiver design t
IA.) The Wunderlich tube. the characteristics of which were described in the preceding issue of It .tut o-CHAFT, has been luron parn t ed
In the receiver designs of several manufacturers. The first one of which we have any record is the "Revere" line; two models, the "Patrician Console" and "Patrician Tower" incorporate the model K2 chassis, the circuit
of which is shown in Fig. Q.1 HIt.
The circuit is that of a superheterodyne.
Through use of the "raplaner grid" Wunder lich tube automatic volume control Is conveniently obtained.. as shavn. First- detector

is obtained by means of a
potentiometer which controls the input to the
pentode tube; tone control Is In the output

1
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Fig. Q.15813
The Revere titube superheterodyne chassis model 1:2, trbi.h incorporates the ll'underlich "eOplont'r-grid" tube as second-detector -and- A.1.t'. ÍYsis is believed to be the
first published diagram of a complete rain mrrei,l leccirer circuit incorporating the
Wunderlich tube, which is mode in two modcts.
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T
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COMBINATION

R.F.T.2

135_

tube \'2 serves also as the oscillator; modulation is obtained in the cathode circuit. ganged
tuning being obtained by correctly shaping the
Plates of the oscillator tuning condenser C.
; variable -mu tubes are used Its R.F.
Type
and LF. amplifiers. The only filter choke iu
r

circuit of this tube.
The 5 -prong Wunderlich tube is arranged
with header, heater. grid. plate, grid (looking
ait the base or the tube. and reading clock tyisel. and a cathode cap; the special 0 -prong
model hits heater, heater, plate, grid. grid,
cathode, (and no cap).

this design is the reproducer field coil,
'rile "Patrician Console" is illustrated in the
"Latest in Radio" department of this issue oC

FADA 110 V., D.C. RECEIV'ER"WUNDERLICH TUBE" RADIO SET

I

I

L

-J

I
I

%

T

I

I

110v.
D. C.

r.SMF

SW.
(CONTAINED '
WITH VOL.
CONTROL)

Fig. Q.158A
Behemoth' Circuit of the Fada Model h'OC- 110-D(' rereirer. Thin nuprrlu"lerodyne is extremely arnaitire; two pentodes in push -pull supply
adequate power output with high quality reproduction. To compensate for the unbalanced filament circuit, since the type F -2517 pentodes
do not hare an emitter- cathode and separate heater, two "C" tapa are used. The t-257 has double the output of the older '38 automotive
tube preriously used in 110 V., D.C. acts.
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Table Showing the Relation of Wave Length, Frequency, and
the Product tif Inductance and Capacity, in Oscillatory
Circuits -Continued.

Table Showing the Relation of Wave Length, Frequency, and
the Product of Inductance and Capacity, in Oscillatory
Circuits.
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TABLE OF "L-C CONSTANTS,"
FREQUENCY AND WAVELENGTH
KENNEDY SHORT -WAVE CONVERTER
I

I I

l

,t'

h

i,,.

Mr.

I

T.

James

Akron.

McGillicuddy.

In the article, "I. F. Coll Design."
Clifford E. Denton. which appeared in the
A pill. 19:5.2, issue of Remo- CIa.tr-r. mention is
malle. In the second paragraph. page 025. that
Ilie condition of resonance is the same. no
or what the frequency may be. and the
u ill
.,Id L. C. chart is as useful as ever. as it
cives the I.. C. eonsta n is for al] frequencies
le nveen 1.115.45 and 42 ko., thus taking in all
of the frequencies used in I.F. amplifier
de -ign." What is the "L. C. chart" referred
to in this article?
,42.11

Icy

the perfornm5.c of this converter
when operating it on any t f the several tuning
bands it Covers.
(A. 21 .t tnbulat ion of short -wave stations
which may be heard Is available.
For reference of Service Men. the following
stn ions,
rep resentntfve list of short -wave
which under average good Conditions may be
Trotter."
is
given, toreceived on the "Globe
gether with the approximate dial settings at
which they may be received.
.

I t

I

table showing L.C. constants,
wa r clengt h nad frequencies. a peen red I1 the
.Isly. 19::1 issue of Munro- CR.0.-r. in the article,
-Dow to Figure the B.F. Secondary;' by Clifford E. I /raton. A more complete table. arranged to cover the requirements of his later
:art lode on 1.1'. coli design, is reprotlueed as
1ia. Q. 150.
It.toto-ett.tr-r Data Sheet No. 63
1Q. 21
describes tie. Kennedy \Iode) 54 -Globe Trotler' :quirt-Wave Converter. but it does not
.aggest any way by which the Service Men
l
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)dent ifcafion
8.X
Pittsburgh. Pa.
.l it'. N1111511. 1:e1ntntly
WOO. Atlantic 'Phone, (N.J.
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WANK, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Table Showing the Relation of Wave Length. Frequency, and
the Product of Inductance and Capacity h. Oscillatory
Circuits- C.411aonI.

INTERMITTENT RECEPTION

can check

1.e 25

1

\orateur 't'hone

Italy

(.SSW. Chelmsford. England
ITN, St. Assist.. France
D1IC, Berlin. Germany

KES. ltolinas. California
R'1NA7.. Springfield. Mass.

WNW, Pittsburgh. l'a.
W2NA F. Schenectady. N.Y.
WNII -W00, Deal Reach, N.J

Trans- Atlantic 'Phone
.\nlate11r

Phone

i775::-.427;;

21-47
-47
5 -47

25-47
::1-47
25.47
25-47
5 -47

25-47
25.47
47-5.5

47 -5.5
Airplane eomnnlnient Ion
Yltind:\V Rowmnnville. Slot.. Can. .$7 -5.5
\'E9( 5 Bowman viIle. Ont Can. 47 -85
47.5.5
IIItlt. Ilundurns. t'.A
47 -x.5
\\-5X.\1.. l'hleifnnti. Ohio
47 -55
1110t. Honduras, 4'..\
47 -!4.5
W8NL, Bound Brook. N. J.
47 -A:5
W_XI':. New York, N.Y
R.5 -200
Amateur 'Phone
A5
_4545
'Phone
. Urplane
85.200
'l'elevision
Toledo. St. Paul. Buffalo, Detroit. Indianapolis. and St
85-200
Louts Police

East Lansing and Chicago Police 55-200

Mr. Joseph. (bock Center. New York.
On several 1Ireivers that I was
called upon to service. I noticed that the set
would function normally for a few hours and
then. for no apparent reason. would die out.
A complete lest of the receiver shows nothing
wrong what is the trouble?
(A. 1) This department has received n number of Inquiries coaled ing this problem of
"intermittent reception." As far as we have
been able to determine. there is no fixed remIn
edy that may be applied to all revelvers.
one 11151 a lace, it was (001(1 t hat the first audio
peculiar
Now
the
transformer was (bleed ve.
thing about this transformer was the Net
It was
readings
analyzer
to
that according
perfectly OK. but when it was replaced by
another. the set 841í4 looted norlmlly. This defective transformer was removed to the shop
for test. but nothing could be found wrong
with it. however. it was found that when
tested "hot." the primary was grounded to
the core. The moral. then, Is to test the audio
trnnsfurmulw when "hot."
In another case. It defective resistor (incidentally. also in the audio circuit l caused
'l'll is resistor had an intermittent
111e trouble.
short that only manifested Itself when warm.
certain
models of :eneral Motors
11).21 In
receivers. the folilnte control does 1114 seem
[unction properly. When low volume Is
TO
desired. the adjustment Is so critical that it
Upon
is almost ilttpus.ib le to regulate it.
(1001

tQ.1I

:

1

measurement. the correct value of volume
control was found In the circuit, {that remedy
do you suggest ?
(.1.1) Since you do not mention the particular model set you have in mind. it is
rather difficult to answer your problem specifically. In general. however, the trouble Is
caused by too notch plcknp by the aerial. one
solution that we have tried that worked suct'essflllly was to connect a fixed condenser of
M001 -mf. in series with the antenna.
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RADIO -CRAFT KINKS
Practical hints from experimenters' private laboratories.
(PRIZE AWARD)
A.C. "B" UNITS ON D.C.
By Vincent Kramer

$5

FOR A PRACTICAL RADIO
KINK

PER IMENTERS do not seem to
have struck upon the little kink illustrated in Fig. 1. It shows the
manner in which an ordinary "11"
cl' ' ator designed for A.C. operation maybe used to supply the various "B" potentails required for a radio set when operated
on a 120 -volt D.C. line.
C

As an incentive toward obtaining radio
hints and experimental short -cuts. RAntoCRAFT will pay 85.00 for the best one submitted each month. Checks will be mailed
upon publication of the article.
The judges are the editors of RADIO-CRAFT
and their decisions are final. No unused
manuscripts are returned.
Follow these simple rules:
\'rite, or
preferably type, on one side of the sheet,
giving a clear description of the best radio
"kink" you know of. Simple sketches in
free -hand are satisfactory, as long as they
explain the idea.
You can send in as
many kinks as you wish. Everyone is eligible for the prize except employees of RAOroCRAFT and their families.
This contest closes on the 15th of every
month, by which time all the Kinks must be
received for the next month.
Send all contributions to Editor, Kinks
Department. c -o RADIO- CRAFT, 98 l'ark
Place, New York City.

F4

Fig.

1

Mr. Krauier's idea of a unfrersal power unit.

Disconnect the A.C. portion of this circuit
shown in dotted lines and run two leads
for connection to the 110 -volt D.C. power
outlet.
A word of caution: Make sure that the
radio set is not grounded; otherwise, something will blow out if this unit is plugged
into the socket backwards, in fact, the
author recommends the use of a fuse in each
side of the line as shown by F.
A CHEAP "B" ELIMINATOR
By D. E. Black
T11E experimenter may not be aware of
the fact that a very simple "B" eliminator may he constructed at low cost
through the use of a couple of ordinary bell ringing transformers. As illustrated in Fig.
2 these should he of a type which delivers
12 volts at two of its terminals, with a third
connection at 6 volts. 'l'he plate current
requirements of small receivers will be met
if a type '01A tube is used as the rectifier;
its plate and grid are linked together, as
shown.
The output voltage for the output audio tube is the direct connection marked 150

muni.

ANT.

.00015-Mri(SHIELD)

DUBILIER
SCREEN -GRID
DURATRAN

` R.

T.

SET
ANT.

volts plus; two additional, lower potential
leads may be obtained through the use of
a fixed resistor of about 15,000 ohms at R 1,
to deliver about 90 volts, and resistor It2,
variable between 0 :md .5- megohns may
be used to adjust the detector plate potential to exactly the correct voltage.
As illustrated, the choke coil shown may
be the secondary winding of a Ford spark
coil; the fixed condensers from these coils
may be connected in parallel to form the
required filter capacity indicated at C.
'fraying through this circuit we find that
the 1111 volt A.C. fed into the primary of
transformer Tl is stepped down; 6 -volts
output from part of the secondary drops
to a little over 5 volts when it is applied to
the fil: 'nt of the tube.
'l'he 12 -volts output of this secondary
may be connected as shown by the solid
lines in Fig. '2, resulting in output voltages
not exceeding the line potential; by connecting transformer 'l'2 as shown by the dotted
line, breaking the 12-volt lead at X, the output voltage may be doubled at a sacrifice

output current.

IMPROVING SUPERHETS'
SELECTIVITY
By C. S. Culp

Fig. 2

ceeded to work out the circuit arrangement
illustrated in Fig. 3.
By a simple process of tuning the primary circuits of the I.F. transformers through
the use of Pilot Capacigrads C it was
possible to obtain sufficient selectivity to
separate nearby broadcasting stations, regardless of the lengths of the aerial. At the
same tine, the circuit could be stade to
oscillate by variation of the potentiometer.
These condensers have a range which varies
roughly between the limits of 100 and 500

'33

in

The economical "II" power unit.

Fig. 3
Tuned I.F. Transformers

HE writer had a D.C. Victoreen super 1 heterodyne which was not selective for
present-day conditions and which did not
bring in the high wave lengths; even with a
potentiometer turned fully on, that istowards the minus side, the circuit could
not be made to oscillate. The writer pro-

POST

.1

Fig. 4
simple booster unit.

A SIMPLE BOOSTER UNIT
By Theodore R. Sayre
MANY radio receivers, particularly those
which employ a blocking tube as the
first amplifier in the set, lack sensitivity
when used in localities remote from broadcasting stations. To meet this cun<lition,
the writer built up numerous booster units
of the design shown in Fig. 4. Tube V
may be a standard type '3:3, for operation
on dry cells, or it may be of the A.C. type,
its filament lighted by means of a small
transformer. The entire unit must be
shielded, as indicated hy- the dotted lines.
All leads must be kept short, particularly
the control -grid cap lead of tube V. The
output R.F. transformer R.F.T. is an untuned unit such as the Dubilier Duratrtut.
Coil I. should be compact: It may be made
by winding 125 turns of No. 28 D.C.C. wire
in a single layer on a one -inch tube IV,
inches long. Tuning condenser C may he as
Cardwell type 407B Midway Condenser having a capacity of .000365 -ntf.; for other
tuning condensers it will be necessary to
slightly change the number of turns in coil
I. to match.

a

Beat This Record

Countries and 5 Continents
in One Month with a 727SW
31

The Silver - Marshall all -wave 727SW (550 to 18,000
kilocycles) is a receiver that cannot be outperformed
station for station. It has 10 tubes that all operate on
both broadcast and short -wave. Automatic volume
control that eliminates fading on distance tuning.
Meter tuning. Fractional microvolt sensitivity. 10kc
selectivity. And it has an EXCLUSIVE S -M feature
COLOR TUNING. It is a dial on which ALL the bands
are accurately calibrated. It is as easy to find HRB,
Tegucigalpa, Honduras, as it is to find KDKA.

-

The price of the 727SW chassis and speaker (factory

wired and tested under the personal supervision of
McMurdo Silver) is $58.51 NET.
Tear out part of this page -pin a SS bill to it with your name
and address, and the 727SW will be shipped balance C. O. D.
Play with it for 10 days -give it every operating test. And if
it is not the best receiver you ever tuned, return it and your
money will be promptly refunded.
The 727DC (550 to 15 00 kc) chassis and speaker for operation
with the new Eveready Air -Cell battery is $40.87 NET. Writs
for details.

Let us send you a photo-

static copy of the 6 -page
log G. H. Hanson, in Maine,
got on his 727SW in less
than 30 days. It covers

every continent, very
nearly every state, and

31

foreign countries] And he

has just begun.

SILVER MARSHALL,
Inc.
6419 W. 65th St.
Chicago, U. S. A.

Enclosed find SS. Si nd
727SW balance C. O. D. for
ten day trial.
Please send me FREE a copy of
G. H. Hanson's log.
Send 727DC details.
'

Name. --- --- -- °----------- --- --.....

naaress...
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MOLDED

By HERNDON GREEN
DFRIxt; the past year the dry electrolytle condenser received increasing at-

Coil Forms
Four or five pemg,
Molded sockets with
locator riets
Base mounting
481X 4 -prong
25c
4S l S
481Y 5 -prong
25c

tention from radio set manufacturers,
radio experimenters liud Service Men.
The reason for this popularity is not bard to
understand when we munsidcr the relative sizes
of paper condensers anti dry eler t t'olyties of the
sa no. ea [amity and voltage rating.
.\ 4 -mf.,
400 -volt paper condenser, as indicated by .\ in
about
cubic
Fig. 1. litCrag.,
14
Inches. while
a dry electrolytic. It. of the salue electrical
tuna raeterist acs,
measure about 3%
cubic
inches. To the nntlllftlettarer and set builder
this small size means tt saving of space and
material: to the Service arum it means tt considerable simplification of the problem of replacing bulky filter condensers that have gone
defect he.
Common belief to the contrary, the dry ere,
trulytie condenser does nut differ mttt erial Iy
from the liquid type, which has been In widespread use for seven or eight years. It over -

25o each

481Y

474 Laminated socket
4

-prng

10c

475 Laminated socket

,- .,

5-prong

lOc

Grips large or sin:, II win,
I Mani
easily.
beeps
antenna from grounding on
chassis.
Binding nut cannot
Come elf and become lost.

rND.

Antenna-Ground
Binding
10c

Posts

Binding Post
949 FFP

filament
mud
plate voltage
for operating short -wave con -

vertes

601

Adapters to provide any type con-

nections desired. New type for
testing six prong '57 -'58 tubes, the
G -2 Diode and '82 Mercury Rectifier. Write your requirements.
3-4-5-6 Prong Speaker or Cable
Plugs

905L and 906L Latch Lock An..... $3.00
alyzer Plugs 5-lining.
with 5 -foot cable
5.00
.

n -prong
with 5 -faut

905L

vid

954DS
esero

ic

3.50
5.50

cable

Adapter for use with
pool.. six prong top, five prong
bottom
964DS same with four prong
965DS

limb nu
9540S Adapter to use with 905
center locking stud
954 -KPC Pentode Adapter. Connects vatinsle to plate.

954 -KFO

sockets

954 FHP

1.25

1.25

125

954 -DS for 171 push pull, are
pair
connected in series

1.00
1.00

125
2.00

Send for Price Sheets -Dept. R

ALDEN

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
BROCKTON

HERO

6

WORLDWIDE
LI

>t

FORMING

BATTERY

eu

In D1nE.t -rio
London. Paris. lter-

iln. Buenos

WIDE RECEIVER get..

to 550 meters.

AERO SHORT WAVE CONVERTERS

Your Present Set Into a Short wave
Super- lletenodyne
A. C. MODEL $12.51 -D. C. MODEL S11.50
AT LAST: The Perfect Auto Radio- ONLY $21.M
Built by pioneer., In the manufacturing of Arma Rallo.
\\ ea: tut ratites 1000 miles radius
of reception. A masterpiece of
ltadin Engineering. L o t e s t
.tern Pentad/
model R Tube
Auto Radius Price of set only
$220.00.
Set complete with tubes,
batteries. dynaude speaker. antenna equipment ana noise sup Send for
pre'sors. 129 5o.

complete

4240

Catalog.

COMPANY

Lincoln Avenue

-

Irlln

4P

Chicago. llllnela.

YS

.1

-r

'-Y

ALUMINUM FOIL
r.ssrsws.a..soa:.tw+r:-.

rrpre

'I I/11

ire ele-

of the electrolyte may seep through the pores
and attack the aluminum, causing the formation of more oxide. The flow of current "Ionizes" the electrolyte, and negatively- charged
oxygen "ions" are liberated at the negative container. These are litt ratted to the positively'
charged aluminum anode, which neutralizes the
negative electrons. Oxygen gas is liberated.
only to be entrapped in the aluminum oxide on
the surface of the electrode. Because of the
high electrical resistance of the gas. the current through the cell gradually decreases as
more and more gas is entrapped. until finally
the flow of current ceases altogether.
This process is called -forming" the cell.
All insole t lug medium -the oxygen gas - -i<
"formed" on the surface of the aluminum apt
Won/blood on page 7531

CAN

Convert

CHAS. HOODWIN

METAL

ELECTROLYTE

.tires and

14

ELECTRODE

V

The one in the foreground
has a capacity of about 5 mf. suitable for
bypassing purposes.
condensers.

-

ALUMINUM

i

slat Ions
broadcasting
other
throughout the world t is short w
t une sin
1' our ordinary recel, rr cannot
these lure note stations.
WORLD-

Dept. T -15,

but the most commonly accepted one will be
given.
Snppuse we connect the cell to n s.unr.o of
direct current, such as ordinary batteries, as

glades,' "ph ill o

trolytic

MASS.

SHORTWAVE
RECEIVER

,45

-als titan required

for tantalum.
Fig. 2 shows the construction of an elementary electrolytic condenser, whirl' consists
merely of an anode of pure aluminum immersed
in a solution of borax, boric acid or phosphates
and water. 'l'he metal container, which is the
cathode or inactive electrode. is usually copper.
but aluminum that is not quite as pure as the
anode Is also used commercially with sauces.
A number of theories have been offered for
the operation of the el,'i t'olytic condenser,
t

I.sesi

for replacing 245's with 247
Peptide
sie tubes
247 Pentode Tubes
954-FKP Pentode Adapter with
resistance in filament reducing
5 colts t,
For putting
247 Pentode u tubes in 171

cones the main objection to the "wet'' typespilling of the electrolyte -but it el uta Ins
electrolyte just the same. It is dry in the same
sense that a "dry cell" Is dry ; that Is, the
electrolyte has too low a viscosity to run or
spill, regardless of the position of the container. A review of the fundamental theory el
electrolytic condenser operation will undoubtedly help make the actions of the "dry" type
more clear.
The electrolytic condenser consists essentially
of a so-called rectifying or "valve metal" immersed in an electrolyte together with an inactive electrode. The latter may be an :,,I
t tonal bar or strip of metal, or Duty sin ply
the container holding the fluid electrolyte. In
only purpose Is to form au outside connection
for the electrolyte.
Several metals, under proper conditions and
with the proper electrolytes, show "valve" action: that is, they allow current to flow only
In one direct loll. For commercial purposes,
however. aluminum and tantalum are the only
satisfactory metals for the purpose. Of the
two, aluminum is more widely used Because It
is cheaper and works with less corrosive cheml-

shown in Fig. _, with the aluminum anode positive and the Container -cathode negative.
'rie surface of aluminum Is always coated
With a thin film of oxide due to its exposure
to the air. ('l'inis is why aluminum 4alnflot be
soldered by ordinary methods.) This natural
coating of aluminum oxide is a poor conductor
of electricity. but it is so thin that It does
not appreciably limit the flow of current
through the cell. Consequently-, when a voltage
is Iirst applied to the cell there will be a comparatively heavy flow of current. Also, because of the porosity of the oxide coating, some

a

Dise adapter for bringing out filament and plate
from pentode tube to provide
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DRY ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS

Short -wave

rTl
Anr.J
rjj

June,

wen. esvrarror

LINEN
SOAKED
WITH
ELECTROLYTE

Fig. 1, right.
Relative sire of electrolytic an I "paper" condensers.
Fig. 2, upper left.
Forming an electrolytic condenser.
Fig. 3, lower right.
. "rolled" dry electro ytic con,trnser.

June,
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TELEPHOTOGRAPHY
,,,, ta,,,.
t

'on li,,,,,,)

f

In order that the light and dark curnuts
may he of the proper capte so as tu keep the
picture of the proper ,hallo, a test det,, -tor
It compares the value of the out
is provided.
put current. both light and dark, and provides
On long dista,,.e telea means of adjustment.
phone circuits. a certain amount of attenuation
or loss of current strength bikes place. 'l'o
cunipeHSnt for this kiss, V1111111111411110 repeater, are placed along the line at intervals of
approximately : m miles on cables and 130 nulles
ou Open wire. Repeaters are inductive rotgdell
amptitiers. with a low amplification. and are
mood on all long distance telephone lines.
At the receiving end. the incoming currents
are again boosted by at terminal amplifier. and

filter is provided to separate the modulated
:500cyrle wave from the 480 -cycle wave that
comes over Ow same wires to control the motor ,peed. TWO stages of transformer- coupled
amplification amplify tue 1300 cycle current
and It Is terminated across the light valve.
As the name implies. the light valve acts
as a valve or check on the amount of light
The amount of light it
passing through it.
will pass caries as the strength of the current
through it. 'Plie valve consists of at thin ribbon of duraluminum, one and one half Inches
long, held in moehanieal tension in a strong
tnagnete field of constant strength. At rest.
the fare of the ribbon obstructs the passage
of light which passes through an aperture to
If, however, a 1300 cycle current
the aloi,
flows tln'nugli the ribbon, n force Is produced
that eanSOS If to vibrate 1300 times n second.
As it ri cosies. part of the aperture opens
and light is allowed to pass. The grec tat the
magnitude of the current. the greater is the
displacement of the ribbon, and the greater
the amount of light passing through the
a
1

pert tire.
The source of light is a small. high powered lamp of constant light intensity. Three
lenses guide the beam through the light valve
and focus it on an unexposed film. 'fills film
is of the same size as the transmitting filai.
and is rotating nt the same speed and in the
same manner. The hua ge of the light on the
film is of the same size as tYe original image
and traces a series of adjacent lines just as
the transmitting image durs. Wheat the film
is developed, a negative of the original posia

titi'

results.

The Control System
Motors of the phonic -wheel type are used
to drive both the sending and the receiving
machines. The rotor of the motor is of iron
anti has ten teeth. and the stator is composed
of four magnets. The cpreent applied to the
magnets Is one that pulsates in value. If the
motor is brought to n speed of such value that
when a tooth is n pp run a Iii ng a pole that pole
bee
i's magnetized. and when It is leaving the
pole. it loses its magnetism, a pulsating torque
A
Is developed tending to turn the tnai rhino.
heavy flywheel, containing mercury. keeps the
speed constant.
A large tutting fork. which vibrates at a
natural frequency of about 110 -eyel eS per sect. controls the speed of both the sending
This fork is loand the receiving motors.
cated at the transmitter and there is a s1m11:ir
fork nt the receiver. The control fork. like
buzzer. is kept in vihrotuo by means of
a
two magnets. the fork interrupting the current
through them. Two other Sets of contacts stake
when tine fork is In viand break connect'
liration, one of which interrupts at 1111 -volt
D.C. current through the motor causing it to
turn at a certain speed. The other set of
contacts short circuits the output of a 480 cycle vacuum tube oscillator which. passing
through a filter and terminal amplifier. goes
Instead of n steady 450 out on the line.
cycle current being sent over the line, there
is a 4R0- cycle current interrupted 00 times at
second.

At the receiving station the interrupted 450
cycle oscillations are amplitied by the terminal amplifier and directed into the proper
They are
channel by the control fillet.
passed through another amplifier and thtu into
relay. As the spurts of current enter the
at
relay, it is caused to operate in synchronism
with them, making and breaking a 110 -volt

727,1

DA'. circuit that drives a receicnog fork of
the same type aS the seeding fork. in syu
rhrnni Sm with it. A local 110 -volt circuit is
interrupted by the meal fork contacts and
drives the local motor at exact iy the Saute
spreel 111111 the motor at the transmitter is
being driven.

It is absolutely essential that the two machines be started at the same instant if the
picture Is to be continuous. To insure sorb
operator at the sending stan ronditinn, the
tion starts both machines taget lier. t' moot
rat inn IS first es ht iilishod by telegraph, mechanical printer or teletype, and then the
transmitter operator sends the pure 13Oo and
Each man
the interru pt nd 4SO -cycle waves.
then brings his synchronous tnotnr to speed
l'oceiving
crank.
At
the
I.y menus of at hand
station is a start key. which when operated.
cha mgrs the picture amplifier into at detector
liv a change of grid bins. ..t the same tine
the output of the tube IS transferred from the
light valve to a relay that operates the clutch
on Fite motor shaft.
The 1300 -cycle carrier operates this relay
which. by means of a local magnetic circuit.
holds back the clutch. When ready to start,
the operator at the transmitter phases a key.
which relay St's Ills Own clutch and at the same
time short circuits the 1300 cycle Nalco for
This short opens the receiving
an instant.
relay causing the clutch to be released by the
magnet. .\ powerful spring engages the clutch
This takes
so that it turns the film holder;
so little time that the two film holders start
'tract nosily together,
The 450 -cycle control system has the disadvantage that 1111111111110011 often occurs between the picture ra nice wincO and the control oscillations. causing bands to appear on
the picture. If the strength of the 480 -cycle
wave la con sidernbly reduced. this modulation
is eliminated. hat in so doing, the effect of

7 TUBE
SUPERHETERODYNE

At

an

Amazingly

Low Price

noise energy increases and results in poor control. '1'o eliminate sacll difficulties an independent system, called the constant frequency
control system has been inaugurated at some

of the stations.
Carious line conditions have different efforts
on transmitted pictures. .1 level chnnge, that
is. a sudden chnnge in the strength of the
line current. will cause a picture to change Its
shade. One part of the picture will be of a
Nurse
deeper. darker shade than the other.

will cause spots and streaks, and poor sync
rlironism will give a ragged outline. Mode
lotion of the pirtut. carrier and the control
carrier will cause n serhs of alternate light
find dark bands across the picture,

Use of Telephotographs
Telephotographs are used, for the greater
Photographs
part. by the necs'spn per Made.
can be sent swiftly and cheaply to all station
points. . %Imost every daily paper has at least
one or two telephotographs in it. n l t hough they
are not always so labeled. . \nether large part
of the business is In the form of brokers I d
Issues. It is necessary to have the advertisement or announcement in the paupers of different large cities at exactly the same time.
Time is vallmble and instead of telegraphing
lengthy and minute instructions, the ad is photographed and sent over the telephone wires.
Pictures of criminals and their finger -prints
can be quickly spread over the entire cuuttry.
Another use of the telephotograph is In sending written signatures. .t man can send to
Ills luuik for money under his signature. or
identification can be mode by means of handwriting. In tines of war. the apparatus should
prove invaluable for t'ansmit tins maps and
Technical drawings and circuit diapapers.
grams as well as Irgnl documents can be Successfully transmitted. X -rays are often sent
between cities when a doctor wants the diagnosis of another surgeon in a distant city.
While the mechanism for the transmission
of photographs over extensive distances has
been primarily developed for use on telephone
litres. it would probably be suitable for the
t ranstntssiun of photos by radio if atmospheric
conditions were such that steadiness of transmission arad freedom from interference could
be assured.

The Crosley

FORTY FIVE
The Crosley FORTYFIVE is the last word
in radio design and performance. The

is finished in Adam
brown. A pleasing two -tone effect is
accomplished by an overlay of stump
walnut veneer which decorates the front
panel. Fluted pilasters support the arch
of "V matched rose wood. The top and
sides are finished in Adam brown.

beautiful front panel

7 -tube superheterodyne chassis incorporates pentode output and variable
mu tubes, continuous (stepless) tone and
static control and on -off switch, illuminated dial, volume control. Full floating
moving coil dynamic speaker is used.
Never was there a greater radio value.

The

Prices subject to change. Any Federal
or State taxes which may be levied
must be added to this price.
Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico
and nest, prices slightly higher.

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION
Powel Crosley, Jr., President
Home of "the Nation's Station " -WLW

CINCINNATI
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DEALERS and
SERVICEMEN

Otte to your
QUalit' licensed'

r

It.r.s.

_

pro:., ;.,. th.d.

lui

June,

take advantage of our offer17 UY -227 Tubes FREE with
every purchase of 100 Assorted
Tubes
(This

exceptionally ion. We carry the largest varlet' of tunes
In tit scuri. many for special purlo +es, and et ery tube
is replaceable ulthin 3 month +, prodding filament is
offer is good until Juoc
not buna out.
we either hase the tubo Situ requite
or ne noli make It for you.
COMPLETE STOCK READY FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
Order from thl s page Ileultt 21P c with order. balance C.O.D. All prices
are F.O.B. FACTORY, Newark. shipments go (onward express or parcel
last. No order fur leas than $5.014 accepted.
PE
ANY QUANTITY
UX201A- .Amplifier or detector
30.30
UX -226 -.4t' amplifier
.30
-227
-AC
UY
amplifier or detector
.30
UX -171A- foster output amp. for AC or DC operation. sy amp
.30
UX -171 -Saute charm trrlsl lc+ a+ 171.1, on tungsten Slanetut. hs amp .30
UX -240 -Designed for Impedance and resistance coupling
.40
UX -120 -foster amp. used In last stage of audio free.
.40
UX -199 -tatet-tor and aunt. tube. lung prongs
.40
UV -199 charm us 11 d lc., as I' X-1119 only shun prongs
.40
'Prof O
UV -199 -std. Mee. W. .1 2u1A Base
.40
Potassium
-112
UX
Potter
amplifier
tube. is atop.
.40
Photo Cell, 4"
UX- 112A- Power amp. tube for low cur. nm.mnp, % amp.
.40
nu Il. $3.85.
U X200A- Detector
tube ltruuunendcd for aeltk signals and good
reception
.40

î.

1933)

-

-

-

1

ÚY224
\C
teen grid amplifier
U X245 -Power
amplifier
UY -247

.40
.40
.60
.60

.

-faster

pentode
Amp.
Amp.
-Dry cell amp. and detector. 2 sun
-Dry cell atop. -last audio stage. 2
-Dry cell screen grid amp.. 2 Bolts
-Poner simplifier l'entode, 2 sops
-Stupor control screen grid amp.

WDI1 -Defector
WD12 -Detector
UX -230

UX231

UX -232
UY -233
U

TYPE A
Cowl um Photo
Cella,

th

length

er all

37.90

Y235

TYPE

R

length 3.1/10 ".
35.90.

1

te"

cathode,

colts

C...

.

3.85
3.85
3.65

"x0 ".

.85
.60
.85
.85
.85
.60
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10
.60
.60
.6p
.60
.60
.60
.60

.60
.60

TYPE X
Teleclslou Tube
1" square
cathode. osera)' ire 1sí"
3y ". $3.85.
1.25

2.00

"11" Eliminators

bra as bsse. limited quantity
X866 --Hot Cathale Mercury \"alar Half -Wore Rectifier (Beaty Duty)
UX280 -Hot cathode Meeuy Vapor Full -Wale Het Mier as UX588
UX- 281 -\tot Cathode Mercury Vapor Half -Ware Rectifier
UX- 871 -11ot Cathode Mercury Vapor Rectifier
UX280- Full -Wass Ile tiller for High Eml+slan
UX2$i- Half -Wave Rectifier
3.85
7.90
5.90

os et,

2

$3.85

.60

UY -236 -screen Grid Radio Freq. Amp.
UY -237 -Detector Amplifier
UY238 -Power Amplifier Pentode
UY -551 -Variable Mu
UX -210 -For power amplifier. high voltage
UX222 -Screen grid radio frequency amp.
UX250 -Poster amp. used in loot stage of audio freq.
Ballast tube to prevent tubes in set from blessing out
Special super- yen-Itbo' 200.A detector tube
Special super -ambit it
.Audio Freq. 201.5
Special sitter- lmsltbe Radio Freq. 211 A
Special 171 AC s amp. extra coated filament-good for electric gets
T -14 1201.1 High Mull high emission
Switch tube, 201A or 112 or 171 double life
Adapter tube 226. 227. 171A, to concert bat. sets to AC, each
UY.227A -A1' amplifer r detector, +
+
227 (hut quick heater)
UY- 224A-AC screen grid amender,
224 (but quick heater)
RECTIFIER r AND CHARGER BULBS
125 5311. rectifying tube (B. H.) (Raytheon Type)
0/10 Sup. truckle clutrger bulb (T
Type)
2 amp. old and new typo hanger bulb+ 111 +t 34.001 (T
TM/
a and 6 alp. charger bulbs oust Ss. on)
(Tunear Type)
15 amp. charger bulb.+ (Twitter Type)
Reetityin0 Tube especially designed for use with Freshman Master

PHOTO CELLS
Phattlelectrie cell, 'Potassium" Type O
Photoelectric cell. "('aeduut" Type A
Photoelectric cell, "Caesium Type R
TELEVISION TUBES
Tellon Itefiectron Neon Television Tulio, 1" Cathode Square Type
renom Neon Telesisiol) rube, 1ta" Cal Wide Square Type V
Tetltm Neon Television Tube. I" Cathode Square Type X

.lplire

all des

.it.60

.

Caesium Photo
Cells. overall

TYPE V
Teles) Lin Pule

.30
2.75
2.75
1.50
.40
1.10

Type
Type
Type

UX -403

Type
Ty ee

-hKellogg
ellogg

3.75
7.50

1.40

UX- 182 -Sparton
UX -183-Spartan
UY- 484 -- Spartun
U X -585-Sparton
UY686 -Spartan
U X-401

LC

Typ, ..

T, ee

....
...
....
...
....
..

.85
.85
.85
2.10
.85
1.50

2.00

ARCO TUBE COMPANY, 38.40 Park Place, Newark, N. J.
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HOME RECORDING
t('mitinued from page 726)
The following detail description will .hull why
the home recordist will find it practically impossible to produce his own du piled tes by the
''process" system.
The I Data eta neous record is dubbed onto a
soft-wax disc, the surface of which is then
treated -usually, by dusting with very tine
graphite to make its surface conductive.
An eleutliral connection is then made to this
graphite surface and the soft -wax immersed in
an electroplating bath. After a certain time.
during which the plating solution is kept in
Mot loll. with respect to the wax. and the current densities are carefully controlled, thrills deposited on the surface of the Wax a layer
of copper.
81110e the graphite layer upon which ibis
cII per Is built is rery thin, and very uniform
In character. the copper ,.plate' which has now
been formed will tit tightly into each of the
minute gl'oot'es out tip' wtux.
In Pig. 3, for example, the dark portion represents the cross -section of the gl'u ill CPS on tt
soft -wax and therefore the shaded portion represents the cross.sw't Ion of the copper which
has breu plated onto the surface of the soft-

This topper layer when separated from the
wax constitutes an exact copy of the Iwigitutl
recording. except that it Is "negative" in char aeter, -Hutt Is, bearing ridges where the original or positive record bore pro° res. This thin
layer of copper, only a few thousandths of an
Inch thick, Is called a Hut trim, or sometimes it

"master negative."
. %fter being reinforced
with a backing of
thieker metal, it may be used in the retordpress to make Just a few of the
pressings or finished records.

familiar black

For the amateur who only Willits a few eopb's,
the production of this matrix will be as far
an he need have his Commercial studio go in
the processing: but if *wend hundred Copies
are required, then It Would 1w unwise to try
to get along with this one matrix for then'
would be grave danger of losing the entire
recording because of Some accadental damage
to It.
Therefore, an additional electroplating
process must be resorted to In order to pros itte
enough shapers for use in making finished records.

Obtaining Multiple Stompers
The first of these steps Is to electroplate
the matrix or master negative to obtain one
or more master poniti te records. sometimes
known as "mother" records. Which are In all
respects similar to the finished record, except
that they are composed of metal iinsl end of
the familiar black rom)
lc ; Ihese become
the new source from which are derived. by
electroplating, as ninny l mega l i vet stampers as
may Ite req ti iced for use in producing the finished or positive reto'ds.
she final step In the process of producing
n finished record Is the pressing of the black
compound, or "record stork," using a Stamper
as it die.
The record Stock is heated on n steamtable

until it

becomeS golfe soft, rolled into n plastic
ball. and then placed on the stamper, which

POLYMET PRODUCTS
POLYMET MFG. CORP.

834 E. 134th St., New York City
Send me your new and valuable catalog of
quality replacement parts.

Word -Accepted

The new 1932 Polymet Catalog gives complete dimension data and electrical specifications of the parts used by leading receiver
manufacturers. You can purchase identical
parts from your local jobber, and give "guaranteed" service work
sure way to increase your business and your reputation.
MAIL COUPON FOR YOUR FREE COPY

-a

Name
Address

City
Jobber

is heated by steil nt inside the press to much
the same temperature fis the Stenmtable. The
press is then closed and then the record material under hyd rit III le p result re of more I luta
a
ton per square inch, is pressed Into the
minute Sou Dd-gloovtS of the stn roper.
('old
w'n ter it; then turned into the dies. and after
a short interval the press Is opened and the
record separated from the stamper. It is then
ready for immediate use if desired. This operation IS repented as many times as required
to provide the desired number of copies.

Dealer

State
Service -Han

An Alternative Recording Method
One method. whereby copies have boon made
fairly successfully. uses the home recortlist's
original metal recording as the Wax finster.
1110 dise being
treated th. sanie ns the Wax

graph lting the surface and theft electroplating it to obtain it copper negative. The
bF

prndess from here on Is the soupe fis deserilied
above.

The only objection to this method Is the shallow groove. for in making the original cut the
( ronfla iced on pape 753)
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THE RADIO `TREASURE" FINDER
(Continued from page 717)

The Receiver

The receiver is of conventional design, em
ploying a screen-grid type '32 It.F, amplifier, a
type '30 detector, and a type 33 pentode audio
amplifier. The set is therefore very sensitive
when used with a pair of headphones. The
plate circuit of the screen -grid tube, as shown
in the diagram of Fig. 1, comprises a tuned
It.F. transformer of the plug-in tube base type,
covering the 100-200 meter band. By proper
tuning of the plaste and grid circuits and by
Proper manipulation of the screen -grid potential
by means of the series resistor 1t3 the circuit
nia y be brought into a high slate of sensitivity or it may be made to oscillate. The
arrangement of the parts of the receiver are
ebarly shown in the photographs.

--

List of Parts
The values of the parts necessary for the
transmitter illustrated in Fig. 4 are as follows: l', .00125 -std. (variable); Cl, .00025 -mf.
(fixed) ; C2, .3 -mf.; lt, 1 meëolim; Rl, 15
ohms.
The parts necessary for the receiver illustrated In I'Ig. 1 are as follows: Two Ilanmartian(' .001123 -mf. midget variable condensers.
C, Cl ; one l'olymet .00(125 nit fixed condenser,
C2; one l'olymet .0005 rof, fixed condenser, C:1 ;
two l'olymet .i -mf. fixed condensers, C4, C5;
one 2- megohni resistor, Rl ; one 214 -ohm resistor, 112: one 0- 100,000 -ohm variable resistor,
113; one Air King plug -in type, 100.21111 meters,
It.l'.'l'.: one ¿audio - frequency transformer,
.\.Fe't'e; 1 switch, SW.

- C-Dif

-4-

-

------t-

METAL

around some piece of metal of known location
and carefully observing the effect of the signal
in the headset. In this way you will become
familiar with the apparatus and learn to interpret the meaning of the signal as regards
the location and size of the hidden object.
Radio Service Men throughout the country will
find that treasure finders of this type can be
built and sold for a large profit.
In testing this "treasure" finder, several precautions should be taken.
First, the test
should be constructed out in the open with no
metallic objects near lt. The transmitter and
receiver should then be set up on two wooden
chairs or boxes and the distance between tla'nt
varied until the greatest sensitivity Is secured.
They should then be mounted un the carrying
pole as illustrated in Fig, 2.
In giving the construction details we have
stated that the length of this pole Is six feet.
'l'hk is the length that we have found to give
tie -I results. but It might change with slight
sariatiuus in tube voltages, type of wood, etc.

-B-

OBJECT-

.

n'etions,

By following the dimensions gitan in Fig. 2
the various illustrations. :and the values
g'ven in the list of parts, lin le difficulty should
n ad

be

ti building
'l'ers should

xperienced

ing it work.

the device and makbe made by walking

TUBE BASE COIL AND
SOCKET - 4 PRONG

R.FT

`p

G

42 1

Net to dealer
530 list

Net

to

dealer

with output meter

IJ not at your Jobbers we will ship
direct when remittance accompanies

sturdy modulated instrument
carefully made. Completely shielded
with separate battery compartment.
Furnished with 22t/z -v. and 3 -v.
batteries and one '30 tube. Direct
reading broadcast band (550 -1500
kc.) and intermediate band (120Sharp 2d and 3d har185 kc.).
monics for 260 and 475 kc. Operating instructions attached in case
cover with shielded wire leads.
Very compact. In leatherette case,
Weighs but 8
6x11 %x5% in.
pounds. Built to high standards.
Every serviceman should have the
No. 550 oscillator to align r.f. gang
condensers, locate defective r.f.
transformers, adjust i.f. transformers, check oscillator stage and determine sensitivity of a receiver. A
Get yours
necessary instrument.
today. Write for catalog of servicing instruments.
A

1, lines of force in free space. At B,
the field tchen a nictailic object is present.

Both transmitter and receiver units are build
completely on shelves which are then mounted
Within the loop boxes on angle supports. Itiuding posts are Included so that the batteries and
loop can Ire quickly connected.
It Will be
noticed that a center connection is made to
the loop of the transmitter. A hole Is drilled
through the box for this connection.
'rte knob of the tuning condenser of the
transmitter and the on-off switch are placed
00 the outside of the box su as ta be nree.+sible
to the operator. Once properly tuned the only
thing that need he touched again is the "onoff"switch.
'l'he receiver lox, however. has projecting
through it the knobs of the Iwo variable cond- risers, the screen -grid variable resistor and
the nn -off switch. Two binding posts are also
nu nested on this box for the headphone con -

lv
$18
order.

Fig. 3

.lt

OSCILLATOR
Licensed by A. T. ti T. Co.

Rnccvun tb

Fig. 4
circuit of the t rans na it ter.

It might be well to emphasize at this time
that good results might not be secured at first
trial. After building the treasure finder, it
would be well to check over the connections
rind the mechanical construction for errors.
After this has been done, proceed With an
net sal test.
Some men. upon reading a description of n
device in a magazine, decide that it would be
different arrangement of appabetter with
ratus, either electrically, mechanically or both.
To such men, the author suggests that the
treasure finder be constructed as described, and
if the results 'nee not to their satisfaction, any
ntul all devices may be
tried-but not until the
finder has been built as
an

shown. However, I believe that when once
constructed, there will
Ire no need for any
changes.

(Readrite Meter Works
17 College Ave.
Bluffton, Ohio
Please send all information

about
Readrite Oscillator and other sere ire
instruments.

Same

Fig. 1
Schematic circuit of the
rrrrirCr. /f ps a three-

tube cerei ree ria ploflirafl
n Herren -grid IL F. autpliftrr, fluir -element detector and a pentode
output stalle. .1n excellent control of rolume
is secured by verging
reni

-tor

1t8.

Address
City

State

Readrite Meter Works
Established 1901
17

College Ave., Bluffton, Ohio
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THE THEORY AND CONSTRUCTION OF ATTENUATORS
(Continued from wale 727)
ments described the "characteristic impedance'
of the circuit when looking into both the source
and load ends of the line.
In order therefore, to fulfill the circuit requlrements for image impedance, and characteristic Impedance. the two must be equal, and
upon completion of the design of the pads. this
will readily be seen.
!laving discussed the various problems that
must be considered from an impedance matching standpoint. our next problem is to analyze
the manner in which pads function in the
transmission circuit.
It Is the purpose of the writer to lead up
to the actual design of the pads by the method
of "approach." For. having threshed out the
various problems associated with the circuit.
t lie design of the pads is then reduced to the
simple process of substi t nt ion into the working
formulae for the pad under consideration.
l'ont in uing now with an analysis on pads,
it was stated in the first part of this paper,
May. 1:135 issue) that pads are used to control the level of the energy entering the load.
We are principally interested then, in determining the relative amount of current and voltage appearing at the lend. In Fig. S is shown
an "II" -type network working between n source
impedance Zo and n load Impedance Zo. Now.
referring to Fig. 9, which is the equivalent
circuit of Frig. S, It can be seen that if we
wish to keep the current 12 and the voltage V2
at the load at certain fixed values, with a
constant voltage \'1 impressed across the input
terminals of the pad, the values of the resistances used in the pad would have certain predetermined values In order to give the correct
loss between the input and output terminals.
The values of these resistances are determined
by the impedances between which the pad is
working and the ratio of the current or voltage
m the input side, to the current or voltage on
output side of the pad.
I

Mr.

Let us return now to our own problem under
consideration, that of designing a pad to give
We have determined that

a 50- decibel loss.

-

in the circuit. From Table 1, for a 1- decibel
loss. the series arm Z1 is only 5.6.E ohms, whereas, the shunt arm Z2 goes up to 1760 ohms.
From the simple laws of current flow, this
crut be
lerstood; for to obtain only a 1decibel loss, we do not wish to introduce a
large :mitant of series resistanee, as this would
impede the current flots, wh icln is what we
wish to avoid. 'l'he voltage drop in this case
is only .16s minus .15 or .OIS-volts. Therefore, the series arm Z1 must be very small,
and is but 5.4)5 ohms. Also, the shunt arm
ZS must be Very large, so that very little
current will be bypassed or shunted from the
land. and as can be seen, its value is large.
being 1760 ohms.
Now comparing the 20-decibel loss to the
1- decibel loss, in order to obtain the same output voltage with different Input voltages, the
series arm 7.1 for a 1- decibel loss is only 5.t65
ohms. and for it 20- dec1MH loss Is S'2 ohms.
The shunt arm Z2 for n 1-decibel loss is 1760
ohms, and for a 20- decibel loss is only 40.4
ohms. Therefore, to obtain a fairly large loss,
such as 20 decibels). the series arm is quite
large and the shunt arm comparatively small
Icompared to the load impedance.)
In this
case. the current will be impeded by the large
series arm, thereby dropping the voltage considerably. and at the same tinte shunting it
from the load by the comparatively small shunt
arm, thus creating the fairly large loss desired.
For an small loss such as a 1 decibel, the
series arm is very small and the shunt arm
very large ans compared to the load impedance.
In this case, very little voltage drop is encountered in the series arm, and since the
shunt arm is very large, very little current
il i be shunt cd from the load.
Therefore.
prao ieally all of the original current will enter
the load, thereby obtaining the small loss
desired.
Continued on paye 77.4)

1

If the voltage is reduced to

of its original

10

volute, or in the order of 10 to 1, the voltage
ratio is 10, and expressed logarithmically this
loss is 20 decibels.
Suppose we wish to reduce the voltage only
a small amount, or in the ratio of 1.15 to 1.
We would then have only a 1- decibel loss in the
circuit, which Is comparatively small. Now
suppose ire wish to set up n large loss. in the
order of 100 to 1. we then would have n .0-

decibel loss. 'raking these three eases of 1 -,
2(1 -, and 40- decibel losses. and impressing various values of voltage Vi at the input fermilink. let us see haw' the pails that we would
have to design, would vary. in order to keep
a constant voltage V2 at the output terminals
of the pad. In Table :; ore given the values
of resistances as used in the series and shunt
arms of -II"-type pads. when working between
200.. 7.00-. and 600-ohm impedances
Now. using the 20-decibel loss as n reference
level and referring to this tattle. it is seen
that to obtain a 50- decibel loss the series arm,
7.1 is S2 ohms. and the shunt arm Z2 Is 40.4 ohms. when working between two 200 -ohm
impedances. With these constants, the output

-

I

1

voltage would be

the value of the input

10

voltage. Or. if the input voltage Is 1.3 volts.
the output voltage would be .15- volts, and the
voltage would have isen dropped 1.35 volts.
Now assume that the Input voltage Is .165
volts and we still wish to maintain
in the output
voltage VS at .15- volts. The voltage ratio. is

NN

.11íR
-

-

or 1,122; or,

a

1- decibel

loss Is okra lued

I

SERVICE MAN
YOUR REPUTATION
FOR DOING SATISFACTORY WORK
IS YOUR GREATEST ASSET

Guard This Reputation!
GOLD SEAL Radio Tubes, RCA Licensed,
are built to standard specifications -are
double tested at the factory. The second
test, under the supervision of GOLD
SEAL Sales Engineers, assures you of that
EXTRA "BIT"-THAT SATISFIES.

on which you are working. And, yes,
there are photo electric cells ready.

GOLD SEAL Sales Engineers have developed a special "SELLING PLAN" for
the Service Man. It's yours -if you will
mail the coupon.

There's a GOLD SEAL Radio Tube for
every radio receiver -for any television
receiver-for that public address system

PROTECT YOUR REPUTATION
GIVE SERVICE THAT
SATISFIES

Mail Coupon TODAY!
GOLD SEAL MFG. COMPANY
5 Central Ave., East Newark, N. J.
Please send me by return mail Specifications on GOLD SEAL Radio Tubes
and your "Sales Plan" for Service Men.
Name
Address
City
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OPERATING NOTES
(Continued from page 73::)
model 99X. have given trouble owing to Intermittent or no reception. Although the complaint has all the symptoms of an open voice
roil. removing and re- inserting one or both
of the pentodes will produce no click in the
dynamic speaker. 'These cha.sses have n fire termivatl strip. illustrated in I'ig. 3, located
in the tear of s.I'.I'., behind the reproducer.
Otte to vibration or other causes, the screws
holding the connecting link across terminals
become loosened. which opens the voice4 and
coil circuit causing the above complaint.
Another model. namely the 69 nui nu fact a red
by the same company. presents a number of
This receiver Is a radio -phono
difficulties.
combination with remote tuning. The remote
control unit which Is located in the front of
1111. chassis is enclosed in
a shield to service.
which matures complete removal of the chassis.
'l'lo most common troubles of the remote -control
nuit lie in the "uff-on" switching mechanism,
which k a relay composed of two coils. an
The complaint
a ruila tore
and two contact.
Will be that the set cannot be turned "on"
or that It cannot be turned "off."
Normally. when the "on" button
pressed.
the armature of the relay snaps to the right
and engages two copper contacts, thereby closIhae to the heavy
ing the primary- circuit.
current drain of the receiver, especially when
the phonograph has been in operation, the are
(created by the engn g. uncutt of the avna to re
and the contacts: soon corrodes or burns
away- the ends of one or both of the rim taet s.
preventing the set front being switched "on...
on other occasions. the arc will cause the armature to spot -weld to the contacts. resulting in
it
condition where the receiver cannot ba

i

114

itch ed "op."
In some cases, where the contacts have not
been burnt awaty and are only corroded and
blackened, It is possible to °loan the contacts
With some very fine sandpaper or n magneto
file: but in the majority of instances it will
be necessary to repine° the contacts.
Whenever this remote -control unit is serviced because of the foregoing failure, it Is wise
to connect across the two contacts a one or
two mf. condenser, capable of working continuously at about 150 volts A. f'.. to absorb most
of the arc when the switching takes place, thus
avoiding future troubles.
.\nether service call concerning this model
set may be n request to increase the length
of the remote -tutting -un It cable. where the
owner desires the unit placed at sonic distance
fr
the receiver. The cables furnished for
this extension work are 01.1a11111W in different
lengths and are similar to those already used
except in one detail.
The terminals fanned
out at one end of the extension cable Nang not
correspond to the fanned terminals at the
other eel. In other words. right -side terminal
No. 1, at one end, may be right side hrmin: l
No. 5. at the other.
Every cable should be
s Ir

,'utinuity device and
with s
marked before installation.
pilot
light
:mot
The
in the remote tuning
unit Is a mini:umre 2 uá C, hull,. When any of
the buttons are pressed. the glow should dim.
due to the method of obtaining current for
the bulb.
However. should a 6 C. bulb be
substituted, then Instead of the light dimming,
it will brighten considerably, when any of the
buttons are pressed. This results in much
checked

shorter life.

The Kennedy 62
Only one serious complaint has shown up in
the Kennedy- 62 combination long- and shortwave rnvelver. When the tuning control of
the broadcast receiver is rocked, or moved from
one side to the other, or up and down. intermittent reception will result. The some defect
that causes this complaint is also the reason
for an inoperative receiver. The tuning condenser gang is mounted on rubber supports
for obvious reasons. The load soldered to the

first stator section not being very flexible soon
snaps off its connecting lug, because of the
rocking of the gang, resulting in the two
complaints. It will he necessary to remove
the gang shield to remedy the cause of this
trouble. To minimize the possibility- of future
reoccurrences. this lend may be removed and
one that is more flexible installed.

Stromberg- Carlson 22
One of

the new Suontberg- Carlson models.
the superheterodyne 22, perplexed several Sort-h.(' Men. recently.
The receiver eats itloprrai VO. .\ thorough
check revealed an entire lack of plate voltage
al the second I.F. stage. with correspondingly
lees rend voltages on other tubes.
The
mf.
bypass condenser proved perfect.
'l'he ohmmeter indicated a resistance of over 10.0110
ohms from the B+ side of the last I.E. intermediate primary. to chassis: at the plate side
of the saune winding It showed a reading of
,'lily about 1000 ohms. \\'lien the schematic
was consulted and the circuit traced, it was
found that the only possible sonne of trouble
was in a started .00111-mf, mica condenser.
coupling the plate of the second I,1', tube to
the secondary of the last I.F. transformer or
cathode of the second detector. This proved
to be the situation when the suspected unit
was tested.
It is located at tae base of the
transformer within the shield, which is situated directly above the phonograph jack ; its
electrical connection in the circuit is shown
In the detail illustration, Fig. 4.
1

The Bosch 31
In the Bosch 81 superheterodyne. the closely coupled last I.F. transformer has been causing considerable annoyance. Here. as has been
found with the ant uned It. F. coils hi previous
Sparton models. the primary and secondary are
wound together to obtain it high degree of
coupling. The secondary is wound with cntton- covered enamel wire, while the printnt'y has
only the enamel for insulation. ltreak -down
of the in.+uuti tion at some point terminates in
it storied unit. which must be replaced. This
condition eill be known by properly checking
the unit with all leads removed, but may be
deduced from a lack of plate voltage not attributable to any other cause.
Fada Models
Several errors have been made by Service
Men when aligning Fada Models 45, 48 and 49
snperheterodynes.
'These have occurred due
to the fact that the locations of the different
trimmers lune out been known. The I.E. in
these models Is 175 kc. 'Tite oscillator nimuter
should be adjusted at 600 k1... the gang compensators. at 1400 ke. 'rho four I.1'. tuning
condensers in the 49 and 49 models are located in the rear of the chassis: but
oscillator trimmer is found between the pentode '47
and the type 815 tubes within the main shield
housing. In the 45 model, however. the trim mers are located ras shown in the sketch, 1'ig. 5.

tb

Sparton, Majestic and Zenith
Noisy reception on Sparton Model 591 receivers hais delinttely been traced, in many instauces, to :a fanliv Best A.E. transformer.
This unit is shin: tot! under the chassis base hoard with the first \.1'. tube, which is inverted. It is Isst to replace the tt'ansioraten%
although a repair may be made by discarding
the transformer and coupling the first \. t',
tube to the detector by means of resistance

Order 5
Centralab
Replacement
Volume Controls
and get the new
50c Edition of our
Volume Control
Guide FREE !
This new Guide is just off
the press . . . It is yours
with an order of only FIVE
(5) Replacement Controls
at new low dealers' prices.

NOW!
A Service Carton
of 10 Centralab

Fixed Resistors
Your own choice of resistance values. Dealers list
price $3.00.

net

.

.

coupling.
Many receivers, such as Majestic and Zenith,
but especially Sparton models employing the
banal -selector, develop noisy tuning.
As the
condenser gang is rot rated and toned from
broadcast Ira ud to broadcast bond, the nuise
is heard. 1Ix:u ntination Kill not reread shorting Plates. Cleaning all rotor friction contacts
sonut iotes helps.
flowerer, the mutin reason
for this traublc is due to tiny particles that
peel from the plates and short to one another.
'ro -eliminate this condition, all leads to the
condenser sections should be disconnected and
a high voltage applied to each section in turn.
This voltage should be ras bight as possible
and may be obtained from the receper itself.
All till ces but the rectifier shoo Ici be withdrawn
to raise the voltage. With the yul taa ge impressed on each section. the gang should be rotated. Arcing at the shorted points will burn
the particles and effectuate au efficient repair.

FREE: with every service
carton we will include the
NEW QUICK REFERENCE WALL CHART
showing resistance combinations at a glance.

CENTRAL RADIO

LABORATORIES

930 E. Keefe Avenue
Milwaukee, Wis.
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NEw
BOOKS

knowledge; you will find them a real help
in your work and they will contribute to
your money earning capacity. Read these
books during your spare time at home.
The authors of these books are well known to everybody. Each one is an expert
radio man; an authority on the subject
each is thoroughly familiar with the field
which he represents.

Presented on these two pages are the new
books of the RADIO -CRAFT LIBRARY
the most complete and authentic set of
volumes treating individually, important
divisions of radio. Each book has been designed to give radio men the opportunity
to specialize in one or more of the popular
branches of the industry. The material
contained in these books will increase your
Book No.

RADIO

SET

Book

I

Full Instructions and Descriptions
of Set Analyzers. Tube Checkers.
Oscillators. Etc.
By L. VAN DER MEL
Thi book explains thoroughly the otter-

With

tube tinker.,
of set
nasty ter:,
oscillators and Jother testing equipment.
For every raille Ian MIA book is elIt covers every phage
treonel' helpful.
of testing and gir es you valuable short
rat s completely Illustrated with photographs and diagram: to facilitate the use
of toodern testers.
The following chapters briefly outline
the orntenl A. INTItl1U1'h 'THIN ; THE ANALYZER : Fundamentals, S itches, A.I'.
I 'a libraI in
and
and U. C. Voltineters,
WITH
Ueslgn; Tnol'Iit i: stItN)TI
t'Insslfention
of
.tN.1LYZF:11:
THE
Trouble, .tnalysls of Troubles, I s - of
Various Anlyzers. Care and Maintenance; CONcLUNIOS.
at hot

\I;

No.

-

A

Complete Compendium of the Most

portant Experimental and Custom
I:

.

Book

And How They Work
Complete Technical Data on All
Standard and Many Special Tubes
By ROBERT HERTZBERG
MODERN VACI't l TUBES describes
the fundamental erectnnn thoiry whlrh is
the basis of all taruunl tube operation.
and goes progre.dvely from the impleat
torn- element tubes right up to the latest
nil thyratnns.
It Is written
pentodes
In Bear. Ji mole language and is detuld
Is usually s
of the nmlhrnhatlis with
Vi.lnable reference chart, and
confusing
of
rhararterlat le
lon es
standard and
.

specal tubes are ta be fouul, also dlagram, of .0 -ket.s and pin emner1 inns.
lire a, son, of the chanter.: The
Edison Eitert and The Elea ton Theory;
Elerlron Emitters and the ionization Effort ; The Three. Elect rode Tube; Vow noon
Tulin Charahterlair. ; Fnur- and F'iveEIrnient 'rubes; 1.ight Seteitive Cells and
Other Neer lai 'Hares.

Book No. 3

To

11

,

tar gualifying
Sert ire Man.
Item are the s chapters; The Small Independent Sen ire Man:
Advanced l'on .L spelt. : The
Radin Set; Send rludrul Conldenition, ; AAyanrrd Service
'farutal
I hala.
Earl] chapter Is again subdivided
to bring nut In minute. detail every mint
of ltulmtionee.

ouil

be

onodrnhlzeol by placing In then)
new speaker equipment
.

npc tube:.

h

trifying Ilatirn Revel sers ; Foe of
Nitr 2- and r, -Volt Tunes; Ope -aline

_osso..

Ad,irOss

the
Sets

llh Singh Control: Cnnterdnn of A.C.
Sets hou D.C. und lie. Into A.C.; Reproving Output 'rune: n In Higher Moto.
iwpnninc I lit Sooners; Lo!tinWtrite Amplifiers; Adapters and Their
".r.
rs

1

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS. INC. 96 -98 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
I
have circler) below Om numlmn of hooks in tin- RADIO-CRAFT LIBRARY. which yno
books or mom..
have incite led
to wool nie, mal have tlr.lnitrsl 20;1 for on irrite tier
me remittance in full, at the price of 5 O each, When Ir.s Ilion the bootie are ordered.
checks
or
money omets aeeridml.)
f St :nnpn,
The amount of my omit t ance in
S
O
In
5
G
7
3
4
_
Circle numbers wanted:
1
.

1

t

1

;

No. 8

A Selection of the Most Important of 5.000
Questions Submitted by Radio Men During
the Course of One Year
By R. D. WASHBURNE
There has been roll., tor a %tide variety

question: mulch luar .,n,., into our
editorial uilres during the past two years.
and only tilo -C rr hose answer,
nurli, tut Ibo Inalnrlty of
engage,) In
radin hate been t nro rpnratettn this amazof

toil

I

11

ing question ami an.rrer lank.
Thot t rcuwnduusl' long list of tnnh:
Letter explain: the sulrinis wlllrll are
to ...o
hure are the titles:
Itilto Sen hung; Receiver Design:
Suuud
Horne
Iter,.nliug;
Telex lslan ;
F;,phl'onorit:
Shore
Svates;
Antennas:
tlnerating Notes; Test Equipment; Tube.;
I'Itra- Short-Wm e:; Police Spahr; ttepmdown .i; Superhrterody toes: A nunnnt l re Solo;
1'11
r Parks; Automat le and Remote Cnn-

trt

eler

other nonlern IuproxeniCnl s.
This
bnsite -.s of bonne Mg old sets
gin to
the experimenters ami :rehire JIMen if
they ut i ,prickly jump Into action.
Read In this book by Mir. Denton. how
easily you ran modernize any obe,rlete set,
and o Ith little addltlnne costs.
I tere are the high light: of this honk:
Tubes At al !able for Replace-menl s: Elecand

Clip Coupon and MAIL!
iii

'tot s;

troli)rrire:;

6

new

r

are some of the more important
Inlrodurt bun; Sert king Short Meters
Testing Equipment
11n-ult.; Vnlmnrand
srmmn
outml Methods; Amplifiers and Phonoer Smugly Egthlitgraph ltunnn luxer, ; Power
meta ; C Ils anI Turing 17rrudts; Short
Lt'atrs; Loud Shakers; Toll :und Arte..orlea

banters:

c

Book No.

BRINGING ELECTRIC SETS
UP TO DATE
With
Pentodes.
Multi -Mus.
Dynamic
Speakers-Complete Information How to

There 1: nn more fascinating a subject
of radio rl nulls than
In the large array
a
the
famous
ci mu lt.
Whether ton are a Seri be Mon or experlmenter. Dra -h:anl knowledge about the
eel s ers
construction of superheterodyne
b r
Important.
The bark
iSrge-rrr
hetetwlynes eh
nuderh nog rKhoo-Inks
of their roost rncl ion, right from the sert'
first -et Inside.
The follow log Is a short list of contents: hash Principles of the Supurhrurn,hne; The Osrl liulnr ; First Uetertor;
Single DWI Tuning Ss stenos; Interim-dhow Anoplitier;
coil Uetetor, Aulli,
.t mid Hier and Power Sundt; Commercial
Sen Icing
Su perhetrmdt m
Ito el ser -;
Snperhetemdtroes.
s

today.
Here

Bak

Modernize A.C.. D.C. and Battery Operated
Receivers
By CLIFFORD E. DENTON
In trd- onnot r unrr :o
r ten n1ll,
.ie rlemlo
dltr 0p1mte1 re ,ei nor: that

-

'flute sated" means Honey earned.
This book Is a uonadlalion of important
radin kinks and wrinkles snot discusses
only such Items as are constantly used

RADIO QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Get Started and How To Make
Money in Radio Servicing
By LOUIS MARTIN
The ambition of many men In radio
today is to bermes
lira -trade Sen ire
Alan. It I. tot as difficult a.; one might
belle%e but 11
not Ire done 111 a few
-hen months. Following ten' carefully' the
adtlee of Mlr. Martin. whin has dealt with
the pool, Icon of thousands Of Srniro
Men, this book ,teal, very rarrful It with
the ets t lal stage: in the preparar loon
How

For Service Men and Experimenters
Complete Compendium on the Latest
Radio Short -Cuts and MoneySavers
By C. W. PALMER
for estarlIt often bernme:
111.011
r111er.: anal Senlcrlh MI-11 rttu) rill
rut or radio
A111111
(heir memory for w
wrinkle that will suite a nmblem quickly.
In business, "short Bute" mean time and
money sated,
:mil to the Sen-ite Man
A

No. 5

HOW TO BECOME A RADIO
SERVICE MAN

THE SUPERHETERODYNE BOOK
All About Superheterodynes
How They Work, How to Build and How
to Service Them
By CLYDE FITCH

Nano.

Im

il

2

No. 7

RADIO KINKS AND WRINKLES

built Receivers
By R. D. WASHBURNE
fa.rinat Inc to the experimenter.
or et en to the uptn -lato Sers- ire )tan,
to take a e01111111.rvial set and to change
IL into one using a Lullnus hookup that
Is not
found In any manufactured set.
Many excellent rinvlt s have never been
ronomerria i !zed, but Mulled only to home set builders.
Thousands of these popular
eIn its hase been requested from thole
thhs book we hate Into time. and
elmdel over 1511 ri mults, nihieh include the
rash - Itnx A.C. -D.C.
famous
Prod ob ne.
Set
The l circuits cover the following: Broadcast Receivers. All -Wave Receivers. Short.
Wave Reni
.
Converters and Adapters,
Television Receivers. Home Recording AliAutomobile Receivers. Audio and
Power Amplifiers. Power Units and Miscellaneous Equipment.

It

MODERN VACUUM TUBES
With

Book

No. 4

RADIO HOOK-UPS
The Best Radio Circuits

MODERN

ANALYZERS

And How To Use Them

Book

Rádiofaft

In the

-
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.xligning l'nvedure ; l'hotnAlirastir!ug .tnpar-

rid ty; Adapter,:

Band Selectors; Co. ertrry ; l'nhhic
Address Equipmen : Midget Sets; usrHlaI rs; l'hunocrg,I Pinkups.

arus;

Book No.

9

AUTOMOBILE RADIO AND
SERVICING
A Complete Treatise on the Subject Coverino All Phases from Installing to
Servicing and Maintenance

BY LOUIS MARTIN
Automobile radios arc up and coming.
and someone has ta sers ire them nmlw'r1)'.
It therefore behooves roll tir read titis
Immensely Inamrtant new hook no the
art of Automobile Radio. The balk la
ionri.e, and full of Illustration:. plmlogroopM, diagrams and hookups.
Rrrr are may a few of soir of the

really Interesting rhuner.. 1111 r,aluri lin;
Automotive Radio Installation;; Complete
lesrriptions of Cnhnnhcmlal Automatise
lieu-elvers ; Servicing Automotive Reuther,: The Ignition Systems: General sertie Ibn dderat Iton ;: EffeIga of Tetnneralure mi lower Supply; Comiuslun.

June,
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[Lb rary
This is perhaps the first real
opportunity that you have ever
had to build a radio library of
books that are authentic, right up -to -the- minute and written so
that they are easily digested and
clearly understood. Mail coupon on
the opposite page for your books.
Book No. 10

AND ALL
ABOUT IT
A Complete Treatise on Instantaneous Recordings. Microphones. Recorders, Amplifiers,
Commercial Machines, Servicing, etc.
HOME RECORDING

By GEORGE J. SALIBA
If there is nue subject that is faseivath
to even' radio man, it is that of II
Recording. Of course, this volume is not
all on "Home" recording, but the information
contained therein is important to eemmereial
radin lilep, sl udto operators. engineers alpl
others interested in this phase of radin.
The art of recording and reproducing
broadcast selectkills is hemming mom important oven- day to radio met, experimenters awl Service Men. Equipping dance
halls, auditoriums, churches, restaurants and
homes with public address and amplifiers
brings many extra dallas and afro an
excellent im -rime.
In this look are found such follies as:
Short History of the .art; Microphones;
Recording Amplifiers; Cutting Heads; Types
of Records; Commercial Machines; Adding
Recorders to Receivers; Studio Layouts;

Mechanical

Filter

f r

Turntables.

BIG
DISCOUNT
OFFERED
In order to make It uns -iii':

..ne to buy
these banks, the fifty 13rú
has been
made uniform for all volume -.
1 on r
n buy these
tanks separately, but you should take advantage

of our

special alter:

When Five (5) Books
or More Are Ordered
Deduct 20%
from Your Remittance

t

Simply till inn the erotism below, and oll it
s together crith >
remittance. Chnks, stantpor money orders

buks in the sen ilAnlelI'It.tFT LIBRARY are all
ti ni tty up -to -date, and
u ritten by men who
know I heir subject..
The

The volumes are all
uniform size, a a 9
Im'lien, nod naltain on
an avenge of :10 to 120
illustrations. Each honk
Is printed on fine book

and coo exeme
been spared to make

paper,
s

RE- RANGING
METERS

It an auto:m.11ns value,
for its editorial contents
as
ell as from Ua
ubaniral sttuidan!nt.

Elaborate

This

(Continued from page 728)
the meter should rend nt that line potentiaL
Finally, open the short- eireuiling switch and
vary the value of resistance Ill until the meter
reads :e
tlt might be well to repeat this
to cheek our work in case the line voltage
varied during the calibration.)
The same proe'edure may be used to calibrate
n 110 V. scale line -voltage meter, using the

transformer to measure the low A.C. calibrating
potential. Connect as in Fig. 1B, placing a
temporary short-circuiting switclt across the
variable resistance It I which here Is shown
in series with the meter. From the two binding posts ronneeted to the low -voltage winding
of the transformner, run a pair of lends to
some source of low -voltage A.C., such as the
filament terminals of a radio tube socket. Turn
on the current and read the 150 volt meter
with resistor Itl shorted. Next. divide this
reading by 13.0 and then multiply by O. Finally. open the short and rare the resistance
ItI until the meter reads this computed value.
Hon a pair of lends to some sour.) of low voltage A.C., such as the filament terminals of
a radio tube socket.
Tarn on the eurrent and
rend the 1.10 volt meter with resistor Rl
shorted. Next. divide this reading by 13.0 and
Finally, open the short
then multiply by 1O,
and vary the resistance Ill until the meter
reams this computed value.

EXPERIMENTAL

EQUIPMENT

GIVEN
TO ALL

Students

AT NO EXTRA COST

1

Increasing the Range
.After the step -down arrangement In Fig. 1.1
is
calibrated as 110MT /bed nosing either
meth:ul I_ it may be further calibrated for a
still higher value.
Auld another binding post and between it
and one of the high -voltage posts eonoest a
resistor of abort 30.000 tI) :: Thor ohms. Phis
eonneeio0 is shown dotted in Fig. 1:1. -\ high.
voltage meter will be temporarily required as
a standard.
With the combination eonnectevl to some highvoltage source, suoli as the un rest itied A.C.
from a power pack, and the standard meter
connected into the circuit. van' this new resistance 11121 until the 8 -volt meter rends
one one- hundlydth of that of the standard.
For example, if the standard rends :.211, the
other should be made to rend :1.2 volts by varying the value of resistor 112. On account of
the high voltage, use extreme ea of inn in this
test; shut off the main supply when varying
the value of resistor 112. w'Ii islu should be capable of dissipating about 10 to 12 wants. tit
will be necessary- to increase the length of the
box to accomoda he this extra resistance.
Do
not try to sluff it into the S -Inch Lox, as this
will result in poor hisulnt ion and radiation.)
With the Above calibration the 8-molt meter
will read SOO volts,

accepted.

All Books Uniform

1.
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HOME RECORDING
(continued from page 745)

groove was compressed into the metal, no material being removed. .\s a result, the grouse
is only about .0015.1n. deep, as compared to
the .0413 -in. deep groove that is cut into wax.
I i icul ty- therefore might be experienced in
playing bark with at steel needle if the pickup
and turntable are not level. This process is
not rei- ununended if nanny high -quality copies
are desired.
In touch'sion, it might be started that the
amateur must not expect too much from the
"processed" records if his Own urightal is not
ire )t good ; while In "dubbin_" even good records there Is, as has beeil prev ionsly stated, A
be:5 in efficiency whleh cannot be avoided;
and if the original was only fair. the new
record might be quite poor. The original rreurd Iii HMI he rery good if the enpirs are to be
good. Otherwise, money spent will be wasted
unless the copies nie desired for sentimental
reasetn s.
.ts has beets repeatedly stattvi, the
making of very good remords Is not at all difficult if on h)' mare and palenre, in conjunction
wit ll good apparatus are used.
Inquiries concerning Instantaneous Recording are Invited. Address these to the Home
Recording l Pepsi riment of It.Anu o-Cui.trr ; enclosing n stamped, return -addressed envelope,

-

of Cabinet: Height, 22)',", Length,
17,'x "; Weight 25 lbs.

Size

We give to every student without additional
charge his chemical equipment, including
fifty pieces of regular standard laboratory
apparatus and supplies and forty -two different chemicals and reagents.

Opportunities in Chemistry
offers those
who are ambitious amt
willing to apply themselves
conscientiously,
the greatest opportunities of any vocation
today. Industrial firms
of all kinds pay tempting salaries to get the
Chemistry

right men. Opportunities

Dr. T. O'Conor
Sloane

abound on every hand.
You can study Chemistry under the well known
instructor, T.
O'Cnnnr Sloane, A.B,.

A.M., Ph.D.,

LL.D,

You Can Learn at Home
Our homy stuffy course, written by Dr.
himself, is practical, logical and
remarkably simple. it is illustrated by so
many experiments that are performed right
from the start that anyone can thoroughly
understand every lesson. Dr. Sloane will,
in
addition, give you any individual help
you may need in your studies.
Sloane

Easy Monthly Payments
The tuition is very low. and includes your
laloratory outfit- -there are no extras to buy

with our course. You can pay in small
monthly amounts, and we show you how to
earn the cost of the whole course as you go
along.

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE OF
NEW YORK, Inc.
19

HOME EXTENSION DIVISION
Park Plate
New York, N.

Y.

Mail the Coupon NOW.'
CHEMICAL INSTITUTE OF NEW YORK.
Extension Division
Park Ploie, New York, N. Y.
''lease send n
at
n
n ilh tnu a
any obligation
on n y part, gou r Free e Rook "Opportunities for
s'hemists," and fun particulars about the Experimental Equipment glsen to esery student. Also
please tell me about the latest reduction in tuition
price and your easy plan of payment.
Home
19

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
M.C. -632

STATE
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ATTENUATORS
nf imi rd from pape 750)
Now if the input voltage Is 15 volts and
we tuant to maintain the output voltage V2
n

-

15

at .15- volts, the voltage ratio Is

or 100, and
.15
the decibel loss Is 40. 'Plais means we need
tu set up a very largo loss, for the voltage is
to be dropped from 15 volts to .15- volts, a
decrease of 14.83 volts. '1'o do this, we should
need a very large series resistance and a vers

New Edition Containing 100 Pages

A -C RADIO!
a set to your
to examine and use US
your own for 10 days -to show
you that here Is the most up -todate and complete work on Electricity ever published. Written
by CROC'KEIt of Columbia C.
-MILLIK.LN of Calif. "Trek."
-HARRISON of General Electric and 26 other noted Electrical Engineers. Stans off with
elementary Electricity In simple.
non -technical language for the
beginner and includes every
Engineering branch for use of
experts on the job.

We're glad to send
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atnpe(' binding.
Index in
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AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY

Dept. EA -26 Drexel Ave. G. 58th St.. Chimes
Please send for 10 lays' free trial 8- volume set of Electrical
Engineering just off the press. subject to return if f with
to.
(I pay the few rents express charges on receipt of
honks,
themmonth

pay express

you

1

If returned.I

If

t deride to keep

will pay $2.00 after 10 days trial, then 83.00
until $34.80. special advertising price, Is paid.

with

books heroine m- property.
Membership lo be included free.

after

Year's Consulting

Nance

Address
Employed by

Employer's

Address

LISTENERS OFFICIAL
RADIO LOG
World Short Wave Stations-PoliceAeronautical -Relay and Telephone Stations also Aeroplane and Amateur Bands
-Cross Tabulated by Call, Frequency,

Location and
Time

of

Broad-

cast.
accurate uptodate
Concall book.
tains ell broadcasting stations front 15 to 550
wide
meters with world
and United States time
Special illustrated
maps.
short -wave features -con tains lust the information
your customers demand
good for
advertising or
resale.
Jobbers, Dealers. Mfrs..
Service Men -write today
on letterhead for sample
and
quantity
prices.
Others send 25e.
An
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ALL AMERICAN
SERVICE
St.
CHICAGO, ILL.

5707 N. Clark
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mall shunt resistance, so that practically all
of the current will be prevented from enter iti_ the loud by II the large series arm. and
Referring to
c2, the very small shunt arm.
able
It can be seen that to cause a 49,i, iluI 'loss- the series arm ZI is OD ohms and
Ili,. shunt arm Z2 is but 2 ohms. which exactly
follows the reasoning as given above.
Comparing this 40 decibel loss to the 20
decibel loss, the series amas for the 20- and
tn- des-ibel losses are S2 ohms and 09 ohms respeetie,Iy. and the shunt arms 40.4 and _ ohms
respeeli vcdy.
The values for the series arms
that a large series voltage drop is
are
encountered in them, being greater in the 40
decibel case. as would be expected. The shunt

e
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ElectritIty. the biggest industry in the world. coot Imes
to grow the most rapidly.
And it offer- brus-r jobs.
bigger salaries and a brighter future than any other
tield. Every dollar, every hour invested in learning Electricity will come hack to you a th
-fold. Learn In
spare time with these books at
the cost of trade
ono-filth
scourses.
Out ine for organised
LOOK IT UP!
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Thousands
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air quite different.
In the 20-decibel loss, the shunt arm Is prise -

a vins

1

tically

of the value of the load Impedance,

5

so that only a comparatively large bypass effect
of current from the load is obtained: whereas,

1

in the 40- decibel loss, the shunt arm Is only

50

of the value of the load impedance. thereby
shunting practically all of the current from
the loath. For a very large loss then, the series
areas are very large attui the shunt arms very
small In comparison to the load impedance.
Ity inspecting 'fable 3. it vvIll be seen that the
various values of the series and shunt arms
necessary to give certain losses follow the simple laws of current flow : in that large-decibel
losses require large series arms and small shunt
areas In comparison to the value of the load
impedance. and that small decibel losses require
small sertes arms and large shunt arms In comparison to the load impedance.
MANAGEOF
THE
OWNERSHIP.
STATEMENT
MENT. CIRCULATION. ETC., REQUIRED BY THE
ACT OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24. 1912.
Of Radio -Craft, published monthly at Sit. Morris, III.,
for April I. 1932.
Slate of New York
County of New York

Before me. a Notary Public in and for the State and
county aforesaid. personally appeared Irving S. Man heinler. who. teasing been du U' sworn actsirolIng to law.
de:1090S anti says that he Is the business manager of
that Ilse following Is, to the best
Radio -Craft and
of ils knowledge and belief, a true statement of the
ow nership,
management. etc., of the aforesaid publics tlon for titi, date shown In the alcove caption. required
by the Art of August 24. 1912. embodied In section 411.
Postal Laws and Regulations. to wit:
I. That the names and addresses of the publisher,
editor. managing editor, and business manager are:
Publisher. Techni -Craft Publishing Corp.. 404 North
Wesley .tae., 511. Morris, III.
Editor. Mugu Gernsback, 98 Park Place, New York City.
Managing Editor, R. D. Washbume, 98 Park Place,
New York City.
Business Manager. Irving R. Manhelmer 98 Park Place.
New York City.
2.
That the owners are:
T,'rhnl -Craft Publishing Corp., 401 No. Wesley Avenue,

Mt.

Morris.

25c

The
Cope

'¡auw pa,e
4 -Color Cover
Over 450 Illustrations
96 Papes -9x12 inches

HUGO GERNSRACK's latest magazine contains the most important and recent developments in Science. Mechanics, Radio, Television,
Aviation and Chemistry. For everyone, regardless
of age, EVERYDAY SCIENCE AND MECHANICS
will be found to be useful and instructive. Thoroughly
illustrated with scientific events from all parts of the
world, and helpful to thousands of high school, university students and instructors who wish to advance
their scientific knowledge.
Many excellent pages for the home workshop man
who finds pleasure in building things; experiments
in electricity, chemistry- and formulas of all kinds.
R.

Just to Mention a Few Departments
LATEST INVENTIONS
AERO- MECHANICS
SHOP KINKS
TELEVISION
EXPERIMENTS
FORMULAS
CHEMISTRY
WOOD AND METAL CRAFTS
RADIO KINKS
AND OTHERS

Special Offer!

Ill.

Huge Gernsback. Mt Park Place. New York City.
Sidney Gernsback. 98 Park flare. New York City.
D. Nianhelnrer. 98 Park flare. New York City.
3. That the known bondholders. mortgagees. and other
crnrity Matters owning or holding 1 penent or more
of total amount of bonds. mortgages. or other securities
are None.
4.
That the two paragraphs nest above. gluing the
names of the ow rs, stockholders, and security holder-, If any, en tain not only the list of stockholders
and security holders as they appear upon the books of
the eompany but also. In eases where the stockholder
se,urlly holder appears upon the books of the company 05 trustee or in any other fiduciary. relation, the
of the person or corporation for whom such
name
tru.tee Is acting. Is given; also that the sold two parastatements
fall
aflame
graph:
contain
embracing
nowledge and belief as to the circumstances and eon.litIons under which stockholders and security holders
MP, On not appear upon the books of the company as
trustees, hold stork and emurit los In a rapacity other
than that of a bona fide owner: and this alliant has no
association.
reason
to hellote that
any other person.
or tnrporanon has any Interest direct or Indirect in the
sold stock, bonds. or other securities than as so stated
by' him.
TRYING R. M.INIIEIMER
Sworn to and subscribed before me tills 31st day of
March. 1932.

MAURICE COYNE, Notary Public.
(SEALI

(5t- commission expires March

30,

1934.)

8 Months for $1.00
ON ALL NEWSSTANDS
Mail Coupon Now!

EVERYDAY SCIENCE AND MECHANICS

loo Park Place, New York, N. Y.
RC-d
I enclose herewith One Dollar for which you are

to enter my subseriptinn to F:VERYD.1Y SCIENCE
A \D MECHANICS for the nest Eight Months.
Name
Address

City

State
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THE PENTODE SET
(Continued front pape 730)
are fastened on a strip of brass 1%-in
wide by Kt/, -in long. 'Phis is bent so as to tit
underneath the chassis between the front and
the rear walls. and is put into place after th,
wiring is partially complet en.
Wiring is started with the filament circuit.
All heater are in series. Resistor t351 and
dial light (361 are also in series In this circuit.
Next, the grid circuits lire wired. care beta,
taken to wire correctly to the caps of the
pentodes, as indics tell on the diagram. Sereellgrid connections are stade nt the "t:' terulinals of the snrkets. The cathode grids of the
four pentodes are connected directly to t h.'
cathodes within the tubes. eliminating
external connection till each tuba The used
the wiring is performed in the following ..r.b,
Elate circuits ; cat h,sles; volume cool nil: i..
pass tundInsers ; primary of antenna could,.
anti secondary winding of transformer 1..
tu socket (:38).
The sectional rotary switch is wired in te
Letters 1.1, It, C, etc.1, marking contact. on
the diagram, do not appear on the switch, but
the constructor may pencil them in himself.
if he requires this help. The choke (401 and
t he electrolytic wmdeuscr sert inns (311, 41, and
42i are wired in. thus completing the wiring.
In testing the set, the wiring is first rltecked
over iarefully, then the primary of the ontpilt
transformer on the dynamic speaker is .011
nertrd to posts 1::2 , :und (331. 'I'hc wires
from points C and I) on the rotary switch
are connectent tu the 25(10 -ohm field on the
speaker.
Aerial and ground wires are connected and tubes are inserted in their respecplacing shields over tubes (51.
sockets,
tive
112). and 1211. The 110 -volt plug is placed
lu t he line voltage regulator and this, in turn.
If the set
Is plugged into u 110 -volt source.
Is tested on 11.C. first. it may be necessary to
reverse the plug to obtain correct polarity, bebore the set will ploy.
If any difficulty is experienced in controlling
It.F, oscillations, try substituting 1000- or
500I -ohm resistors at (6) and (131, in place
of the 500 ohm vailles specified. In extreme
rases, it nias also he necessary to insert 51)00 ohm flexible resistors between the stators of
condenser sections (41 and (111 anti the screen grid clips going to the raps of tube (5) und
112) respectively.
If the plate voltages are
too high when set is used on .1.C., they may
be reduced by Inserting a resistor between the
tenter -tap of the high-voltage winding in' 0371
Will ground. 'Thus. with a current of 28 ma.
flowing, a Kiln -.iiii resistance will reduce the
voltage 28 volts.

CONCOURSE

Oases

DRY

Electrolytic Condensers
Save Time and Profit
for Service Men

aux

Parts List
One Cardwell type 317 -0' tsbieldedt triple variable condenser. 11111135 -10., 14. 11, 171;

Two Aerovox type 4II -31 triple section metal

case condensers. .1 -m f.. (7, 14) ;
(Hie Aerovox type 260 bypass condensers, .5 -mf.,
`

(1K);

One-

Aerovox type E25-25 electrolytic condenser,

25 m1., (30) ;
One A erovox type

E5-248 triple -section A1ectrolytie condenser. in ran 2t_ In. high by

din. (K mf. -39) (4 mf. -41) (2

3 -1n,

42)

mí.-

Considerably smaller and lighter
than wax paper condensers, yet
same mfd. equivalent. Working
voltage 450, peak voltage 600.
20% more capacity than rated;
very low power factor. An established condenser with a solid
reputation for performance.
Replaces cumbersome paper
blocks in a jiffy. Easier servicing; more profit for you;
customer satisfaction assured.
Types for every specification.
Get the complete story at once
. ,
there's money in these
Condensers for YOU!

s.i

,i.
,
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with Automatic
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Thouvands
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CONCOURSE
ELECTRIC COMPANY
389 -409 Wales Ave., N. Y. C.

Radio and Telegraphy
Air -Your

ira:
Future
by

It

(h1

Land.

Ships,

is

Secure.

Know

nninlgrahh teaches
Lucain¢.

mndris

C

d

e:

The Autonlai is
Cede.
fly and quickly. Learn

Et 5-$10.

THE OMNIGSAPH MFG. CO.. 810 E. 39th St.. C.R.

Truvolt lixed resistor.
13.5);
Five five -prong wafer -type sockets. t5, 12, 21,
One Electrad type ( -3

Catalog

Free.

Brooklyn. N. Y.

No ReasonforThis!

201:
One four -prong wafer -type socket, (351;
Four binding posts, I. 21, 132. :131;
une 'Protest power transformer. secondary center-tapped. with :-volt filament for ' Si) tot,.
2K,

1

1371

One '11u test 30 -henry 1200 ohm choke (41II
One Rest type 5N 832 Seel ionaI rota ry sw it ch.
equivalent to 5 -pole, double -throw. 14:7.:
nue Crowe moving light full vision dial. (36,-t :
une N. 16 gauge sheet-iron chassis, Ill -111. I.mg
by T 1. -in. deep;
1

Three shields for tubes. (5), (121. (21) :
Tan Animus 139.1, It.1'% pentode tubes, ,-,
121;
One Arcturus 130.\. screen -grid tuts. (211 :
Two :Arcturus 1311.1, It. F. pentode tubes. 15.
One dynamic reproduer equipped alti Twatohm ut ppx.l impedance output -transformer.
2500 -01iin field, (34);
One t'larostat 50 -watt type automatic line voltage regulator, (451;
Note: Numbers in parentheses refer to corresponding numbers marking parts on diagrams.

;

tine Aerovox type 1460 mica condenser, .001 mf, (22) ;
One .Aerovox type 1460 mica condenser, .01tuf., (20)
One Aerovox type 461 -21 double section con-

Write or wire for
our complete
descriptive catalogue.

SET TESTER
I

root l bitted from page

Here's

the Remedy
and the Meg antenna for any pct is the
1npm,ed Uul,Iilei Light S1xket .serial. Plugs In any
Ideal
with present -day radio sets.
or outlet.
current. No lime lead: or unsightly wires.
siring and transmission line for long -distance
1- tillees
signals. $1.00 complete.
'Pilo cheapest

socket

0611.t\

pe
CiDéÿice

DUBILIER
Condenser Corporation
4377 Bronx Blvd

New York

72111

;

denser,

(10 - - ""

\)

;

une I 'uuold (shielded) Antenna Coupler, 131:
Two ('ovoid (shielded 11.F. coils 1. I in. 101:
'l'ao LILT. (1)urhanii type \I.I'.4. metallized
resistors, 50.000 ohm, 120. 241;
Two I.It, I'- IOurhn nu type M. I'.4, metallized
resistors, 75.000 ohms. II). 15) ;
I ne 1.1I.C. (Durham l type.I.l.4 metallized resistor. 10,001) olmi. 1231:
Two (.ILA'. IlmrhamI type 31.I'.4 metallized resistul's. 511.1160 milli 12:,. 271
One Standard mazda dial light, 32 volt. .,5
;

amp. 1::61
One
I:1I

:

lilectrad

type

2G -500

flexible resistor,

;

une Electron type ItI -20.2 voluuu' -runt rol potentiometer, IS., with switch, 1441:
Two Electron type 2G -500 flexible resistors, (0,
18,

.

filament emission and other factors, are readily
refieeted in the read Inus obtained.
The Conditions essential for the generation

of oscillations with

a vacuum tube are that

the tube be capable of amplifying in a eircuit
having Inductance. capacity and re. i stn ace,
with feed -bark from the plate to the grid cirrult. the feed -hock intuened by the Pit el,
elect rode in pli lily of the tnhe.
.A
comparison of tuiss wi tri an overage
standard of oscillation test readings affords it
method of tube matching which cannot be
,excelled for the practical Service \Ian, The
tubes used In the tuned stages of a radio
receiver shun td be of noi-tnaI characteristics,
:old all sorti tubes should be mn tried as closely
as possible with the oseil la thon test.
All of the liIagnnmeter circuits are amply

prutelled against the hnznrtis usually experiwhen testing short circuited elements.

enced

UNIVERSAL MODEL
Startling /
g- MUTTON
MICROPHONE

as

X''

si ON

Advanced 1932 superiority at today's rods -bottom prices. Santo
high standard:, scone exclusive
feat lires. Pure gold rontacta.
Mir:11u111ln diaphragm. Is esreptinnal by
rugged. Model N sets a
new high standard for
quality at a price that
defies

Poe

n

''inert ilion

sale

here

.

by dealers
.
. New
ar

catalogue with

grams now ready.

dia-

Universal
Microphone Ce.. Ltd.
424 Warren Lane.
Ingleweed, Calif,.
U. S. A.
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A SUPERHETERODYNE

r

F.

Pc

ro,5

$57.50
List Price
Six Tube Super

Greater Volume an d Distance

-- New Remote (Control System
MOST LIBERAL DISCOUNTS MAKE THIS
AUTOMOBILE RADIO THE LOWEST PRICED
EVER OFFERED TO THE TRADE
Easily Installed

The KARADIO, a superb new superheterodyne, is by far, different in every respect
to others. Its unusual volume and distant- getting qualities are preeminent. Only
10 feet of aerial wire required.
Compact and easily installed- chassis cadmium
plated. New system of remote control makes tuning easier and more selective.
The KARADIO Superheterodyne Automobile Radio employs six tubes (3 -36's; I -37;
2.38's) and measures 91/2 x 61/4 x 7 inches. Shipping weight is 20 lbs. The complete
set includes PERRY RCA licensed tubes, remote control unit, super -dynamic speaker,
suppressors, by -pass condensers, battery cables and steel battery container.

Representatives everywhere
No matter what others may
Full details
every respect.
immediately to servicemen,
send us your business card.

can make big money this season selling the KARADIO.
offer, you can be sure the KARADIO will outperform in
of complete selling rights and discounts will be sent
dealers and distributors. Write on your letterhead or

The Remote Control Unit shows
clearly the dial. and how suy
and accurate it Is
to tune.
Illuminated dial makes station
Goures visible.

EXCLUSIVE TERRITORY NOW BEING ALLOTTED
DEALERS, SERVICE MEN AND DISTRIBUTORS
PERRY PRODUCTS, INCORPORATED

WIRE
OR
WRITE

(Legion Radio Mfg. Co., Direct Mail Division)
150

New York, N. Y.

West 22nd Street

MODERNIZING THE JEWELL 199 ANALYZER
CO ra t in ucd from page î ",.S)
treated in the sane manner as M1,
the supporting wire going under the head of
the screw holding the adjoining multiplier. As
the holding screw of this multiplier will is too
short, it should be replaced by one of the
screws formerly used to hold one Of the other
multipliers. A piece of tape wound around
M:; and over to ila bottom of the D.C. meter
wilt hold it in place.
Connect the new switches in' the positions
indicated in Fig. 1
These switches should be
Of such typo that when released they will auto matically return to normal position, that is,
Toggle
wdtit the blade and one contact closed.
or midget jack switches may be used, but as
they do not operate automatically, special care
must be taken to always return them to the
normal closed position otherwise trouble will
result.
If you wish to make your own
switches sec Fig. :1 for details. 'l'he switch
operates in the slime manner as the regular
Jewell type. a close study of which will reread
further details of the lock pin, lock pin groove,
and operation.
I used, for the lock pin, a
No. 1R wire brad forced through a hole (slightly
smaller drilled in the push button. The groove
is 3/32 in. deep.
Drill all the holes from the front, if drilled
from the back, the edges will chip and spoll
the appearance of the panel. !Shirk the location of the holes with a scriber; use a small
drill for drilling the guide holes; replace the
tester in its case, and using the proper size
drill, enlarge all the holes. In drilling the
holes be very careful, when almost through,
not to let the drill slam through and hit the
wires and multipliers underneath the panel.
Before mounting the switches, solder leads to
them. as this will be hard to do afterwards.
Switch No. t is mounted at the top of the
panel in line with the other D.C. switches.
Switch No. 2 is mounted nt the bottom of
the panel between the socket and the switch.
See Fig. 2.
(

third switch blade, and the left one with the
fourth blade. The switch blades are Nos. 3

f' from the bottom, the

edge towards you.
Fig. 1 for details. Be sure that there
is no chance of the blades touching the upper
contacts until connection with lower contacts
has been broken. When the new contacts are
in place. and when you are sure that they are
O.S., tighten the screws holding the switch In
place. 'l'Ite new contacts are connected to the
D.C. meter as shown In Fig. 1.
For normal operation of the meter. lea V0
the switch up. To reverse the meter for S.t;.
readings on the îú volt "C" bias
t screen -grid)
scale or reverse the D.C. filament, push the
button down.

and
See

Multipliers
To make room for the two new switch multipliers M1, M2 and 1(I3 are moved to different
positions. Remove the screw holding M1 to
the panel.
Lift MI up about ait inch from
the panel, and bend the wires, making

it

par-

allel to the panel. As the connecting wires
are not strong enough to hold it in place, additional support Is provided by a piece of bus

bar, one end of which is fastened under the
.screw holding the socket In place. Rend this
so that Its end goes through the hole in the
multiplier. This will hold it in position; a
little sealing wax on the wire will hold the
spool in place.
Remove the screw holding M2 to the panel
and unsolder the connecting wires.
One of
these wires g.e's to the upper spring of the
grid -test switch. This wire Is replaced with
n piece of bas Isar extending straight up for
1% ins., then bent at a right angle towards
you for about an inch.
Solder one contact
.of 312 to this bus bar. The other contact on
M2 is connected to the positive post of the
4.5 -volt test battery.
The bus bar supports
112 In a vertical position between the two
,meters and just above the socket.

1113

Is

u

Providing

n

lend from

the tester

to the

screen -grid tubes in the set is the neat operation. Mather than have an extra wire loose
on the (able, eve should use one of those already in the cable.
Examination of Fig. 2
shows seven cable-wires, plate, grid, cathode,
und a Iiglst tard heavy wire to each of the

heater prongs.
By making the following
changes one of these wires, the light -black

control-grid lend.
\love the light-black wire frein contact No.

one. can be used ns (Ise

to contact No. 2 on the upper section of the
cable terminal block. l'ig. 6. t'ounect eon tirets
Nos.
and O together, drill a hole in the panel
as indicated. A lend, with a clip long enough
to reach the cap of a screen -grid tube in the
tester, is passed through this hole. 'l'ie
knot
in the had to prevent it from pulling out and
solder the end to contact No. R, upper section
of the cable terminal block. From this stun.
contact connect a lead to contact Nn.
ou
switch No. 2. The inside cmnections of the
screen -grid lead are now completed.
The handle of the test plug should be care fully removed from the base by taking
out the two screws holding it in place.
Isis
connect the wires from the base, making n note
of the prongs tu which they connect, and turn
the cable out of the handle. About
in. from
the top of the handle drill hole about n lit in.
Into the side of the handle. ¡See Fig. 4.1 (ht
the opposite side of the handle fasten it clip
made of spring brass.
Be careful Om t the
screw does not hit the cable. Cut off the cable
covering for about two inches and wrap some
thread around it to prevent further unraveling.
Take the light -black lead which has been disconnected from the heavy one and pass it
through the new hole in the handle.
Push the remaining wires through the handle
and connect them to the base in the original
manner. Be sure that the wires are correctly
connected and that there is no danger of short
circuits inside the base. The wire which comes
(Continued on paie 769)
1
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He made it himself-easily-

TROUBLE SHOOTING
Ire /Uinae,l from mop

3 Valuable New Books

-

Formulas and Recipes
Radio
Mathematics

Pi.".nt,d IIrr.' :m

br.00l few book:, of diversified nature, which are most educational and
iustmeti'e. Eau's book car itti Iy treats a subject
in full, and is prepared by :nr expert in tb Mild.
The books uro well written and thoro,,r!ni illustrated
to make the contents understandable. Get these books
promptly-moil coupon below.
1. FORMULAS AND RECIPES
for the Practical Man
This book has been compiled by S. t;ernsback, ;t
sell -known author of toract teal instnet roost manuals
in various scientific Nolrls.
It is extremely helpful
and will show you how to save money by making in
your own home, at a fret ton of the regular cost,
tine hundred :old one prrpara l,,,, ,chili y'ou now
buy for use at home or business.
HERE TS A\ PARTIAL, CONTENTS:
I. .ldheslees: Glues. Cement,
" Cleansing: Stain Removers, lticarhel.
3. Metal
Craft I '.,bring, Ox, IIzIng.
Plating. Polishes.
faints: Colors, Stain.. Verni she,.
4.
3. Glass- Working: Cutting. Drilling. Raring. Etching. Enthe

orasing.
9.
\Cali -t 'rats: Fireproofing. Arid-proofing.
\vaterprooang, Furniture Polishes. 7. Inks: Sympathetic.
In iBible. Hectograph. s, Photography: Des elopers, Emu!.
dons, Fixers.
9. Ant h,.les for Pol.nn..
R,ouedie. for
and
Srxhll.
I :unrs
Tli.infe,.l :uns.
m.
PnIwratlun.
\lanipnlatiou. Ilandllnc. \Ilslug. Tubbs
\weight: of
\Lea urea.
Useful Tables.
2. FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF RADIO
Radio Snmpty Expiainea
Origin, Nature
and Functions
The book, written by 1.nnis Martin, has been prepans! with .special consideration given to young members in the radio profession. and those who have
gained their experience in a haphazard fashion. This
radio primer is a handy fundamental aid for ' heck ing up' and systematizing your knowledge of radio.
ILs'nrdl -s of how much von know about the snbjct.
you should read this hook.
HERE IS ,\ PARTIAL CONTENTS:
Chapter I- Fundamental: of Ita,lio: Electricity, Residence,
Vatted,. The Magnetic l'Irruit, The Magnetic Field, In,ductanee. I'nndeluers,
.P. I'irrult s. Propagation of Itadlo
Phaaaer II -The Simple itadio Set. Single. Two.
stool ThreeClnvit Tuners. The Battery Set. Vacuum Tubes.
Electric Sets, Loud Speaker..; Chapter
Diagrams, Howe
to Read Theta; /'hauler IV -A meteor. athi Broadcast Stations. Talking Pictures. Toles iion.

f

-xis

,

III-

3. ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS
for the Technician and Craftsman
This manual has 16,1, esp,si :Illy prepared for the

man who wishes to acquire a working knowledge of
the elementary principles of mathematics. A a'unrplete treatment of the -ubjeet is given by the author.
ylr, C. Shaiumark, with special altent inn to the use
1t snot Loma t ice in Radio and other technical work
tar tirso who employ its formulas daily,
HERE is .t PARTIAL CONTENTS:
t
Aril lintel lr: .\ dJilbsr. Molt bdicatlnn, Sublrarlon, Dir'dnn, How to Vie DeLmals;
F'radions, l'lareutages,
l' at h, and Proportions; III -Powers and hoot.; IV-The

ll-

-

\

Syoru. V-How to
ylalhauatts for the

a rie

Measure Surfare. and Volumes;
Manua! and Technical IraftsSheelnl Mathematics for the Radio Technician;
Commrrrlal Calculallna:. Short -rut Arithmetic. to-

t-n; 'IIII1-

net Calculation. Discounts; IX- Weights and Al ca ,ures;
-Useful Tables.
All our honks arm of mr ifonn size, 6 x n incles, and
r,utain 64 pages. The books are printed on st mug
taper with stiff colored cover:.
r

Clip and Mail Coupon TOD.1Y!
PRESS GUILD INC.,
Emlosed hod

f

t' a following books:
No. I
No. 2
No. 3

I

aa, each, Postpaid.
Nance

Address

City and State

16

Murray St., New York City. ItC -6
for old+ i mail toe pn 11,011

from our instructions.

7 :;.50

Now, cet une the set to a I30x1 he. station, or
as heur to it as possible. Readjust the trim mers on the It.1". condensers, do not 011101
the trimmer ou the mu-Motor cumleuser. July
very slight adjustments of the ILF. trimmers
should be necessary here.
If the above instructions have been carried
ont properly, the set should now be in perfect
alignment at all points ou the dial. and
changes ln the trimmers at any point on the
hunt should not be necessary.
Poor sensitivity on one end of the baud.
as compared to the other end, or ou both
ends as compared to the luiddle. is almost
invariably it sign of Improper tacking, and
can be eorre(ted by waking the adjustments
already des,li bed, Luck of sensitivity all over
the band. pro, tied all other things are correct,
Is usually an indication that the I nt1'media te
transformers are not tuned aecwutely. As
already stated, the adjustment of the Inter mwljates to t'X;iettf 175 ke. is of extreme

-

ímpnrtaure.
-Birdies " Si nnds like a regene ra t ire receiver passing suUions nt various 160111í un
the band -are caused either by Ile intermediates being tuned ta sum, fregro'nc., other
than 175 k... or by tnsntheieut selectivity in
the IL.l'. tuning clrenits. .\u easy way to find
which is the cons is lo short the oscillator
tuning condenser. and Do n rotate the dial
with the odium. control turned well up, Under
these conditions. no stations should be heard,
in fact the receiver should Iw absolutely silent.
If stations are heard at some points, without
the oscillator tube oleratinng, it is a certainty
that the intermediates are not tuned properly.
If the set is silent without the oscillator
working. but whistling 'birdie' are heard
W1101 it is working, the selectivity of the It.F.
stations is insufficient. The simplest way of
correcting this Is to tue a much shorter antenna, or to remove turns from the primary
of the antenna coll. .1 very small condenser,
of the order of .1100.7-mf., la midget cellulite
will dol inserted In the antenna lend, will very
often eliminate the whistles wi Ihlnt appreciably cutting down the s, mit is sty of the set.
Oecaslonally, ou some supers. there will be
found repeat points about :rill ke. off the
proper place fur a station.
There are two
remedies for this -either those already described for "birdies" iw'hich will ulna ply be
found on sets having the repeat poloist or by
improving the shi,9dlug ut' tb set from direct
pickup: no. f et itapir, mounting n set ,chics

mtshi,ded on the Lott
nn
metal plate. so that the bottom will be
shielded. Covering the top of the chassis with
it grounded metal 1)1:110. so ns to shield the
variable condenser Seel lows and grid caps is
often very helpful.
ililrophoule audio howls will I, found
troublesome in some imiterfel't sn pers. and
the builder. naturally attributing it to a bad
tube, will hunt in vain for the tube that is
rousing the trouble. Actually. the howl may
o lased by vibration in the plates of the
variable condensers. It can usually be cured
by mounting the entire chassis nn it piece of
sponge rubber, allowing the entire clinssis to
vibrate, instead of just the condenser plates.
Some sets will have ample selectivity so far
as 1111181e is concerned. but 111 at st;tlion next
to a p1w,rful local. the tond notes of the
local will -ea t. over" with a kind of scratching blast. This is a sign that Ile local is
modulating a band more than ln k'. wide, and
hmstnneb as the trouble originates in the air,
it cannot be completely eliminated. It cran.
however. be considerably ameliorated by the
addition of a band -pass stage time Fig. 31 ahead
of the tuner. This will redo.. the amount
of signa I from the loyal that reaches the grid
of the ti est It. F. amplifier tube, but will not
set.'
sly affect the strength of the signal from
the station to which the set is tinned.
Some sets will be found which work very
nicely over a portion of the band. usually the
high frequency end. but which stop working
entirely on other portions. 'lids is caused by
the oscillator tube having inlorrert voltages,
so that it stops oscillating in spots, .\ checkup of the voltages supplied to the oscillator
has the chassis

at
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(Continuo! from page 740)
prevents a flow- of current from the aluminum
to the electrolyte. The great capacity of the
electrolytic condenser is due primarily to the
microscopic thinness of the gas film, which
arts as it dielectric just as the paper or mica
does in ordinary condensers. The greater Ilse
area of the active electrodes the higher the

Sir:

Must confess that this hook has taken
by surprise. I did not expert to receive
hook of such splendid material. and so

conveniently put together; otY first Innlress Ion
Than after looking
was one of admiration.
II
over a while I o as simply elated to find
such a .storehouse of valuable Information. for
the price. 1 feel that it is a gift, not a

stitute,

purchase.
You will understand wind a book Ilke this
means to me, when i tell you that I a
all sear a student of the National Radio Inand although the course Is romplete
nd ediin even' sense of the word, this s
tion of your Radio Encyclopedia will always
he of great assistance to Me in my study,
and always, after graduation. 1 feel that the
should recommend a copy to even
N. It. I.
student enrolled for a course in Radio; whataever branch the student may want to aped llze in, he will and this volume an asset
worthy of the highest esteem.
To ale it's worth its weight In gold;

I'll

NEVER part from It.
My feeling of satisfaction is such an elation, that i caret thank you sufficiently for
the valuable volume you have spent so much
thought and labor in compiling, to put on the
market at so low a price. But I beg you
to be content with my parr expression of
gratitude. and my sincerest wish for an enormous sale of your new edition Radio Ency-

clopedia.

BERT W. KELLEY,
La Linda, Hinduras,

What rise Near Second Edition
Encyclopedia Gives You
It gives you an explanation of every

C.
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DRY ELECTROLYTICS

BIG HELP TO
STUDENT IN
RADIO COURSE
I

June,

A.

Radio

word used
in radio.
These explanations-or, rather. dehnltiuns -are not brief outline information like those
of an ordinary dictionay, but they give in fullest
detail, and at considerable length, the meaning
and appllration of even' word. phrase, general and
special team used In the science of radio. They
written in plain, everyday English, easily
a re
understood by anyone.
Practically every definition in the book is illustrated by drawings. photographs, diagrams, or
charts. All you need to do is to look up as you
dictionary, the word or phrase about
would in
which you are seeking information. Furthermore.
each page is key- indexed. for greater convenience
All the Sub.
l definition.
and speed In loafing
Piet-Matter Is Arranged In Alphabetical Order.
This greatly enlarged Second Edition Radio Encyclopedia Is an absolute necessity to everyone interested In Radio, It answers all radio questions.
It
increases your knowledge and saves your time
mers even known radio problem, and Is a gold mine of practical information for even radio man.

2,201 RADIO DEFINITIONS
1,253 TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
34 TABLES AND CHARTS
24 PAGES OF APPENDIX
Red Morocco- Keratol Flexible Binding
Printed on strong ledger paper, Loose -Leaf
Arrangement
352
pages
9 x 12
inches

Weight
3

Ibs.

capacity.

It should be noted carefully- that the electrolytic condenser must be "poled" properly in a
circuit, with the aluminum anode always con-

If the ctrnnectlons
are reversed anti the aluminum anode made
negative, the oxygen is attracted to the cathode, which, having no porous coating to hold
it. allows the gas to escape out inn a the air.
Current flows Ilunugh the cell and the en patch y
eie).t is nut produced.
as electrolytic condenser is used as
part of the filter system of tt "1:" power pack,
the transient A.C. from the rectifier untmu11ytends to break down the film. but the L.C.
component is so much larger that it counteracts
nected to the positive side.

_

GREATEST MAGAZINE IN
TELEVISION

this action.
In the "dry"

electrolytic condenser, the
cathode, in one representative
form of long strips of aluminum
the other slightly less so), sepastrips of cotton cloth soaked in
electrolyte. In the Concourse condenser, illustrated in Fig. 3, the electrolyte is ammoanode and the
make. take the
foil (one pure,
rated by larger

nium borate or phosphate dissolved in glycerine and gelatine. The glycerine, being hygroscopic, absorbs moisture from the air and keeps
the active electrolyte properly moistened: It
has no effect itself on the eleviro- chemical action of the condenser- '1'ho mixture has a
jellylike consistency-, which is carefully ad-

justed during manufacture so that it is neither
too thin nor tots thick. It Is thin enough to
be absorbed by the pores of the cotton. but too
thick to run out of the container. It is not
affected by vibration, and the condenser is
therefore ideal for automotive applications.
Resides the area of the plates, the capacity
The
is determined by the forming voltage.
same condenser formed at 500 colts to have
a capacity of 10 ant. will have 20 mf. if formed
at 250 cults. The permanency of the oxide
coating in the Concourse condensers Is insured
by slow and gradual forming, which takes about
36 hours. A peak voltage of 000 Is allowable
for short periods at a temperature not exceeding 125 degrees l'arenheit. The normal high
working voltage is from 350 to 4:10, with the
temperature not above 130 or 140 degrees.
One of the interesting and less known facts
about "dry" electrolytic condensers is their reaction to temperature changes. Low temperatures, from zero to 30 degrees below, reduce
the effective capacity about 40% below the
rated value, but this loss Is only temporary and
the full capacity is restored when the temperature returns to normal. Another fact not generally known is that the capacity of a 1111denser of this type may be increased if the
working voltage Is below normal. For instance,
if a condenser is formed at 500 volts and has a
capacity of 1 -m f., this will increase in time as
h as 00q if It is used continuously on 300
volts,
Capacity readings can be made on "dry" electrolytic condensers in the same way as on
paper condensers. Leakage current, ¡Osiris flows
in spite of the theoretical barrier of the gas
film, can be measured with a mill inmmeter and
It 500 -volt D.C. source.
The normal leakage
current per mf, varies from ,013 -ma. for the
300 -volt condensers to .1 -ma. for the 500 -volt
sizes.
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Latest Developments In cathode
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Practical Teievlslon Receiver.
Theory and Application of Color Telesislon.
Scanning Frequencies for Cathmle Ray Tubes.
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SPECIAL OFFER COUPON

r
GERNSBACK CORPORATION.
98 Park Place. New York, N. Y.
Send line on tell) of the new Second Edition
I enclose hereS. t ;entsluck's eRadio Kntyclohedla.
order preferred
. Ith $3.98, cheek or money
(Foreign and Canada. add 35e extra for postage .I
Money refunded in full it not satisfactory.
S.
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'I'ROUBLE SHOOTING
(Continued from paye 757)
tulle. and the correction of these (if incorrect
will usually fix the trouble bets using dy-natl'on oscillators are particularly subject to this
trouble. In this rase, trying out several tubes
will result in one being found which will
work properly over the whole band. Many '24
Daises will not oscillate at all nun dyne Irons,
although they will function perfectly as detectors; and almost all tubes, so used. require
very accurate settings of the screen and plate
(Continued on page 7611
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THE JEWELL 199 SET ANALYZER
(Continued front page 756)
eon through the side of the handle is n
itected to the clip on the other side of handle.
Frig. 4 shows details.
This completes the connection for the sereengrid tubes. When making tests, the cap In the
set slides under the clip on the' test plug and
the cap on the tester provides connection to
the tube in the tester. Wrap some tape around
the clip on the plug handle so as to prevent
shocks If your hand comes in contact with
the shields.
You are now ready to connect the switches.
As one connection is already made to switch
No. 2 start with that one.
(See Fig. 7.)
Unsolder the wire connected to ('1 on M4 and
connect It to contact No. :3 on swlteh No. 2.
As the position of the multiplier contacts may
not be the same on sill teshrS, it is best to
trace this lend. Reference to Fig. 2 will show
that it connects to one side of the gril ttst
switch, to the negative post of the 4.5 -volt test
battery and to contact No. 5, lower ...trail of
the cable terminal block. Connect Cl en M4
to contact No. 2, or switch blade of switch
No, 2. Connect another wire from ('1 on M4
to contact No. 1 on switch No. I. Unsolder the
wire connected to contact No. 7. upper section.
cable terminal block and connect it to contact
No. 2 on switch No. 1, which is the switch
blade. Connect contact No. 3 on switch No, 1
to contact No. 7, upper- section of cable terminal

block.

This completes the rebuilding of the tester.
The engraving can be done with a sharp pointed
instrument and engraver's wax or white lead.
Switch No. 1 is marked 300v., S.t ;- & C.G.
Switch No. 2 is marked 75V.. C.C.
If push button type switches are used. mark
the button with a line parallel to the lock
pin in the Same manner as the Jewell switches
ti
marked.
tBefore replacing the tester in the rase, clean

POWER FOR THE
-err, lit, in amperes, will be

-,
to

or 0.10 (ap-

110

rent flow of 105 to 115 ana.
Having established the correct impedance for
the primary, we are ready to start on the
secondary.

Finding Secondary Turns

If we only knew the exact number of turns
in the primary we could easily calculate the
number of turns in the secondary. 'fhis. 110Wever, IS unknown, and in order to find the
number of turns on the secondary, the writer
used the expedient of winding over the primary a "test secondary" of 100 turns, and
measuring its voltage.
With this data on hand, the number of turns
In tile "primary" was calculated as follows:

=

- -

Elx11)0

E2
Where NI = number of turns in the choke
coil or "primary";
El = 110V. .t.C.
F.2 = ...radar). voltage lobserved 1.
Rnrtsving the muniber of nuns In the pt9m:l'y. the uunOsr of t nrus ill the secundauy
;

(11111111,

xNl

,N2

-

'_._.110

it carefully to remore all dirt and solder that
may later get into the switches and cause
t rouble,
The pentode adapter Is easy to make. Two
Fl" type tube bases and two Pilot No. 215
subpanel sockets are needed. Cut off the tube
Lase 3! in. from the bottom. Drill a hole
in the, center of Une tube base Luge enough
to pass a 6/32 In. machine screw. Drill a
hole in the side of the tube base, opposite the
Cathode prong, large enough to pass a lead
through. Cut off t he prongs of the sockets
leaving Just enough to solder n connection.
Psi' insulated wire for connections. (See Fig.
5 for details.)
The changes made do not effect the normal
operation of the tester except when testing
'S0 type tidies. Current can now be tested in
both plates. Test the current in one Pian.
in the usual manner. To test the other pone
press the "300V.S.G." button nod the -I:0.
MA." button.

AND A NEW SERVICE

usual'.

S.

W. CONVERTER

The mst thing Is to disassemble the choke
unit, soldering lends to the two ends of the
coil. New tightly wind at least two layers
of varnished cambric tape, or even ordinary
friction tape over it to prevent a short circuit
between this "primary" and the secondary.
The wire for the secondary should br No. It;.

or even No. 14 :LAVA ;. enameled or cottoncovered copper, although ordinary "bell" wire
may be used.
Now wind N2 turns over the primary; and
solder leads to the resulting secondary. Place
over this eril enough tape to keep the secondary free) touching the iron laminations
when tii.y are reassembled. tai account of
the reutoval of many layers from the choke,
there will be sparce for plenty of tape.
Reassemble the new transformer. tighten the
frame screws to keep the sere fum vibrating.
(Onuert the primary cord and plug, and the
transformer is ready for use.
'l'he operation of the set is very simple. and
by turning off the illa Meet SW It ell ou the short wave NO you 11150 disconnect the gaseous-rectifier tube: as there is no load on this tube,
it will be inoperative even if there is an alternating R.M.F. between socket connections Fl
and I 2.
With few exceptions, no data is given on
the various units used for the construction
of the short -wave receiver. as this article Is
primarily intended to show the method used
in obtaining the high -tension voltages from
the power transformer in the broadcast receiver; the construction of the filament transformer; and at few of the other features
is not Intended to describe the construction
of a short- and long -wave combination.
RADIO- ('fa.ti r readers may find this information on a practical method of obtaining high
voltages without the use of another transformer useful for oilier purposes, without reducing the efficiency of the broadcast radio set.
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order today for Hand-leak, including the
Manual, or write for FREE RNA Color Code
Card and new. complete catalogue.
LYNCH MFG. CO., Inc., 1775 -RC B'way., N.Y.C.
Send

Testing Tubes
Test plate and filament voltages as usual
plate current as usual, if the screen -grid voltage is less than 75 volts press the 11.C, "Rev."'
button and "75C Volts" button. If it is mure
titan 75 volts, press the ":100V," and "Plate
:;OOV." buttons.
Screen -grid current can be
tested by pressing the "300V.S.G." and the
"15 MA." buttons. For control -grid voltage,
press the "75V,C ." and "75C Volts" buttons.
For tube test, press "MA." button, connect a
lead to the 300V binding post and touch it to
the cap of tube.
Place the adapter with the lung lead on
the test plug and fasten the lead to the clip
on the handle. The adapter with the short
lend is placed in the analyzer socket and the
lead connected to the screen -grid lead on the
analyzer. l'est plate and filament voltages as

(C'ontinued frena page 739)

proximately), or 100 ma.; the S.4.0111180. current ill amperes will be 2 x 1.75 or 3.50.
In order to pass 100 ma. through the "choke"
winding at 110 V.. -LC.. It will be necessary
Io n,uwve many turns before the impedance of
the .oil is reduced to the correct value for
ex, as the transformer primary. The right
may to do this is to remove several hundred
terns (several lit yens), reassemble the choke,
aul put 110 volts across its terminals. meas(ring the current flow by means of an A.C.
urillitunmeter. Since extreme accuracy is not
required, it will only take about two trials
to obtain the right number of turns for a cur-

NI

A New Service Kit

A NE W

Money Making
FIELD

Instantaneous RECORDING

Make records of radio programs, banquet
speeches, weddings, social functions, political
meetings, singers, orchestras, etc. We carry
a complete line of studio and portable recording equipment, also complete line of
parts for home assembly.
Write for further information.

AMPEC ENGINEERING LABORATORIES
Liberty St.
New York, N. Y.

135

NEW 1932 HAND LAPEL MIKES
No.306-Single Putton $5.00
No. 501 -Single Button 10.00
50.3-Two Button.. 15.00
and 15 other types for
every occuSion.
Also Direct Manufacturers of
Amplifiers, Horn Units,
Trumpets and All
No.

P. A. Accessories

for Catalogue RC Now
MILES REPRODUCER CO.
26 East 22nd St., N. Y. C.
Send
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te. hniral.

non- mathenmllcal course or Wit runt ion
rte,powlencr In In le -sans by Arthur il. Halloran.
urow in Television for the Extension ins I stun
the university of California. Any radio man can
It.

The

amrse

costs

only

$10.00.

Five

brings you the ttr,t live lesions. Enroll now.
hole Ray Television Is moo on tho air.
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SHORT WAVE
SUBMARINER
ACROCYCLE
OSCILLATOR

CONVERTER

5125°

$1750

AUTO -DIAL (Auto Radio) $40.00

Send for Free Circular
J -M -P MANUFACTURING CO., Inc.

3355 Fond du Lac Ave.

Milwaukee, Wis.

-It

RADIO PHYSICS COURSE
by Alfred A. Ghirardi . . $3.50
RADIO SERVICING COURSE
by Ghirardi & Freed . . $1.50
Send for FREE Circular at once.

The Radio Technical Pub. Co.
80 Fifth Ave.

RC -6, New York City
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SERVICE FORUM
I

received your book, "How to Build and Operate
Short Wave Receivers." I em very pleased with
it, as I believe it is the best book that has been
printed on short wave work. It is invaluable to
builders of Short Wave receivers. Worth man)
times the price, my candid opinion.
E. H. BL.4DES,
Radcliff, .4lberta, Canada.

tC on/inucd Jrooa palle 734)
copies of "Radin For All" are available at the
present tine. nevertheless the book is being
reprinted in revised forai autel will be announced

shortly. -Editor.)

1101V TO BUILD

"LICENSED BY

AND

OPERATE

T

SHORTWAVE
RECEIVERS
PUBLISHED

BY

HE greatest book of its kind ever published.
HOW TO BUILD AND OPERATE SHORT
WAVE RECEIVERS is the best and most

up -to date book on the subject ever put between two
covers.
The book has been edited and prepared by the
editors of SHORT WAVE CRAFT, and contains a
wealth of material on the building and operation, not
only of typical short wave receivers, but short wave
converters as well.
Dozens of short wave sets will be found in this
book, which contains hundreds of illustrations; actual
photographs of sets built, hook -ups and diagrams
galore.

WE SAY -AND REPEAT IT-THAT NOTHING LIKE THIS HAS EVER BEEN PUBLISHED

SlIORÍ

WAVE

BEFORE.
The book comes with a heavy colored cover, and
No exis printed throughout on first -class paper.
pense has been spared to make this the outstanding volume of its kind. The book measures 7% z

CRAFT
ae PARK PLACE
NEW YORK

10 inches.

al\wl!wi wl V
Iii' -6 t
SHORT WAVE CRAFT
96.98 Park Place, New Yak City.
I enclose herewith fifty (bor) rems for which
ropy of your new hook iii)tt'
please send u
TO 11111.1) AND OPERATE SHORT tvtVel
RECEIVERS. (Send money order, check. viol..
or new C. S. Stamps. Register letter It it
contains currency or stamps.)
Name

This book is sold only at such a ridiculously low
price because it is our aim to put this valuable
work into the hands of 50,000 short wave enthusiasts during the first few months of 1932.
Published by the publishers of SHORT WAVE
CRAFT magazine. This alone will be your guarantee
that it is a really worthwhile publication.
We know that if you are at all interested in short
will not wish to do without this book. It
is a most important and timely new radio publication.
Stiff Paper Covers
250 Illustrations
76 Pages
waves you

-

-

NOT SOLD ON NEWSSTANDS
Mail Coupon At Left!

Address

City and State

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

ut teli cents per word for each
Advertisements in this section are inserted at the eilst word.
Cash should accompany all
insertion -name, initials and address each count as une advertising
agency. No less than
recognized
by
a
placed
unless
classified advertisements
ten words are accepted. Advertising for the July 1932 issue should be received not later
than May 9th.

CHEMISTRY

RADIO

BECOME TRAINED CHEMIST. Thousands of
opportunities -fascinating career. Learn at home.
Complete experimental laboratory outfit given.
Write for big free book. Chemical Institute,
19 Park Place. Dept. RC, New York.

GUARANTEED "Pocket Radio," $2.00. Catalogue,
10e. Neil Tasker, Shamokin. Pennsylvania.

INVENTORS

PATENT YOUR INVENTION: Send for FREE
book, "How to Obtain a Patent," and "Record
of Invention" blank. Consult us about how to
protect your ideas. Victor J. Evans & Co., 620F
Victor Bldg., Washington, D. C.

RADIO INSTRUCTION
LEARN Radio. television and talking pictures
in Canada. Day, evening and home study classes.
Free scholarship and trip to Toronto, all expenses paid. Booklet on request. Radio College
of Canada, 310 Yonge St., Toronto.
$5,01M1
PROVES

PAID
ANYONE
W H O
THAT THIS IS

not the actual photo of myself
showing my superb physique
and how the Ross System has
increased my own height to
Hundreds
6 ft. 3 3.4 inches.
Clients UP
of Testimonials.
to 45 years old gain from 1 to
6
inches in a few weeks!

O. MALCOLM ROSS.
Scarborough, England, (P. 0. Bog 15).

MEN, ATTENTION- Speakers rewound. magnetized, repaired, $2.00 to $2.75. Complete Power Pack Service- Transformers rewound,
condenser blocks repaired, resistors duplicated.
Guaranteed. Clark Brothers Radio Co., Albia,
Iowa.
SERVICE

GUARANTEED MICROPHONE REPAIRS-Any
make or model -24 hour service. Stretched diaOthers
phragm double button repairs, $7.50.
Single button repairs, $1.50. Write for
$3.00.
Universal Micro1932 Catalog with diagrams.
phone ('o., Ltd., Inglewood, Calif.

BACK ISSUES
can be had at the
price of 25c each. Address
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Don't you think It is a crime to let these
"Shunts Birds" put it big ad in a city publication that has a small "Licensed by" and
a large "RCA" printed in one -inch type, followed by a pletore of a midget and a price
tag of $17.93?
The people surely fall for that "line" and
how.

am Just a small -town radio dealer and
Man, so maybe' I don't know all I
should. I handle two standard lines, (irnybar
and Silver \larshall.
'l'he other day n fellow came in to look at
Ile asked the
n small Graybarrete Model 4.
price and I replied that it was $:57.30. Ile
looked around n WilIle 111111 then said, Well
I guess I'll go to the city and get one of those
I replied that there was no
$lt4.9h7. lt('A's."
ite.t set selling for $1S.tE. I'pon quest toning
him further. I found that it was an "RCA
Licensed" set,
When I explained that nearly crow set is
licensed by RCA whether it be an "A.K. ", or
" liest Ever," lie began to see light. I made
the deal, but it I had not spoken to hint, he
would have bought the cheap outfit.
What do other radio men think of this? Of
course, there may be some that have these sets
at bargain prices. that think this type of buss.
ness is O.K., but those that have a standard
agency for a well- known set will agree with
me, I am sille.
I

Service

Will you please pubI have unloaded now.
lish this letter so that I may know what other
dealers think?

II,

D. Mtt.STR. %D,

J'erll, Nebraska.
(The question raised by Mr. Mllstend is a
rather moot one.
here in New York City,
where competition Is the spice of life, price cutting is an everyday occurence, and no one
seems to mind It, not outwardly, at any rate.
The answer seems to be nothing more than gritting ones teeth and meeting the competition.
If competition can't be met, then you're out
of the running. -Editor.)

A TIMELY QUESTION
Editor, R.tflo- CRAFT:

The inquiry that I am going to make will
doubtless
interest many aggressive radio
technicia nu.
For the last five years, I have been employed by it prominent manufacturer, starting
in the factory and subsequently, having qualified myself through training, being transferred
to technical work in the laboratory. A few
months ago I was the victim of a 75 percent
reduction in the technical force, due to an
unexpected decrease in production.
Now I desire to enter the service field as
an independent, and would like to have your
advice on the best procedure. I have both the
practical and technical knowledge of current
receivers, having previously been employed in
service work. By reading 'h.tnto- CRAFT monthly,
I have full nd that you have been of assistance
to of lier readers in sit i lac enterprises, them
fore I consider you one of the best sources of
iiiformat inn in this natter. If you consider
niy query beneliehal to others, you may publish
t his.
4 :is_

.Ilananank

.1

A. J. Ot.it'E,
re., Phila., Pa.

It is difficult to answer this query in a short
paragraph and therefore Mr. Glick is referred
to one of our hooks -How to Become a Itadlo
Service JLan.

"- Editor.)
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TRANSFORMERS (Radio Power) rewound, special types made to order. Supreme Radio Laboratory, 16 Fulton Avenue, Rochester, N. Y.

Editor,

Height Seeeialist.

RADIO -CRAFT
New York, N. Y.
98 Park Place

ADDRESS CHANGE
The replacement parts and service department of the Brunswick Radio Distributing
Company has been taken over, according to a
recent announcement, by the newly- organized
United Radio Service with o0ices at 019 West
Fifty -fourth Street in New York City.
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USING THE

usually adjusted to 1. volt.
After the input voltage has been ri asured.
and the
t he switch Is shifted t o position
voltage arruss th, secunda ry of the coupling
dreire is measured. The frequency (lutrIleterist it of the colliding device may be determined
by plotting the applied inputfruqueury against
the output vodtagc, keeping the input voltage
into the device all a roux fret ra lilt. Iltuing
the course of the measurement. the input voltage should be checked from time to time.
Loudspeaker Response Characteristics
Loudspeaker response characteristics may be
del unui tied by using the set -up given in Fig. S.
In addition to the amplifier normally used to
supply the $11111 ker, an additional amplifier is
required. 'Phis amplifier is 1151(1 to strengthen
the feeble currents picked up by a microphone
placed nt a suitable distance from the loudspeaker.
The V.T. voltmeter is arranged in conjunction with the S.I'.i LT. switch, as shown in
the schematic, in order that the voltage applied
to the speaker may be kept at n constant value.
as well as providing a means for ntensuring
the output of the microphone amplifier.
In order that some degree of accuracy may
be oldained in this measurement, it is necessary
that the microphone and its amplifier hat rr as
near u flat frequency- characteristic as possible
from approximately 50 to 10.(100 cycles. In
a ddit i rm. where greater accuracy is desired. it
is advisable to place both the span khr and t he
microphone in n large cabinet Or small room.
whose walls have been lined with sound ab-

sorbing material,
The din racterist is of speakers are usually
plotted on toga rithm le paper. frequency against
voltage pickup.
.1s n rule. the measurement
is only comparative, unless the operator knows
the frequency characteristics of the measuring
apparatus and of the room in which the speaker
and the microphone is contained.

Phonograph Pickup Frequency
Characteristics
In measuring the characteristics of phonograph pickups the setup as given in Fig. 0 L
used, with the exception that standard-frequency records are employed instead of the
audio -frequency oscillator.
The st auada rd- frequency records are ratted in
decibels gain or loss. Inasmuch as the input
voltage will be known, it is not necessary to
try to measure the input of the pickup. which
nt best, is n complicated procedure in itself.
The 10.1'. L.T. awl tell 1$ therefore eliminated. It
may be necessary, however. to use it similar
arrangement in order to swircl in the amplifier stage of the gooseneck V. 'I'. voltmeter,
when desired. The gain Or I,!,. in decibels is
determined in the same nmrner a. described
under Audio -Frequency Clain Measurements.
P.E.C. Frequency Characteristics
The set -tap to determine the frequency characteristics of phutu,lectrii cells is the same as
used for loudspeaker response measurements,
Fig. 8. with the exception that a .ujtalle neon
lamp is used instead of the loudsp, ake'', and the
photoelectric cell to be Moo stured is substttatted for the microphone.

Measurement of Modulation Percentage

The percentage of modulation of at trans Modulo fed oscillator may be determined by many different methods. 'Elie method
described here is simple and has aa11 accuracy
of 5r/. which is sufliciout for ordinary purposes.
The EWE.
i:. definition of percentage moduIalion is the ratio of one -half the difference lies
nveen the maximum amplitude load the minimum a mplinale of the moclu ha tad wave. to the
(average amplitude texpressed in percentI. As
the modulo tad current amplitude will vary
:above and below the unmodula ted radio -frequency amplitude by equal amounts (when of
sinusoidal wav'e form) the percentage of modulation may be calculated from the following

niltIrr or

formula

:

Percent modulation

=

Im

-

VOLTMETER

V. T.
I

le
X 100

le
Where the peak It.l'. current, when modulated. Is expressed as Im, and the peak R.F.
current, when unmodulated, Is expressed as lc.

,n

7() I

pape

Insure
YOUR WORK

no,

7

'l'he set -up for the measurement is given in
Fig. 0. The pickup inductance of the V.I'.
voltmeter tI,t may be tWO or three turns of
heavy insulated wire collided to
plate inductance of the oscillator tu be measured. The
condenser t' and the inducttuae together
with the lltll -alun resist ur It comprises a rest).
mint circuit that is tuned to the frequency of
the oscillator to be measured.
The current
through It is calculated III when the oscillator is modulated, and (2) when unmodula t ed.

tir

Measuring Iron -Core Inductances
measuring the inductance of iron -core
(-oils. it is quite often desirable to know the
inductance when direct current is circulating
through the circuit in ddit ion to the alternating current. The setup giron In Fig, lu
protides a means of measurement whereby the
inductance may be measured with only A.C. and
with both A.C. and L.C. circulating.
To measure the inductance of the choke with
.only A.1'. through the circuit, the l). i'.IIT.
switch is set to the A.1'. position and the S.I':
L.T. switch set to position 2. The voltage drop
across the 1011 -ohm resist it nee It is now determined by the V:1'. voltmeter. Halving determined the current flowing through the circuit,
and knowing the A.C. voltage as indicated by
VU, the impede nie is determined by dividing
the voltage by the current. The inductance
may now be calculated by the following
formula
+11100

CLAROSTAT

In

ep/acemen

11

:

Inductance tin henries)

VOLUME CONTROLS
CLAROSTAT Replacement Volume Controls are
"Custom-Made" to exactly suit the receivers for
which they are offered.
Not a makeshift job
lot

idea.
The resistant.. taper. shape and shaft are made
according to the proper specifications.
There is no delay in installing them. There are
no comebacks when you use CL ROST AT products.
See the new CLAROSTAT CONTROL HANDBOOK AND CATALOG for 32 pages of dope for
service men. Send for your FREE copy,

CLAROSTAT MFC.Co.
285-287 N. 6TH SLBKLYN.

L2-(ItI.

I6.28 x frequency

rÌÌ

12

In the above formula the term RI. is given:

it is the L.C. resistance of the choke and may

determined by any convenient method.
To measure the inductance of the choke with
birth L.C. and A.C. through the circuit, the
inductance is first measured with only the A.C.
us described above.
After the A.C. current
and voltage of We circuit have been determined,
the S.I'.In.T, switch (SW.2) is set to position 1,
and the equivalent indication un the V.T.
voltmeter determined with the 10 mf, condenser
In the circuit. 'l'his indication is recorded as
being (4111111 tu tlae previous determined cul toge
drop nous$ the resistance It.
The primary of the transformer is now
opened, Sí1'.1 Is set to the LC position. leaving
SW.2 on position 1. The potential of the tapped
batten. '11" and III are varied to give the
desired DA'. through the choke. 'l'he current
is indicated by a suitable I t'. mi Ilia mmeter MA.
The transformer primary switch is next
closed, the resistor in the primary circuit of
T is adjusted until the indication of the V.T.
voltmeter is the same as the value recorded in
the first steps of the procedure. when the 10 nuis
c
tenser was placed in the circuit. Now noting the new voltage VII 1110 on V51, and the
V.T. voltmeter indicating the same voltage
drop, as was obtained without L.C. through
the choke, the Opera for may calculate the impedance as for the A.1'. measurement. From
the impedance. ha ring previously determined
the II.t', resist a n re of the choke, the inductance
In henries may be determined by the same

ANNOUNCING

be

formula.
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We Are the Only Authorized
Exclusive Service Bureau for

SERVICE
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Brie w
,
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complete stock of parts for
-oti ^' -f. V1for f -ce

,arts

UNITED RADIO SERVICE
619 West 54th Street
New York, N. Y.
Big Discount so Dealers and Servicemen

Power Generator
FOR SHORT WAVE

BROADCASTING

Rep. Price Was S75
C. s Gov. lamer gen-

merator

itting

for

radin

made by

trans-

w'e.t-

Ideal
for
Amateur Broadcasting.
Limited quant Ity wortbased from l'. S. Gov.
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Corp, 250 to
211
soot cetera
oan s. 110
connected direst hell driven
Guaranteed mec and
planes.
cs idle
they In
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(Continued from page 758)
voltages íI, oscillate over the entire band.
lkiatsionaa I ly, it set will be found which has
perfect quality on full volume, but when red uc,d, the quaa lies -goes to pieces."
If this
Is the case, examination of the tubes will probably disclose n '24 in n socket where a '35
or 51 should be. Proper placement of the
tubes will make this right. This trouble applies
to T.R.F. sets only; the use of a '24 in an
amplifier socket in a set built for the multimu tubes will Invariably produce this phe-

nomenon.
No reference has been made here to account
for poor results due to improper connections,
wrongly placed parts, or similar troubles which
would apply to any receiver. It 1s presumed
that the correct hookup has been followed
, and
througl
the receiver is free from n11
defects in wiring, parts, or similar mistakes
on the builder's part.

a

I

ENT

REP pA

W.

Volt R.P.M. 4500. Can be
or wind propelled for Aeroperfect. worth $75. 00. but
plus slipping charge.;.
Send

NATIONAL JOBBING
Lake St.

Dept.

&
186

EXPORT CO.
Chicago.

III.

Knowledge Pays Big
We teach you how to hnlld :Old operate It:,dio
'treasure Finders and how to ',rate Metals Underground.
Fascinating. Scientific. Accurate.
Full
details for 2r stamp -write TODAY.
Exchange. P. 0. Box 607 -W El Monta. Cal it.

Every Service Man Needs
The ELECTRAD Resistor
Replacement Hand Book
Write Dept.

i

jar
Detail

RC-6

ay....a,.._ye... nit
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The Receiver That Is

Build Your

NOISE FREE

CUSTOMERS

on SHORT WAVES

Revolutionary

or BROADCAST

A

STENODE demonstration will create more new custom set
prospects than any radio receiver ever did before. People
listen in amazement when they hear stations free of background noises and absolute silence between stations. When
you tune out heterodynes and whistles and stations STAY IN
strong and crystal clear, owners of all other sets gasp in astonishment. The former chief of wireless research of the British
Royal Air Force, Dr. James Robinson has given an entirely
new principal to radio in STENODE.
By the STENODE principal the highest selectivity ever attained
as well as unprecedented tonal range is now made possible.
All engineers agree that it is impossible with ordinary super -

STENODE
STENODE selectivity

curve makes 10KC selec-

so- called, look like
broad tuning.

tivity,

STENODE selectivity is
compared, at left, to that
of ordinary receivers. All
background noise is contained in outer curve.
Stenodé s curve, shaded,
contains but 1 -10 the

heterodynes.
STENODE amplifies signals most and static least. That's why
YOU want to build an 11 tube STENODE to work with a
SHORT WAVE adapter when it is not used to log and listen
with enjoyment to more broadcasters than can be heard on
any other type of radio. STENODE selectivity is 5 to 1 greater
than that of so called 10KC Supers. The noise does not get in
along with the high audio frequencies, and the STENODE reproduces perfectly higher frequencies than ever heard on any
other receiver giving

total noise.

STENOTUBE. Only one
required in each Stenode.
This heart of the Stenode
circuit consists of a quartz
crystal ground to 175KC
frequency and mounted in
tube form for easy handling. Standard UX socket
base. Price 815.

500%

BETTER

1000% MORE
INFINITELY

SELECTIVITY

FREEDOM
BETTER

FROM NOISE

QUALITY

Mode in England

None I,N'nui M`

without the
inventor's.signature.
DIRECTION

BOOK
STENODE

9

Blue Prints - Data Book - Direction Book Now $5
Increased demand for Stenode Data Book, Instruction Book and Blue Prints permits our cutting former price in half. Those who have
already sent in full price will receive our check for $5. We are not interested in making profit from our engineering service. Our profits
come solely from Royalties paid us by our licensees.

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
98 Park Place, New York, N. Y.

Money Order,

Enclosed find
$

.

BLUE PRINTS,

TION BOOK
(Mike all

Check, For

Please forward me í_) STENOTUBE,
For

DATA BOOK and

DIREC-

building STENODE.

checks parable ta Gernsback

Publication, Inc.)

Name

S T E

Street

City.

IF

The STENODE opens up new fields for short -wave and television work, as well as broadcasting. Full details of all sorts
of applications are iven in the STENODE Data Book. Nine
full -sized diagrams show where to place every part. How to
make every connection is clearly told in STENODE Book of
Directions. Your finished STENODE will put you into a new
field of radio. Fill in and mail the coupon with your money
order for the biggest value ever offered custom set builders.

98

State

IT

ISN'T

A

STENODE

IT

CORP.

A M E R I C
O F
GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
New York, N. Y.
Park Place
SOLE SELLING AGENTS

N O D

E

ISN'T

A

MODERN

A

RECEIVER

LEGION 6-TUBE SET

MARQUETTE
AUTO RADIO

Jusai
e

at -HET.
9TUBE SUPER

MARQUET TE.
MOUNTING
STEERING
SNAP ON MOUNTING
NO TOOLS REQUIRED(PAMAPCDFOR) ELECTRICAL
REMOTE CONTROL (MARQutrrt PSI A °COFOR' ALL WAVE
RECEPTION (15105SOMETERS- PENTODE(RFANA AF
LATEST CUNNINGHAM TUBES-- ELECTRO DYNAMIC
SPEAKER"PUSH PULL PENTODE- AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL.-FULL VISION DIAL
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE IODAY FREE TRIAL

PRICE COMPLETE

COMPLETE

KIT for

The Legion Radio Mfg. Co. announces a new
"i the T.It.F. family. It uses
recel v
I -' 47
and 1.'S0. It Is equipped With a
full -, i'loti dial, dynamic speaker. toile control,
hunt (sont rot and ball -hearing condensers. Cabinet of selceted .t tncrican Walnut,

1I

'

There are hundreds of interesting electrical
devices that you can make with a photo
electric unit. It will turn on the parking
lights of your car when the sun goes down
or light the lamps in your house at dusk. It
will open your garage door when the beam
from the headlight is flashed against
i t. will detect smoke in your home or protect
your safe-there is no end of Jobs that a
photo cell writ can do in your home.'

it-

PICTURES

SERVICE SHORT CUTS
((continued from page
l'oo

GARAGE DOORS THAT OPEN AT
A LIGHT FLASH
MECHANICAL MEN
BURGLAR ALARMS, ETC.
all owe their origin to photo electric cells.
It is now possible for you to buy a complete
photo cell unit in a kit, ready to assemble,
including an extremely sensitive photo
electric cell, all necessary tubes, wire, resistances, relay, etc., with complete diagrams and an instruction book showing you
how to assemble i t in an hour-all fore 10.00.
We also furnish you with a book giving
complete wiring diagrams and instructions
on how to build a number of amazing devices and showing you many uses for your
photo electric cell unit. The actual value of
this complete kit is over $50.00 -we aro
making a special introductory price of
210.0) to popularize experimental work
with photo electric cells.
Clip cheek or money order to the coupon
below and mail it today!

IIEnm.\

î 31)

test the '47 pentode, follow the same
procedure for the "short test" and "mutual
conductance test" as described above, with
these exceptions: Raring inserted the '47 into
our 5 -prong socket: throw S\\' 1 to the S.( :.
side: the MA switch t4 4 to the high side
and leave It there--then take readings after
throwing SW 5 on and adjusting rheostat It.
.\u "emission test" may be taken on tithes
suitable for this test by using the High scale
and throwing SW I to the S.1 :, side.

THAT TALK

A.

11E

FIXING THE RCA VICTOR 52
By James Watson
Pt.('..\.- Victor receiver uses a pilot light
which requires 110 volts ou the filament.

VItY

The writer wishing to replace this bulb, found
the only lamp available was of the large standard -hase type which would not tit into the
light socket ln the receiver.
However, by
breaking out the old bulb and its cement, it
possible to fasten the 1111w' buse In the
51.115
manner illustrated in Fig. ° on page 7:11.
. \gaie. while at rondin_ at
Itg111, for some unknown reason the large . :01.51 n t t bulb lighting
the ring burned out, and the writer offered
to tackle the job of fixing It.
At my suggestion, the management obtained
replacement bulb for me and upon examining
It. I found That It s'as only rated at 150
watts. and that Its standard base would not
lit the large mogul socket of the big 250 watt
bulb. Ilowecer, it only required at few minutes
to break the glass and Bement from the obi
lamp. screw the .standa, ni base into the mogul
base as illustrated in Pig. Mt ou page 7:11 and
replace it in the socket.

TAKING HUM OUT OF D.C. SETS
By George Van Velsen
MEN, operating in the Metropolitan
u ndou toted ly
ha ve
encountered
DA'. sets ha I ing at bad hum. 'l'he writer has
found a simple solution which works very
nicely sucre the receiver, as is usually the
case, has its filaments connected in series, as
indicated in 1'ig, 4A,
The remedy is to connect the filaments in
series parallel. as shown in Figure 411. increasing the value of limiting resists Dees It to compensate for the lower resistance of the fila ments.
I 'IIll Ill'et electrolytic condensers in shunt with
the filaments: whether they are connected in
series ass shown at 4.1 or in parallel as at
411,
these condensers taust have a capacity
l'ei wren 25 and 50 tuf.

Stlltt'I(T
district.
MAIL TODAY
MD

Merman L. DeVrv, Inc.
59 E. Kacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois
'inclosed is $10.4141. Please send me the
complete Photo Electric ('ell Kit advertised in Radpo- ('raft,

Name
Address
Town

Stale

O
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BATTERIES

MARQUETTE RADIO INC.
110West18t`'St. NEW YORK
DISTRIBUTORS-" DEALERS

for

WRITE

TERRITORIES 'vow

Write for full details about the

OFFICIAL

MANUAL. Gernsback
Publications, Inc., 98 Park Place, New York,
SERVICE

REFRIGERATION

N. Y.

SERVICE MEN,,
Here Is A

Big Profit Opportunity

n

PENTO

Put Pentode Tubes
in Old Sets
Replace the old 245's with the
new 247's. There is a tremendous
improvement in depth of tone
and set sensitivity. The improved
amplification strengthens weak
signals, particularly in sets using
245 push -pull, and the improved
tone turns sour old radios into
new, sweet, musical instruments.

E

247
Iulll

ì

r

JUST INSERT ADAPTERS AND NEW 247
NO CHANGE IN WIRING

TUES

as

Drive

Chicago, Illinois

...

EVERV READY

MITE

Inc.

59 E. Wacker

CLIP THE COUPON BELOW

4S

)CUNNINGHAM TUBES

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER:
2 Adapters.

Licensed 247 Pentode

RCA

2

YOUR PRICE $2.30 Postpaid)

ober-

ustom .i and
you double your money with S minutes c work. Every
owner of on old se1 con be sold, ACT NOW ON THIS
You sell for $6.00. Its a bargain for your

FAST

MOVING MONEYMAKERI

2 Pentode Adapters Only

tae tubes)

$1.20

MONEY SACK GUARANTEE( Try the two Pentode Tub.
outtt In a set If not more than pleased with results, return your purchase anytime within five days and your
money will be promptly refunded' If you do not have
our new 1932 Radio Servicemen's Whatnot. Price Guide,
check in square below and it will be sent you.'

:t

eRIE'
",:IA\1e
,,

yeux

/

TbcRADOLEK CO.
601 W.RANDOLPH SI.
PI..,.

ILIICAGO.Pe,ode Adoster,.
of

2

2

RCA loc.,ud 247 Pentode Tube,.
$2.40 1po .o.dl.
2 Pentode Adopters In. tubes/ 5120.
O Copy 1972 Servicemen's Whel.sel. Price Owe.. (Attach

lone

....Sets of

.1

Nam.
Street
City

THE RADOLIK CO.,

Stet.
106 Canal Station, CHICAGO, ILL.
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kadio@ft READERS' BUREAU
A

FREE

These booklets, pamphlets, etc., are
obtainable FREE by mailing the
accompanying coupon.

SERVICE
SOLA VOLTAGE COMPENSATOR
Variations of line voltage, which are very
marked in many parts of the country, create
objectionable results in radio receivers. If
the voltage decreases the volume drops; if
it increases, the power pack is overloaded
and the life of the tubes threatened. The
Sola Compensator automatically- maintains
the voltage to the set at a constant value
even with wide fluctuations of the line
voltage. This folder describes its operations and application. Well worth reading.
Sula Corporation.
37.

On this page are listed booklets,
catalogs, pamphlets, etc., of Manufacturers, Schools, Institutions, and other
organizations, which may be of interest to readers of RADIO- CRAFT. The
list is revised each month, and it will
be kept as up -to -date and accurate as
possible. In all cases the literatur4
has been selected because of the valuable information which the books contain. If you are interested in subjects
not listed on this page, write us and
we will try to serve you.
This Service is absolutely free to
all Readers of RADIO- CRAFT.
Fill in and mail the coupon below;
make sure that your name and address
are included and are plainly written.
Order M number only.

HOW TO PREVENT INTERFERENCE IN YOUR RADIO
This little folder is full of practical advice on the elimination of interference created by electrical machines of various kinds.
The cures are applied at the source of the
trouble, not at the radio set. Data are
38.

given on the use of filters designed for convenient connection to the power cords of
electric fans, vacuum cleaners, sewing, washing and ironing machines, food mixers and
These are
motor- operated refrigerators.
quickly installed without the use of tools.
Aerovox (Wireless Corporation.

ACCURATE HEAVY DUTY TEN
WATT RESISTORS
Service Jlen and experimenters who wish
to make multi -range instruments out of
low- voltage A.C. and D.C. voltmeters will
find this bulletin interesting and instructive. It describes the popular Akra -Ohm
wire-wound resistors and tells how the
proper sizes may be selected for meters of
different internal resistance to cover various
voltage ranges. These resistors are .single
laver wound on Isolantite tubes and are
covered with a special insulating coating.
'l'hey are accurate within 25, of their rated
values, and are designed to fit conveniently
in standard five- ampere fuse clips. Shall39.

cross Mfg. Co.
40. THE LUXTRON "ST" CELL
The great drawback to the general adoption of light- sensitive devices by experimenters and constructors has been their
high initial cost and their treed for multistage audio amplifiers of special construction. With the introduction of the "Lux trotl' cell this disadvantage seems doomed
for elimination, as this new device is very
inexpensive, yet sensitive enough to operate
a relay directly. It is of the photo-conductive type, and functions by the reduction
of its resistance when it is exposed to light.
Its manufacturers claim it produces a current change of as much :is 2.1 milliamperes
in direct sunlight. This folder describes

the cell in detail atul tells how it is use(
in conjunction with a small relay for various experimental and commercial applications. Lurtron Mfg. Co., Inc.
41.

FAHNESTOCK SPRING BINDING

POSTS
'l'he average radio nnut sloes not realize
that even a little thing like a binding post
may be the subject of considerable design
and manufacturing effort on the part of a
large company. This 40-page catalog illustrates dozens of different models of the well known Fuhnestoek connectors, which have
wide application in both the radio and the
general electrical fields. Fahaestock Electric Co.

RAWSON SINGLE AND DOUBLE
PIVOT METERS
A new method of pivoting the delicate
movements of electrical meters is descrilwd
in an article prefacing the latest catalog
of the Rawson ureters. This discusses the
features of older methods and tells of the
advantages of the new system for highly
42.

r
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Readers Bureau
96 -98 Park Place, New

York, N. Y.
Please send me free of charge the following booklets indicated by numbers in
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sensitive instruments. The catalog itself
describes the Rawson line of high -grade
portable meters of time following types: D.C.
milliaumteters and ulillivoltuteters, D.C.
"Multiuteters," fluxmeters, electrostatic voltmeters, and electronic multimeters. 'Phis is
a valuable reference Zook. Rawson Electrical Instruutent Corporation.
43. THE RECORDOVOX
The Amplion Recordovox is an instrument
for speeding educational processes and
measuring educational progress. It makes
available for classroom work the arts of
the phonograph and radio and provides public address facilities for time school audi.
to
It consists of seven units, housed
in a steel cabinet fitted with wheels. These
units are: a microphone, a powerful audio
amplifier, a loud speaker, an electrical phonograph, a radio receiver, n recording head
for recording sound on phonograph records,
and meters and switches for controlling all
the apparatus. One of the most interesting
uses of this instrument is for recording the
speech of students, particularly those studying a language other than their native
tongue, and then letting them hear their
own voices through the loud speaker. atnplion Products Corporation.

CORNELL PAPER DIELECTRIC
CAPACITORS AND RESISTORS
This is an engineering catalog of data
on fractional capacity paper dielectric fixed
condensers and various sizes of carbonized
44.

resistances for radio, television and ignition
applications.
A supplemental sheet describes two special kits of replacement filter
and bypass condensers intended for use
by Service Men and service organizations.
Cornell Electric Mfg. Co.
45. ARCTURUS TRANSMITTING
TUBES
'l'he Arcturus company has added a series
of power tubes of the transmitting type to
'ts present line of receiving tubes. Five
of the new tubes are fully described in a
series of excellent folders now available to
all radio men. The following tubes are
listed: the E703A, n 50 -watt R.F. oscillator
and A.F. amplifier, interchangeable with the
UV -203A; the E711 and 1:7111.:, a 50-watt
oscillator, power amplifier and modulator,
the first equivalent to the UV 211, the Navy
type 1818A and the Army type VT4, and
the second equivalent to the WE-211E; the
E745, a 50 -watt modulator and A.F'. amplifier, interchangeable with the UV -845;
the E766, at mercury vapor half-wave rectifier, similar to the UX -866; and the E772,
another nwrcury vapor half -wave rectifier,
equivalent to the UV-872.

$100,000 SPEAKER SALE!

HEADQUARTERS

Included in this tremendous speaker sale are the products
manufactured by leading speaker makers.
Every
is
brand new and shipped in original factory sealedspeaker
cartons.
They are sold far below their regular list price because
they
were bought in exceedingly large quantities and our purchase
price permits us to give you the benefit of low cost.

for
Materials and Parts

DUO MAGNETIC
Duo Magnetic Speaker
Duo Inductor Dynamic

Chassis
Similar to Farrand

$3.95
$3.95
Indo, t,

for building

_-

Treasure

JENSEN

A.C.-D.8
Dry Rectier
Rectifier
A.C. -D.7 Jr.
Audit Tube
Rect.
__

95

Concert Jr.
Tube Rect....
D.9-2500 OHM
D.C.
Field
_
D.7 -2500 011M

Field

D.15- Midget

Locators

$11.2.95

A.C. -D.15

$8.50

/ 50
$850
Cr
Jr.

2500 OHMS _.

7/

Radio, Audio. Ground Potential measurements, Hughes Induction Balances and
other types; Oscillators and amplifying
systems included.

$4.75
ROLA

A. C. Models
Model 0 -90 -C A.C. using
280 Rect.
Model K. Midget A.C. using
280 Rect.
QO
D. C. Models
2500 ohm P.P. Output Trans.
1000 ohm P.P. Output Trans.
Q7 .
2500 ohm Single Pentode.
Each
2500 -ohm Push Pull 238.
Model
1000 ohm Single 238.
1800 ohm Single Pentode
300 ohm
Tap
for ltius.

$9.95
$8.50
7

We can supply all materials needed for
building and operation of any of the recognized treasure finders.

$45
22

ITH these apparatus you can locate
buried treasures, metal war relics,
mineral deposits, subterranean water veins.
buried gas and water pipes, and lost objects, tools and treasures sunken in water.

BALDWIN
Ttte

$7.50

uVenc1.28_°

D. C. 2500

$5,50

ti H M -110
Volts
D.

C.

D.

C.

2500

Volts Field
Less Stand

0

Write for pamphlet giving history and
theory on this interesting subject. Twelve
different circuits are described and explained. List of parts and prices included.
(Price of pamphlet 10c.)

1I M -110

4.00

2500 OIIAI
Field Le.r=

volts
Output Trans.

etc.

-II

$3.25
SANGAMO TRANSFORMERS

Mail
Coupon
TODAY!

Sangamo transformers are offered to the public for the first
time at these reduced prices.
Sangamo A. X. Audio

Transformer.
Price

$1.75

Sangamo B. X. pp Input

Transformer.

Price
Sangamo H. X. pp Output Transformer.
Price _.-_

r
1

245

$1.95

are F.O.B. New York, and subject to prior
Terms: A deposit of 20% is required with
every order. Balance may be paid on delivery. Or,
deduct 2% if full amount is sent with order.

Greenwich Street,

Dept. RCS

i

New York, N. Y.

Enclosed find 10c for which kindly send

me

p:uuphht

on Treasure Finders.

Name;

Do Not Write For Catalog!
All offers

Address:

sale.

GRENPARK CO., Dept.

GRENPARK COMPANY

State:

-

- --

L

R. C., 245 Greenwich Street, New York, N. Y.
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The Hotels on this page are
Patronized by the Radio Trade.
Make them your Headquarters.

Hotel Directory of the Radio Trade
AN

DISTINCTION "'

ADDRESS OF

e
,i

=v)

;.',2
^
J7
... FOR SUCCESSFUL CONVENTIONS
>!

RENOWNED

MONTCLAIR

THE

...

LEXINGTON AVE., 49th to SOdt STS.
NEW YORK

Directly Opposite the Waldorf-Astoria

IJLtILE

HOTEL,
CIIICACC
Under Rlac
Management

information.
Ib

&Stone

u

OOMS

Every Room With Bath

A HOMEY HOTEL IN THE

From $3.00 per day

HEART OF NEW YORK

THE
NEW

Attractive Rates by the Month
A RADIO IN EVERY ROOM

Grand Central Terminal

133

and B. & O. Motor Coach
Station. Ten minutes by taxi
from Pennsylvania Station.

Single Rooms with .41(jacent
Bath
51.50 and up
2.00 and up
Single Rooms with Bath
Double Rooms with Bath 3.00 and up
5.00
Suite -2, 3, 4 People

Special Weekly Rates

OSCAR W. RICHARDS, Manager

FRED W. BIZEL, Resident Manager
THE SENSATIONAL..

"The Gathering Place

!HOLLYWOOD

of

-

¡

RESTAURANT

Cosmopolitan New Yorkers."
The RUSSIAN VILLAGE
100 West 57th Street
New York City

-

W. 47th Street through
to 48th Street

One of the Finest Hotels in
Tithes Square

American Home Cooking Served
in a Notable Restaurant

Dining, Dancing, Russian and Gypsy
Entertainment.
DINNER
TEA
LUNCH
No cover charge at any time.
Circle 7 -9434
Broadcasting \VOR

Important

FLANDERS

Short walking distance from

'

I

If you are responsible for a large or small Convention for your Industry or Business, consider these advantages.
Overlooking Lake
Michigan, with parklands, beaches and bridle path close at hand, Convention days here are pleasant and free from distractions which interfere with Convention sessions. NVhen personal affairs are in order
you are within a few minutes to Loop business
theatres and stores. The Drake
Convention staff, available without extra
charge, is trained in Convention detail, obtaining publicity, reduced railroad fares,
entertainment, etc. frite us for further

THE HOTEL

800

1932

BWAY. at

N

-

4S' ST. N.V.C.
and fle
.

NEW REVUE

Presents

the great %t cabaret entertainment
the world has ever seen.

Broadway's Best Dinner
T.

$1.50

$t.75

$2.00

AFTER
THEATRE
Popular Prices.

Announcement!
On pages 752 and 753
of this issue will be
found a very import-

ant announcement
telling of the RADioGAFT LIBRARY. Be
sure to turn to these
pages NOW and learn
of the ten new and interesting books which
arp being published.

JUNE SPECIALS ! !
*

EVERT month we list on this page certain STIR
items, which are
NOT LISTED IN OUR CATALOG. These are all specials of which
t he quantities on hand are not sufficient to catalog them.
once sold out,
no more ran be bad. First come, first served. Sa re yourself disappointmeilt by ordering NOW.

NEW

LOPRICED

with the analyzer. to
Provide "C" bias. for
grid tests. continuity

ANALYZER ON MARKET

This new itladrhe precision instrument MI/Mlles Aatures ehich have
hvays been desired in any Instrument
hunt for service work: Ill low cost;
121 simplicity of design: 131 accuracy
of measurements: 14 ruggedness of the
complete unit. It Is needless tu add
that the kit Is capable of testing anything from old battery models to the
latest screen -grid, pentode, and nmulti-

'80 RECTIFIERS
There are nsu s ekets
on the panel of U10
analyzer. one for fourprong tubes and the
other for five prong
tubes.
There Is a
"grid- test" push -button.
Pin jacks are

EIGHT METER SCALES AVAILABLE

s.

-

A stark necessity In
service work. Sold only
In lots of 12 or more.
Ship. sot. 4 oz.

1/15 volt
battery. 2 No. 0

Requires but

Irycetls and earl.hnnes
to operate.
No.
1666-S.W. Set.

6V
$.25

Your
Price

Your
Price

1672-Caps.

ell'

Jur
Your Price

No.

$0.12

2276- 25.000

full fledge) superhet
Raxiver. Range
-

quine

nn plug - In
lias built - In
lilantent transformer
for IIO volts 00 cyllea
.A.C. Employ, 3 227
tubes.
Single dial

añ

h5

1614- Converter.

No

Your

ire L..L

lnstrucjiona
ShItPing

NOW

Price

100

socket.

Nos SP 9054, Condenser,

ohms.

Your
Price

Heat

Intensity o e r
1200e Calm. Requires
no mouth - blowing. Entirely automatic. Used

$ 0.49

for heavy duty soldering aluminum solderi ng.
n tal
tempering,
e.
wt 1 lb.

Ship.

K 1006- Torch.

No.

Your
Price

$0.60

Illustrations.

RADIO MIRROR
PENLIGHT

*MIDGET MICROPHONE

*POWER PACK CHOKE UNIT

For

11

No.

1450-Transformer.

l

c..le

A.C. operatio4. f
fu
of `t a
2 a.. 2% v.
CL. 2% v. at 10t4 a..
2% v. at :tu. Cu :Iln
V-310 t' et.
.

Your
Price

$3.84

MICROPHONE &
PRE -AMPLIFIER
OUTFIT

Excellently suited for
P. A. work, Inter communieation systems, etc.
Comprises sensitive single -button microphone.
microphone eau p 11 ng
transformer and battery,
cut -off switeli. gain control and output terminals. PSI up in neat black
crackle - finished metal
case. equippei with Coln
ent

5"x6,4"6%". Wilts (r rrectly Imetell the
input impedance of practically all type amplifiers. Easily ronneeted to the hroadrast rcoriser
for home reshrding. Ship. wt. 111 lbs.
No. 1654-Pre -Amplifier.
Measures

WRITE TODAY. Enclose 2 cents
for postage. Treatisl sent by return mail.

New Hook -Ups. Etc.
675

$7.Price

ELECTRIC CLOCK *UTAH A.C. DYNAMIC SPEAKER

from

-

( +Ills.

mt r..1.

°bleetluu-

hum

The new Winter edition, No. 24. of nue
RADIO SERVICE TREATISE is poet lively the greatest beak ill print -NOT
.IST A CATALOG. It contains a large
editorial section with valuable Information not found anywhere else. Among
the new technical information listed are
the following: 1932 Complete Radiofron
clavas teristcs Short Wave Tuners and
Phono -Pickups.- Constructional Data for
Sel vivement Test Oscillator -all about
Tone Controls -Short Wave Adapters ami
Converters -Constructing a 3 -tube SuperHet ShortWave Converter -Modernizing
old radio sets- Latest type Multi -Mu
and Pentode Tubes -All about DC ReAnd
ceivers -Vacuum Tube Treatise.
dozens of new radio experiments. hints
Servicemen,
valuable
sables
of
useto
ful data. etc., eue.

20 to 115 meters. Re-

.

A.C.

FREE 76 Page Radio Treatise

Concerta any brsladast receiver into a

TR:\N.<111RllrR

and

e
of bayonet
Ship. set. 1 lb.

$0.75

$9.45

a

"245" POW ER

AUTOMATIC
BLOW TORCH

filter circuits.
Easily mounted througll

.\.F.

$0.75

Your

i 4 7o

guaranteed units
perform miracles in

able
No. 2275 -10,000 ohms.

Your
Price

S

PRICE

YOUR

Thesea

eliminating

A.C. SUPERHET
S. W.CON V ERTER

1,1

with test leads.
eonueet i11g cables. Itergess 41/2 wit baton', s
ral battery leads, I'Y to l'X adapter, NO reetiller adapter and
resistatige and capacity charts. Shipping weight. s lbs.
Model 700 Analyzer. List Prie $35.00 Q

LYTIC CONDENSERS

VARIABLE SLIDES

AM)

flow to L'seThem

trated throughout.
The Analyzer Is furnished complete

*8 MF. ELECTRO-

ADJUSTABLE
VOLTAGE
DIVIDER

RADIO SET
ANALYZERS

mation on every analyzer on
the market.
64 big
pages.
Heavy cover. Profusely illus-

LEATHERETTE CASE -REMOVABLE COVER
1111, loins
ill is haudsunse black leather-

ruggedly
cunstruet ed.

Flange IR to 200 meters. Employs taw current drain 230 tube.

1110

The \Iis,I,I 7ml

and

No.

toggle

way

controls

I

PLETE. Contains detailed Ibscriptions. photoeratubs and
circuit diagrams of all commercial set analyzers and testers.
A real book. Contains infor-

external battery.

lw'e

-

shall. neuen

FREE with each Analyzer

ITY; EVERYTHING IS COM-

testing circuit for
either regular r pen
todeturns. Both plates
of the '60 -type rectifier may be tested by
of a special
use
furnished.
adapter
Charte are provided
for measuring resistances and capacities.

Small. neat In

Para.,.

available for the In-

se itch

CAP CONNECTORS

at

We take Idea -u re in offering
with the purchase or each ausheer- ABSOLUTELY FREE
OF CHARGE -the latest radio
publlrat inn to come uff the press.
THE BOOK IS INTENDED
FOR SERVICEMEN OF ALL
whether
CLASSES.
junior
grade or expert.
NOTHING HAS BEEN LEFT
TO YOUR OWN INGENU-

.l

SCREEN -GRID

tsting

the

I

use of all
meters, externally, In
There Is
every range.
reen-grid pin jack,
there are two pin
for connecting

IN

Of

es

di,idual

11

Contains all parts and
Instructions to hulld a
three -tube S. N'. (n.
fetter.
Range 10 I to
200
meters.
Iurinde
filament transformer for
110
volts, 60 cys -l'..
A.C. Complete with set
nt 3 plug -In coils. Ship.
wt. 8 lbs.
No. 1617-Converter.

view

-

TESTS PENTODES
'MULTI -MUS "

The "yludel 711O' is an extremely
cumpaet des ice. The outside dimensions of the carrying case are only
10% by 7% by 3% Inches. The analyzer contains a D.C. voltmeter, an
A.I'. voltmeter and a mllliaumeter. The
D.C. voltmeter Ills three ranges:
0 to 60; 0 to 200; and 0 to 600 volts.
The A.C. voltmeter has also three
ranges: 0 to 10; 0 to 110; and 0 to
700 volta. The milliammeter has two
ranges: one for 20- ill. resisting and
the other for 100 -mill. This variety of
ranges makes It possible to test every
conceivable radio circuit: high voltage
secondaries of power transformers.
current drain of all radin tulles. including the high power 250 and 210
tunes. etc.
CONVENIENT SELECTOR SWITCH
The instrument is equipped with a
six -posit ion Id-polar selector switch;
by locatis of
11101, readings
may be
obtained
f "C" volts. ^I^' volte
reversed. UK" volts, "K" volts reversed, plate voltage,
and screen -grid voltage. A 4% -volt battery Is R1lppl ied

WORLD -WIDE
A.C. SHORT WAVE
SHORT -WAVE SET CONVERTER KIT

etto case, substantially ronstructed and equipped with
nlekel plate! corners and trimmings. BY a novel hinge
arrangement the cover of the case may be swung back
and removed. thus affording a completely unobstnuted

testa, etc.

mu receivers.

R.

NEW!

IMPROVED READRITE MODEL 700 ANALYZER

!

MOST POPULAR

STOP SHOPPING. The lowest prices are right on this page. No one
undersells its. We meet any price on ANY NEW Merchandise. Order
direct from this page and save money, 100% satisfaction on every transaction. Take advantage of these special offers. ORDEIt NOW, TODAY.

$8.25

Your Price

MIDGET DYNAMIC
SPEAKER

SPEED '295"
TRIPLE -TWIN TUBE
E1utvalent to

one

227

de-

tector and one
.\

..b+eru atory tine
fight frone your Ilghl
...ket! No spring tu
.s
n d, n o batteries.
Never out Of order.
For 110 volts 60 cycle
A.C. operation only.

No.

1689-Clock.

Price

$1.00

lover device fbr look -

around corner. or
Sillier Inaccessible slats
on the radio chassis.
Commis.. pee flash-

Nasal
1

I

light
Operates tom to volt 60
cycle A.C. line. 9^ high
by 954" wide by 7 %"
deep. Ship. w4 191ós.

No. 1506- Speaker
Your

$7.45

and magnifying
mirror. Complete with
battery and bulb.

No.

1695-Penlight.

Your
Price

WE ARE A WHOLESALE HOUSE AND CANNOT ACCEPT ORDERS FOR LESS THAN 83.00.
If C. O. D. shipment is desired, please remit 20%
remittance, which must accompany all orders.
If full cash accompanies order. deduct 2% discount.
Send money order certified check -U. S. stmp..

-

245

$0.85

Comprises power trans-

former for
227's,
2811,

5

-26's.

2- 171A 's

as

will

as

and

2
1

1-500

-

ohm filter choke. Put up

in

neat
metal Case.
Ship. wt. 10 Iba.

No.

SP

9053

Pack Unit
Your Price..

-Power

it,at

A real microphone of
single button type. Extremely sensitive. Ex-

cellent for P.A. work.
etc. Standard resistance
of 100 SIIMS. Responds
up to 2500 cycles. Ship.
wt. I lb.
No.

1855-Mike.

Your
JJ

pm.

Radio Trading Co.
23 West Broadway
New York, N. Y.

A real

with

.,her

transformer to
matin all type output
tubes. Wt. 51bs.
Your

price
P

tube. Constitutes a two stage directcoupled am-

plifier in Itself.
Fila-

sslume

Output
No.

$ 2.25

,,.

sn I.e.-_1 reg

and tone. 0%" overall,
1 14" diaphragm.
Stand rd 2500 ohm field roll.

t' ewer

ment.
2%

v.;

voltage

2

A.C.

plate

250.

Large undistorted output.
Ship. wt.

12 oz.

1549-Speaker.

$2.50

No.S699. Tube.

Your Price....

$2L 10

ORDER FROM THIS PAGE. You will find special
prices from time to time in this magazine. Get our
big FREE catalog for the g
Radio Bargains.
Should you wish goods shipped by parcel poet, be
sure to include sufficient extra remittance for same.
Any excess will be refunded.
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twill train you
at home
to fill a

lair

OBIG P
.Radio Job.

Special Free Offer

you are dissat i.tl..1 with your present job, if von are 'trug
cling along in a rut with little or no prospect of anything better
thaw a skinny pay envelop, --slip the coupon NOW. Get any big
FREE hook on the opponunit i.. in IL I)IO. Read how 0uiekly
you can learn at home in your spare tinta to he a Radio Expert
-what gold job- my craquai., hase lo .en g,-ttiug -real jobs with

If

tell

sol

ilit
,mk

I.

R'INBORNE
E.
1267 W. -lath St.,
Norfolk, Va.

.0

dollars.
000 to tuuxirde of millions
will be
I teen created by this growth, und thousands more
men and young men o it [I
Many
development.
by its cont Owed
he kind ut tndnurg I give you in the N. R. I.
the right training
,nuns '-hove .I epp.'i into Radin at Iwo and tline times their
funnier salarie.

ing,

Get Ready now for Jobs Like These

Broadeaeting staffions use engineers, operators, station manager,. and pap' up to ?3;)ull a year. M:wufact tows rout inually.
men, buy
employ test.rs, inspectors, foremen, engineers, sere ireOpera,
ors on
ers. for jobs aving tip to $0,000 a year. Radio
the world, a it h board and Imlging In., ILIA
hips enj..o lite,
nun,
sen'il'e
employ
get g..n.l pan lesdits -, beaten and jobbers
My
.ale.meu, hover, ninuuge rs, .pd pay up in $111 a..i week.
jet
rsting
m_ .. ,.t l.. r I.iI
.,.i
l...ok
radin

..

Ì

Throughout cour s411w
hrxsl, for pa r.. tin.., inmey.
icing popular makes of sets; I give you the
infunnat ion on
plans :nul i.l' as ihat Inn . made $200 and $1,000 for N. It. I. stuas
dents in their -t. r. tine. u hi le. .rip ling. My coarse i, tamnus
ti.e 1,11.4 i hat pay for I.

raw. my success
to N. R. I. You started
me off on the right foot."

Radios.
.1.

I

A. VAI:GIHN

Grand Radio and Appliance Co.,

3107 R.

I:rand Boulevard,

Talking Movies, Television, Aircraft Radio
included
and
l: ing Movies, Television
Special trail jug
Asia
Ionic. Telrvi iei experiment,. R :ndi.i s use in
Broadcasting, CommerIrtrr.rt ion

aI.L,

not

Service upon

St. Louis, Mo.

64-page book of information FREE

It Iills sou why re ltadio's
what they pay, tells yon about my
her.. who Ìuav1. taken it are doing and
con r -e, ed.,
not out what Itadio otter: you without the
making.
slight -t div :lab.... \(T NOW '

,:.y today.

1.,

ge. I

esm extra in
"In

months

looking over my
records I find I trade i 300
from January to May in
My best
ml) spire time.
week brought me 3I07.
I have only one regret
regarding your course
-1 should have taken
it long ago."
HOST MOORE

It. R. 3, Box 919,
Indianapolis, Ind.,

J. E. SMITH, President
National Radio Institute, Dept. 2 FX
Washington, D. C.
Our Own Home

tfIlAry
11116
,i_

muffled

Andin

other

.Ignnl+.
poor
Radio Pre'nn.11arntinn and
Altai :nforiiat 1011

ontained

i,

.dlla,d
t ante re-

and

wieldy

ACT

III

di toned

In

a

.. NEW Radio Equipment
for Broad Practical Experience
Given Without Extra Charge
of this egill,nent you ran tip, l: lent .11th
text
many of the thine+ too read r111 x1
hook,.
From it )011 get the valuable experience tint tells
In a short tittle ),m have
beginner.
fn.u1
a
an ,:pert
learned what it would take )years to learn In the field. It's
oar
ru). dollars In
ttlat ,11,05 the
training like
ger'.
null
{Milts
envelope.
tithe,
if
a
merit
the
Alea,1ring
e:
a
e is
t
perform
outer
Grid
lip
a
itnx9er, and
building m u ohmmeter. l tithe
esperi aunt. illustrating
make
Yon J.111115
for .ru it,' ',oak.
the hopes taut pt Moen.!., in the - hv.t kn.nitl set e.

With the aid

)011r awn

hand.,

s

have doubled
and tripled the
salaries of many.
Find out about I,
this tested way

pÁ
Get.

S
I

..,.±i

t

toBll
titihrfSjp

awith
Job
a

.Future
'7

dio training organization
¡ devoted entirely to training men and young men
for good jobs in the Radio
industry. Our growth has
paralleled Radio's growth.
We occupy three hundred
times as much floor space
now its we did when organized in 1911.

Lf etimefmploymentleruicetogllQradflate}

Get

a.

free ropy by mailing
the .maws below.

QUICKLY!

I

Pioneer and World ''r
Largest Home -Study Ra-

1

.ptIon.

dails

t

I

Servicing mid Merchandising Sets.
I
ant so sure that
cial and Ship Stations are included.
in
N. It. 1. can train you satisfactorily that I will agree are
if you
your
tuition
of
writing to refund every penny

it

reeehe

haw i
t'o r

-1

.n

"Before I entered Radio
I was making $:i.i n week.
Last. week I earned $110
selling
servicing a

will

lsxi

Iherrnndng hum,
nakei of all kinds. fading Signal., broad tun;t se.

Many N. R. I. Men Have made S200 to 51,000
in spare time while learning
yin, should
roaster quick l,. I.,r .loins "- id., .,muon il, u... everyI neighbor
semi )'ou

Jumped from OH to
Si.. a week

...ut-. could
...hods

TM, book hl the
Now r rader of this
nagaxiue olio mall the

..I.

I

"My earnings In Radio
are ninny times greater
than I ever expected they
would be when I enrolled.
They seldom fall under
9100 a week.
If your
course cost four or five
times more I would still
consider it a good investment."

I.1

Ilirin Ii..n.,h lu
this
ice
1).0 St d...
(fallen' operated el..
ov

llr.s.

Many Radio Experts Make SSO to SIOO a Week
s'
In :timid In year: Ill,' Radin Intiod l'y has crown from
Over 300,000 jm). I..1.
of
Sim a week

c.

to

i.:11

It,t.11n."
tl.uI.ual

.1.

E.

Vat'

FILL OUT AND MAIL

THIS COUP()

s)IITlI, Preid,nt

lind1u
I
Washington, B.

InIll iii .',

Dept.

nit. h, aka
T
Dear I
it too
t
Semi
Special offer.
Shooting In I).4.. .\.I' Iand Ratter,:
In
)ta.li...
Rewards
1

this request

does

l'X
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SERVICEME
CERTIFIED TRIAD TUBES are the result
of many years experience. All the guesswork has been eliminated. They are designed,
manufactured and tested by the most modern
machinery. They are produced by skilled operators. No better tubes can be bought.
A complete study of the proper method of merchandising tubes, in order to protect the seller
as well as the buyer has resulted in the adoption of an entirely new form of distribution.
The CERTIFIED TRIAD SERVICEMAN is
the key stone. You can become one of
the agents, who are taking a handsome
profit from these tubes, by filling in
the coupon. The whole interesting
story will come to you by return
mail.
If you are selected to

represent TRIAD, we will
protect your territory,

for you. Every Tom,
Dick and Harry will
not be competing
with you.

This is a reduced facsimile of the Triad
Radio Tulle Certification
Coupon, which is sealed in
the box with tube to which

it

refers.

and

CONSUMER

Even a good radio receiver will sound like "nothing at all" if it is equipped with poor tubes.
Ordinary tubes can be
Most people realize that the radio tube is the heart of their receiver.
bought for a song, but you usually get what you pay for. No one expects to get Cadillac or
Lincoln service fmm an Austin. No one beks for custom-made shoes for three dollars. Those who
expect the very best performance from inferior tubes are not logical and they are sure to be
disappointed. No form of entertainment is as inexpensive as nullo. Isn't it good business to keep
it working at its best. You can be sure of doing so, by insisting on CERTIFIED TRIAD TURFS.
A line to us will enable us to send you the CERTIFIED TRIAD SERVICEMAN, we have selected

to serve your vicinity.

The TRIAD LINE is complete. It includes all types of standard
Tubes as well as Photo -Electric Cells and Television Tubes
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Super Power Spans

Atlantic, on Broadcast
Band, in Broad Daylight
St. Pierre and Miquelon.

I was surprised of the reception

we have obtained on the broad-

cast band of 200 to 550 meters

receiving

by daylight

American stations in

many

full

strength as well as Radio Maroc.
Africa on 416 meters and also
as good results on the short
wave band.

15

to 550 meters.

Six screen grid tubes. Four
tuned I. F. stages deliver ex-

ceptionally high amplification.
Each band of short wave frequencies is tuned through permanently placed coils and a
small non -capacity selector
switch on the front panel gives
instant access to the four short
».... arid bbroadcast bands.

Lincoln DeLuxe Chassis

SW -32 -110 V. 60 Cycles AC.-DC-SW -10- Battery Model
ALL -WAVE, WORLD -WIDE RECEPTION

-

WITHOUT PLUG -IN COILS

LINCOLN'S PHENOMENAL RECORD OF SPECTACULAR
ACHIEVEMENTS GUARANTEES SUPER PERFORMANCE
SPEAKING of records, read what Lincoln
owners are actually getting . . . Three
months of daily contact wit Chicago
from Baffin land, in the Arctic, by

MacMillan expedition.

Exclusive news from Lindbergh Plane flying
over Arctic, relayed to press by Lincoln Radio.
Five continents tuned in two hours.
644 Verified stations on the Broadcast Band
alone, by one Lincoln owner. IOFK, JOGK,
JOCK, JOIK, JOHK, JOAK, JORK (seven Japanese stations on broadcast band received by
Lincoln owner in Oklahoma in one morning).
2YA Wellington, New Zealand; 2BL Sydney,

Australia, brought in on broadcast band by
Texas owner.
TELEGRAM: "Again congratulations this
A.M. four to five logged 2 FC Sydney six eighty
kilo JOBK Osaka eight hundred kilo KGMB
Honolulu thirteen twenty kilo stop. This
noon twelve CS'l' logged WOPI, WLAC, WEHC,

LINCOLN

Defuxe Receivers

WSVJ, WROL, WDOD, KRLD, WTAM,WOWO,
WBT, WJAX, WENR, WABC, KWKH, WHAS,
XED, WBAP, WJZ. WBBM, WSB, XER, WGN,
WOR, WLW, \\ PTF, WEAF, WSM, WEAO,
WSAZ, WWNC. \\ \OX, WKRC. How is that

for broadcast .Mr. Ilollister."
CHICKEN, ALASKA reports -"Under favorable conditions here in mid -winter we can
pick up Germany, Sweden, England, France
and Russia on the broadcast band. From ten
to one P. M. in broad daylight they come in

best."

SHORT WAVE RECEPTION

Enthusiastic reports of world -wide reception
by Lincoln owners everywhere are too numerous to list in detail. One Lincoln owner has
received 93 stat' . out of 131 stations listed
in International Short Wave Club Log.

LINCOLN RADIO CORPORATION

Dept. IIC -6

329 S. Wood

St., Chicago,

ultl'111t \' l'ION
I St., Chicago,
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